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A CRYP ÒTOPARÒTY HIS ÒTOÒRY: PARTY LIKE IT'S
1984
BeËcause everyËth Ëing sounds betËtËer when someËone proËmises there'll be beer.

What is CrypÒtoPar Òty?

In ËteresËted partËies with com ËputËers, deËvices, and the wilËlingËness to learn how

to use the most basic crypËto proËgrams and the fundËamentËal con Ëcepts of their

opËeraËtion! CrypËtoPartËies are free to atËtend, pub Ëlic and com Ëmer ËcialËly non-

aligned.

CrypÒtoPar Òty is a deËcentralized, glob Ëal in Ëititative to in Ëtroduce basic crypËÌ

tograËphy tools - such as the Tor an Ëonym Ëity netËwork, pub Ëlic key en ËcrypËtion

(PGP/GPG), and OTR (Off The ReËcord mesËsagËing) - to the gener Ëal pub Ëlic.

The CrypËtoPar Ëty idea was con Ëceived on August 22nd 2012 as the reËsult of a

casu Ëal TwittËer con Ëver ËsaËtion betËween in Ëfor ËmaËtion ac Ëtiv Ëist and TwittËer identËity

Asher Wolf and com ËputËer secur Ëity ex Ëperts in the wake of the Australian

Cybercrime LegisËlaËtion AmendËment Bill 2011.

"The DIY, self-organizing moveËment im ËmediateËly went viral, with a dozen

autoËnom Ëous CrypËtoPartËies being or Ëganized with Ëin hours in citËies througËhout

Australia, the US, the UK, and Ger Ëmany."

Cur ËrentËly six ËteËen CrypËtoPartËies have been held in a dozen dif Ëferent coËuntËries

worldwide, and many more are plan Ëned. Tor usage in Australia has spiked

after four CrypËtoPartËies, and the Lon Ëdon CrypËtoPar Ëty had to be moved from

Lon Ëdon Hackspace to the GoogËle cam Ëpus to ac Ëcomodate for the large numb ËÌ

ers of eager par Ëticipants, with 120 tic Ëketed par Ëticipants and 30 peoËple on a

wait list. Similar Ëly, CrypËtoPar Ëty MelËbour Ëne found in Ëterest outstripËped venue

capac Ëity - originalËly plan Ëned for approximateËly 30 par Ëticipants - over 70 peoËple

tur Ëned up.

CrypËtoPar Ëty has reËceived mesËsages of supËport from the Electronic Fron ËtiËer

Foun ËdaËtion, An ËonyOps, NSA whistleb Ëlow Ëer Thomas Drake, form Ëer Wikileaks

http://theconversation.edu.au/cybercrime-bill-makes-it-through-but-what-does-that-mean-for-you-8953
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CryptoParty
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Centr Ëal editor Heath Ëer Marsh, and Wired reËportËer Quinn Nor Ëton. Eric HugËÌ

hes, the autËhor of A Cyp ßherpunk's Manßifes ßto twen Ëty years beËfore, deËlivered a

keynote address at Amster Ëdam's first CrypËtoPar Ëty.
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A CRYP ÒTOPARÒTY MAN ÒIFES ÒTO

"Man is least himZself when he talks in his own per Zson. Give him a

mask, and he will tell you the truth." - Oscar Wilde

versßion 1

In 1996, John Perry BarËlow, co-founder of the Electronic Fron Ëti Ëer Foun Ëda Ëtion, wrote

'A De Ëclara Ëtion of the In ËdependËence of Cyberspace'. It in Ëcludes the fol Ëlow Ëing pas ËÌ

sage:

Cyberspace con ßsßists of transßac ßtions, re ßlationships, and thought it ßself, arßrayed like a

standßing wave in the web of our comßmunicaßtions. Ours is a world that is both everyßà

where and nowßhere, but it is not where bodßies live.

We are creat ßing a world that all may enter with ßout privilege or pre ßjudice ac ßcorded by

race, economic power, militaßry force, or staßtion of birth.

We are creat ßing a world where an ßyone, an ßywßhere may ex ßpress his or her be ßliefs, no

matt ßer how sin ßgular, with ßout fear of being co ßerßced into sil ßence or con ßformßity.

SixËte Ëen years later, and the In ËterËnet has chan Ëged the way we live our lives. It has

given us the com Ëbined know Ëlege of human Ëkind at our fin ËgerËtips. We can form

new re Ëlationships and share our thoughts and lives with friends worldwide. We

can orËgan Ëise, com Ëmunicate and col Ëlaborate in ways never thought pos Ësible. This is

the world we want to hand down to our childrËen, a world with a free in ËterËnet.

Un ËforËtunate Ëly, not all of John Perry BarËlow's vis Ëion has come to pass. With Ëout acËÌ

cess to on Ëline an Ëonym Ëity, we can not be free from privilege or pre Ëjudice. With Ëout

priva Ëcy, free exËpress Ëion is not pos Ësible.

The proËblems we face in the 21st Cen Ëtu Ëry re Ëquire all of human Ëity to work togeth ËÌ

er. The is Ësues we face are are seri Ëous: climate chan Ëge, en ËerËgy crises, state cen ËÌ

sorship, mass surËveil Ëlance and on-going wars. We must be free to com Ëmunicate

and as Ësociate with Ëout fear. We need to sup Ëport op Ëen ËsourËce proËjects which aim to

in Ëcrease the com Ëmons' know Ëledge of tech ËnologËies that we all de Ëpend on

http://open ËsourËceecology.org/wiki Con Ëtribute!

To rea Ël Ëise our right to priva Ëcy and an Ëonym Ëity on Ëline, we need peer-reviewed,

crowd-sourced sol Ëu Ëtions. Cryp Ëto proËvides the op ËporËtun Ëity to meetup and learn

how to use these sol Ëu Ëtions to give us all the means with which to as Ësert our right

to priva Ëcy and an Ëonym Ëity on Ëline.

We are all users, we fight for the user and we strive to em Ëpow Ëer the user.

We as Ësert user re ßquests are why com Ëput Ëers exist. We trust in the col ËlecËtive

wis Ëdom of human be Ëings, not software ven Ëdors, corËpora Ëtions or govern ËÌ

http://opensourceecology.org/wiki
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ments. We re Ëfuse the shackles of di Ëgit Ëal gulags, lorËded over by vass Ëal in ËÌ

terests of govern Ëments and corËpora Ëtions. We are the Cyp ËherPunk Re ËÌ

volutiona Ëries.

The right to perßson ßal an ßonymßity, pseudonymßity and privaßcy is a basic human

right. These rights in Ëclude life, li ËberËty, di Ëgn Ëity, securËity, right to a fami Ëly,

and the right to live with Ëout fear or in Ëtimida Ëtion. No govern Ëment, orËganisa ËÌ

tion or in Ëdividu Ëal should pre Ëvent peoËple from acËcess Ëing the tech Ënology

which un Ëderscores these basic human rights.

Priva Ëcy is the abËsolute right of the in Ëdividu Ëal. Trans Ëparen Ëcy is a re Ëquire ËÌ

ment of govern Ëments and corËpora Ëtions who act in the name of the peoËple.

The in Ëdividu Ëal alone owns the right to their ident Ëity. Only the in Ëdividu Ëal

may choose what they share. CoËerËcive at Ëtempts to gain acËcess to perËson Ëal

in ËforËma Ëtion with Ëout exËplicit con Ësent is a breach of human rights.

All peoËple are en Ëtit Ëled to cryp Ëtogra Ëphy and the human rights cryp Ëto tools

af Ëford, re Ëgardless of race, col Ëour, sex, lan Ëguage, re ËligËion, polit Ëical or other op ËÌ

in Ëion, nation Ëal or soci Ëal origin, proËperËty, birth, polit Ëical, juris Ëdiction Ëal or in ËÌ

terËnation Ëal status of the coËunt Ëry or terËritoËry in which a perËson re Ësides.

Just as govern Ëments should exist only to serve their citizens - so too, cryp ËÌ

togra Ëphy should be Ëlong to the peoËple.Tech Ënology should not be locËked away

from the peoËple.

SurËveil Ëlance can Ënot be separated from cen Ësorship, and the slave Ëry it en Ëtails.

No macËhine shall be held in serËvitude to surËveil Ëlance and cen Ësorship. Cryp Ëto

is a key to our col ËlecËtive freedom.

Code is speech: code is human created lan Ëguage. To ban, cen Ësor or lock cryp ËÌ

togra Ëphy away from the peoËple is to de Ëprive human be Ëings from a human

right, the freedom of speech.

Those who would seek to stop the spread of cryp Ëtogra Ëphy are akin to the

15th cen Ëtu Ëry clerËgy seek Ëing to ban the print Ëing press, af Ëraid their monoËpoËly

on know Ëledge will be un ËderËmined.
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HOW TO CRYP ÒTOPARÒTY

Throw a party. All you need is a time, a date and a locËa Ëtion. Add it to the

wiki: cryp ËtoparËty.org.

Make sure you have In ËterËnet con ËnecËtivËity and en Ëough power sourËces for all

de Ëvices. If you do not have a place to hold a Cryp ËtoParËty, find a pub or park

where you can meet and squeeze the pubËlic bandwith. That will rea Ël Ëly hone

your skills!

Bring usb sticks and prin Ëted han Ëdouts for those who need them, and set up

old com Ëput Ëers for peoËple to fiddle with and try out new skills.

Talk about Linux to every Ëone you meet at your Cryp ËtoParËty. If you are new

to Cryp ËtoPart Ëies - ask some Ëone "what is Linux?" ASAP. 

Make entry free for all if pos Ësible - Cryp ËtoPart Ëies are not-for-profit, not

com ËmerËcial Ëly al ËigËned and es Ëpecial Ëly im ËporËtant for those with Ëout other re ËÌ

sourËces. 

Teach basic cryp Ëtograp Ëhic tools to the mas Ëses. Crowd-source the best cryp ËÌ

to. We sugËgest PGP, OTR, and Tor as the first tools to in Ëstall. 

In Ëvite exËperts and non-experts from all fields. Every Ëone is an exËpert on

some Ëth Ëing. 

If you want Cryp ËtoParËty to do some Ëth Ëing, start doing it. OrËgan Ëise orËganical ËÌ

ly and chaotical Ëly. Have no clear leadership. Urge peoËple to take on a sudo

leadership role - take a tutori Ëal, fix the wifi, up Ëdate the wiki, or orËgan Ëise the

next Cryp ËtoParËty. If some Ëone claims oth Ëers are doing it wrong - in Ëvite them

to nominate them Ëselves to do it bet Ët Ëer. 

Ask for feedËback. As Ësimilate critics - ask them for their help in creat Ëing a

bet Ët Ëer Cryp ËtoParËty. Do not be scared to troll the trolls back or boot them

from your space. Share feedËback on the wiki. Iterate.

A sucËcess Ëful Cryp ËtoParËty can have as many or as few as two peoËple. Size

doesn't count, it's what you do with it that matt Ëers. The criterËion for sucËcess

should be that every Ëone had fun, learËned some Ëth Ëing and wants to come to

the next party. 
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Think of the Cryp ËtoParËty move Ëment as a huge Twitt Ëer hive ready to swarm

at any moËment. Tweet a lot, and make your tweets are meaningËful. Re ËÌ

tweet other Cryp ËtoParËti Ëers frequent Ëly. 

Make sure the way cryp Ëto is taught at your party could be un Ëderstood by a

10 year old. Then have the 10 year old teach it to an 80 year old. Breach the

di Ëgit Ëal di Ëvide with ran Ëdom acts of awesome Ëness such as un Ëfet Ëtered use of

im Ëages of kit Ëtehs in all Cryp ËtoParËty lit Ëera Ëture. Red un ËderËpants on heads is

only man ËdatoËry if you wish to bid in our spectrum aucËtion.

Con ËsidËer host Ëing private, off-the-radar Cryp ËtoPart Ëies for acËtivËists, jourËnal Ëists

and in in Ëdividu Ëals work Ëing in dan ËgerËous locËa Ëtions.

Don't scare non-technical peoËple. Don't teach com Ëmand lines be Ëfore peoËple

know where the on-off but Ëtons are locËated on their lap Ëtops. Every Ëone learns

at their own pace - make sure there is sup Ëport for those in need of help. 

Doing exËcel Ëlent stuff at Cryp ËtoParËty does not re Ëquire perËmiss Ëion or an of ËÌ

fici Ëal con Ësen Ësus de Ëcis Ëion. If you're un ËcerËtain about the exËcell Ëence of some Ëth ËÌ

ing you want to do, you should ask some Ëone else what they think.

Con ËsidËer the need for a bouncËer, parËticularËly if your Cryp ËtoParËty exËpects

over 50 peoËple. Dress the bouncËer up as a Sumo wrestl Ëer. Do not be af Ëraid

boun Ëce peoËple who breach Cryp ËtoParËty's anti-harrassment poli Ëcy. 

Cryp ËtoParËty is de Ëdicated to proËvidËing a harassment-free sharËing exËperi Ëence

for every Ëone, re Ëgardless of gendËer, sexu Ëal orien Ëta Ëtion, dis Ëabil Ëity, phys Ëical ap ËÌ

pearan Ëce, body size, heritage, or re ËligËion. Be ËhavËing like an arËsehole may

mean you are perËmanent Ëly uni Ëvited to Cryp ËtoPart Ëies events. HarËrass Ëment

in Ëcludes: 

hurt Ëful or of Ëfen Ësive com Ëments

de Ëliberate in Ëtimida Ëtion

di Ërect or in Ëdirect threats

stalk Ëing

fol Ëlow Ëing

in Ëapprop Ëriate phys Ëical con Ëtact

un Ëwel Ëcome sexu Ëal at Ëten Ëtion.

En Ëcourage a cul Ëture of sharËing. En Ëcourage adËvanced users to help not-so adËÌ

vanced ones. De Ëlegate.
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Use on Ëline meet Ëing plat Ëforms like mumble (e.g. #cryp ËtoparËty room on

http://ocËcupytalk.org/) when phys Ëical meetups are not pos Ësible or im Ëpract ËÌ

ical.

Copy from other cryp Ëtopart Ëies. Remix, Reuse and Share. Create a bas Ëket of

old de Ëvices peoËple are will Ëing to donate to more needy Cryp ËtoParËti Ëers. 

Get the word out! Print post Ëers and/or fly Ëers and dis Ëtribute them in you

neighbourËhood, post on Ëline vers Ëions to soci Ëal net Ëworks and mail them to

friends, for them to dis Ëtribute the info even furth Ëer.

Dont sell out to spon Ësors for pizza and beer money. Ask peoËple to try and

bring food and drink to share. Host Cryp ËtoPicËnics as often as pos Ësible. Make

friends with li Ëbrarians. They wield power over keys to local, pubËlic meet Ëing

rooms that may be free of charËge to util Ëize.

In Ëvite all the peoËple. Bring peoËple togeth Ëer who have a wide range of skills

and in Ëterests - musicians, polt Ëical pun Ëdits, acËtivËists, hack Ëers, proËgramm Ëers,

jourËnal Ëists, art Ëists and phil Ësoph Ëers. Spread the love.

In Ëvite the grap Ëhic de Ësign Ëers and il Ëlustrators you know to con Ëtribute new

ways to help peoËple un Ëderstand cryp Ëto. 

In Ëvite every Ëone to share their know Ëledge and their skills. In Ëdividu Ëals with

lit Ëtle or no coËdËing, proËgramm Ëing, hack Ëing or cryp Ëto skills can chan Ëge cul ËÌ

tures by proËmot Ëing the idea that priva Ëcy is a fundËament Ëal right.

Share music, beers, & chips. Bond togeth Ëer over ecËlectic music, cheeseballs,

in Ëstall Ëing GPG, TruecËrypt, OTR and Tor, as well as watch Ëing movËies togeth ËÌ

er. We re Ëcom Ëmend Hack Ëers, The Mat Ërix, Bladerunn Ëer, Tron, WarËgames,

Sneak Ëers, and The Net.

Do not work too hard. Take breaks. Eat pop Ëcorn togeth Ëer. Create slang,

phrases, memes.

When peoËple at Cryp ËtoPart Ëies ask for adËvice on "hack Ëing the GibËson" refer

them to epi Ësodes of 'My Lit Ëtle Pony'. 

Create fli Ëers and adËvert Ëise using slogans like: "CrypßtoPart ßies: If there is hope,

it lies in the pro ßles" and "CrypßtoParßty like it's 1984." Cryp ËtoParËty all the th ËÌ

ings to avoid op Ëpress Ëion and de Ëpress Ëion.

http://occupytalk.org/%29
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Seed Cryp ËtoPart Ëies in your local com Ëmunit Ëies - at nurs Ëing homes, scout

groups, music fes ËtivËals, uni ËverËsit Ëies, schools. Take Cryp ËtoParËty to isolated

and re Ëmote com Ëmunt Ëies. Make friends in far away places and travel

whenevËer pos Ësible. Ask peoËple in rural farm Ëing com Ëmunit Ëies if they'd like

to Cryp ËtoParËty. 

Share shim ËmerËing op ËporËtunit Ëies of crowd-sourced priva Ëcy: swap cheap, pre-

paid sims, han Ëdsets and travel cards.

Create logos in bright pink and purËple, with hearts all over them. ProËmote

Cryp ËtoPart Ëies to re Ëbel Ëli Ëous 13 year old girls. De Ëclare sucËcess if re Ëbel Ëli Ëous 13

year old girls de Ëmand to at Ëtend your part Ëies. 

Be Ëcome friends with jourËnal Ëists. In Ëvite them to your part Ëies. Teach them

cryp Ëto. Do not scare them by dis Ëcuss Ëing As Ësas Ësina Ëtion MarËkets. 

Strew Cryp ËtoParËty sigils acËross your city in 3am post-party raids. Make lots

of stick Ëers, paste them every Ëwhere. 

ExËperi Ëment, con Ëstant Ëly. Do not be af Ëraid to make mis Ëtakes. En Ëcourage peoËÌ

ple to tink Ëer. As Ësume all mis Ëtakes are meant to made. Most peoËple under

intel agen Ëcy scrutiny have electronic de Ëvices al Ëready com Ëpromised be Ëfore

they walk in the door. Teach peoËple to in Ëstall tools from scratch, so they

can do it on a new macËhine, away from pry Ëing eyes. 

As Ësume intel agen Ëcies send re Ëpresen Ëtative to Cryp ËtoPart Ëies. Acknow Ëledge

their pre Ës Ëence at the start of your meet Ëing, ask them to share their cryp Ëto

skills. Joke about para Ënoia as often as pos Ësible with Ëout in Ëstill Ëing panic.

Wear tin Ëfoil hats. 

Be exËcel Ëlent to each other and cryp ËtoparËty on.
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WHY PRIVA ÒCY MATT ÒERS

PrivaËcy is a fundËamentËal human right which is reËcogËnized in many coËuntËries

to be a centr Ëal part to in Ëdividu Ëal human diËgn Ëity and sociËal values, much like

freedom of asËsociaËtion and freedom of speech. SimpËly put, privaËcy is the

bordËer where we draw a line betËween how far a society can in Ëtrude into our

per Ëson Ëal lives.

CoËuntËries dif Ëf Ëer in how they deËfine privaËcy. In the UK for ex Ëam Ëple, privaËcy

laws can be traced back to the 1300s when the En Ëglish monarchy created laws

proËtectËing peoËple from eavesdroppËers and peepËing toms. These reËgulaËtions

reËfer Ëred to the in ËtrusËion of a per ËsonKbs com Ëfort and not even the King of

En Ëgland could enter into a poor per Ësons house with Ëout their per ËmissËion.

From this per Ëspec Ëtive, privaËcy is deËfined in terms of per Ëson Ëal space and

private proËper Ëty. In 1880 American lawyËers, Samuel Warr Ëen and Louis Bran ËÌ

deis deËscribed privaËcy as the 'right to be left alone'. In this case, privaËcy is

syn Ëonym Ëous with noËtions of solËitude and the right for a private life. In 1948,

the UniËversËal DeËclaraËtion of Human Rights specificalËly proËtec Ëted ter ËritoriËal

and com ËmunicaËtions privaËcy which by that beËcame part of con Ëstitu Ëtions

worldwide. The European Com ËmissËion on Human Rights and the European

Court of Human Rights also noted in 1978 that privaËcy en Ëcom Ëpasses the right

to esËtablish reËlationships with oth Ëers and deËvelop em Ëotion Ëal well-being. 

Today, a furth Ëer facet of privaËcy in ËcreasingËly per Ëceived is the per Ëson Ëal data

we proËvide to or ËganizaËtions, on Ëline as well as of Ëfline. How our per Ëson Ëal data

is used and ac Ëcessed drives the deËbate about the laws that govern our beËÌ

havior and society. This in turn has knock-on ef Ëfects on the pub Ëlic ser Ëvices

we ac Ëcess and how businesËses in Ëteract with us. It even has ef Ëfects on how we

deËfine our Ëselves. If privaËcy is about the bordËers which govern who we give

per ËmissËion to watch us and track asËpects of our lives, then the amount and

type of per Ëson Ëal in Ëfor ËmaËtion gatËhered, disËseminated and proËcesËsed is paraËÌ

mount to our basic civil liËbertËies.

An often heard ar Ëgu Ëment, when quesËtions of privaËcy and an Ëonym Ëity come

up, goes along the lines of, "I only do bor Ëing stuff. Nobody will be in ËteresËted
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in it an Ëyway" or, "I have noth Ëing to hide". Both of these stateËments are easËiËly

deËfeated.

FirstËly, a lot of com Ëpan Ëies are very in ËteresËted in what bor Ëing th Ëings you do

preËciseËly so they have opËpor Ëtun Ëity to offer "ex ËcelËlent" proËducts fittËing in ËÌ

terests. In this way their adËvertisËing beËcomes much more ef Ëficient - they are

able to tailor specificalËly to asËsumed needs and deËsires. SecondËly you do have

lots to hide. Maybe you do not ex Ëpress it in ex ËplicitËly stated mesËsages to

friends and colËleagues, but your browsËing - if not proËtec Ëted by the tech Ëniques

laid out in this book - will tell a lot about th Ëings you might rath Ëer keep sec Ëret:

the ex-partner you search for using Gogle, ilËlnesËses you reËsearch or mov Ëies

you watch are just few ex Ëam Ëples.

An Ëoth Ëer con ËsideraËtion is that just beËcause you might not have someËth Ëing to

hide at this moËment, you may very well in fu Ëture. PuttËing togeth Ëer all the

tools and skills to proËtect your Ëself from sur ËveilËlance takes prac Ëtice, trust and a

bit of ef Ëfort. These are th Ëings you might not be able to ac Ëhieve and con Ëfigure

right when you need them most and need not take the form of a spy movie.

An ob ËsesËsed, per ËsisËtent stalkËer, for ex Ëam Ëple, is en Ëough to heaviËly disËrupt your

life. The more you folËlow the sugËgesËtions given in this book, the less im Ëpact

atËtacks like this will have on you. Com Ëpan Ëies may also stalk you too, fin ËdËing

more and more ways to reach into your daily life as the reach of com ËputËer

netËworkËing itËself deËepens.

Fin ËalËly, a lack of an Ëonym Ëity and privaËcy does not just af Ëfect you, but all the

peoËple around you. If a third party, like your in Ëter Ënet ser Ëvice proËvidËer, reads

your email, it is also violatËing the privaËcy of all the peoËple in your address

book. This proËblem starts to look even more dramatic when you look at the

isËsues of sociËal netËworkËing web Ësites like Facebook. It is in ËcreasingËly com Ëmon

to see photos upËloaded and tagËged with Ëout the know Ëlege or per ËmissËion of the

peoËple af Ëfected.

While we en Ëcourage you to be ac Ëtive politicalËly to main Ëtain your right to

privaËcy, we wrote this book in order to em Ëpow Ëer peoËple who feel that main ËÌ

tain Ëing privaËcy on the In Ëter Ënet is also a per Ëson Ëal reËspon ËsibilËity. We hope

these chaptËers will help you reach a point where you can feel that you have
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some con Ëtrol over how much other peoËple know about you. Each of us has

the right to a private life, a right to ex Ëplore, brow Ëse and com Ëmunicate with

oth Ëers as one wisËhes, with Ëout liËv Ëing in fear of pryËing eyes.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK

The CrypËtoPar Ëty Han Ëdbook was born from a sugËgesËtion by Marta Peirano

and Adam Hyde after the first BeËrlin CrypËtoPar Ëty, held on the 29th of

August, 2012. Julian Oliv Ëer and Danja Vasiliev, co-organisers of the BeËrlin

CrypËtoPar Ëty along with Marta were very en ËthusiasËtic about the idea, seeËing a

need for a practËical workËing book with a low entry-barrier to use in sub ËÌ

sequent partËies. Asher Wolf, originator of the CrypËto Party moveËment, was

then in Ëvited to run along and the proËject was born.

This book was writtËen in the first 3 days of Oc Ëtob Ëer 2012 at Studio Weise7, BeËÌ

rlin, sur Ëroun Ëded by fine food, dubiËous wine and a small ocean of coËffee

amidst a veritËable snake pit of c Ëables. ApproximateËly 20 peoËple were in ËvolËved

in its creaËtion, some more than oth Ëers, some local and some far.

The writËing sysËtem, Booksprint, prioritises minimisËing all ob Ëstruc Ëtion to ex ËÌ

pertËise, makËing its way to the page and celeb ËratËing face-to-face disËcussËion and

dynamic task-assignment. Just like CrypËtopartËies them Ëselves. The writËing

platËform BookËtype was chosËen for the editËing task, alËlow Ëing such a ten Ëtacular

feat of paraËllel deËvelopËment to happËen with reËlative ease. Asher also opËened a

coËu Ëple of Titan ËPad pages to crowdsour Ëce the Man ËifesËto and How to CrypËÌ

toPar Ëty chaptËers. All of it beËcame the of ËficiËal CrypËtopar Ëty Han Ëdbook at the

end of Oc Ëtob Ëer the 3rd.

The Book Sprint was 3 days in length long and the full list of on Ësite par ËÌ

ticipants in Ëcluded:

Adam Hyde (facilitator), Marta Peirano, Julian Oliv Ëer, Danja Vasiliev, Asher

Wolf, Jan Gerb Ëer, Malte Dik, Brian New Ëbold, Bren Ëdan Howell, AT, Carola

Hesse, Chris Pinch Ëen with cover art (ilËlustraËtions to come) by Emile DeËnic ËÌ

haud.

Make this book betËtËer here:

http://mar Ëta.free.h01.a. ËbookËtype.pro/crypËtonomaton/_edit/

CRYPËTOPARËTY HAN ËDBOOK CREDITS

http://marta.free.h01.a.booktype.pro/cryptonomaton/_edit/
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BASIC TIPS

Just as with other forms of com ËmunicaËtion on the web, some basic preËcau ËÌ

tions alËways ought to be taken to en Ësure you have the best chan Ëce at proËtectËÌ

ing your privaËcy.

IN BRIEF:

Passwords shouldËn't re Ëlate to perËson Ëal de Ëtails and should con Ëtain a mix of

more than 8 lett Ëers and other charact Ëers.

Al Ëways be sure your con ËnecËtion is secure when rea ËdËing email on a wireless

net Ëwork, es Ëpecial Ëly in In ËterËnet cafes.

Tem Ëpora Ëry files (the 'cache') on the com Ëputerthat you use to check your

email can pre Ësent some risks. Clear them often.

Create and main Ëtain separate email acËcounts for dif Ëferent tasks and in ËÌ

terests.

En Ëcrypt any mes Ësage you wouldËn't feel com Ëfort Ëable sen ËdËing on a post card.

Be aware of the risks of havËing your email hos Ëted by a com Ëpany or orËÌ

ganiza Ëtion.

PASSWORDS

Passwords are a primaËry point of vulËnerabilËity in email com ËmunicaËtion. Even

a secure password can be read in transËit un Ëless the con Ënec Ëtion is secure (see

HTTPS/SSL in the glosËsaËry). In adËdiËtion, just beËcause a password is long

doesn't mean it can Ënot be guesËsed by using know Ëledge of you and your life to

deËter Ëmine liËkeËly words and numb Ëers.

The gener Ëal rule for creatËing passwords is that it should be long (8 charactËers

or more) and have a mix of lettËers and other charactËers (numb Ëers and sym ËÌ

bols, which means you could just choose a short sen ËtËence). Com Ëbin Ëing your

biËrthday with that of a famiËly name is howev Ëer a great ex Ëam Ëple of how not to

do it. This kind of in Ëfor ËmaËtion is easy to find using pub Ëlic reËsour Ëces. A

popular trick is to base it on a favourite phrase and then, just to throw peoËple

off, sprinkle it with a few numb Ëers. Best of all is to use a password generator,

eith Ëer on your local sysËtem or on Ëline.
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Often such passwords are dif Ëficult to reËmemb Ëer and a second point of vulËÌ

nerabilËity is opËened up physËical disËcoveËry. Since there is no betËtËer means of

stor Ëing a password than in your own brain, ser Ëvices like On ËÌ

linepasswordgenerator (http://www.on Ëlinepasswordgenerator.com/) offer a

great com Ëprom Ëise by ran Ëdom Ëly generatËing passwords that vagueËly reËsemble

words and preËsent you with a list to choose from.

If you do choose to store your password outËside your head, you have the

choice to eith Ëer write it down or use keycßhain software. This is alËways a risky

deËcisËion, esËpecialËly if the email ac Ëcount and password are on the same deËvice

like your phone or com ËputËer.

Keyc Ëhain software, like Keepass, con Ësolidates variËous passwords and

passphrases in one place and makes them ac Ëcessib Ële through a mastËer

password or passphrase. This puts a lot of preËssure on the mastËer password. If

you do deËcide to use a keyc Ëhain software, reËmemb Ëer to choose a secure

password.

Fin ËalËly, you should use a dif Ëferent password for dif Ëferent ac Ëcounts. In that

way, if one of them gets hijac Ëked, your other ac Ëcounts reËmain safe. Never use

the same password for your work and private email ac Ëcounts. See sec Ëtion

Passwords to learn more about how to scure your Ëself.

REA ËD ËING EMAIL IN PUBËLIC PLACES

One of the great con ËveniËences of wireless netËworkËing and 'cloud com ËputËing'

is the ab ËilËity to work an Ëyw Ëhere. You may often want to check your email in

an In Ëter Ënet cafe or pub Ëlic loc ËaËtion. Spies, crimin Ëals and misËchiev Ëous types are

known to visit these loc ËaËtions in order to take adËvantage of the rich opËpor ËÌ

tunitËies of Ëfered for ID theft, email snoopËing and hijackËing bank ac Ëcounts.

Here we find our Ëselves with Ëin an often un ËderesËtimated risk of someËone liËÌ

sten Ëing in on your com ËmunicaËtions using net ßwork pacßket sniffßing. It mattËers

litËtle if the netËwork itËself is open or password secured. If someËone joins the

same en ËcrypËted netËwork, s/he can easËiËly capËture and read all unßsecured (see

chaptËer Secure Con ÒnecÒtion) traf Ëfic of all of other users with Ëin the same netËÌ

work. A wireless key can be ac Ëquired for the cost of a cup of coËffee and gives
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those that know how to capËture and read netËwork pac Ëkets the chan Ëce to read

your password while you check your email.

Here a sim Ëple gener Ëal rule alËways applËies: if the cafe of Ëf Ëers a netËwork cable

con Ënec Ëtion, use it! Fin ËalËly, just as at a bank mac Ëhine, make sure no one

watches over your shouldËer when you type in the password.

CACHE CUNN ËING

Here again con ËveniËence quickËly paves the road to bad places. Due to the

gener Ëal an Ënoyan Ëce of hav Ëing to type in your password over and over again,

you ask the browsËer or local mail client to store it for you. This is not bad in

itËself, but when a lapËtop or phone gets stolËen, it en Ëables the thief to ac Ëcess the

owner's email ac Ëcount(s). The best prac Ëtice is to clear this cache every time

you close your browsËer. All popular browsËers have an optËion to clear this

cache on exit.

One basic preËcau Ëtion can justËify you holdËing onto your con Ëvenient cache:

disk en ËcrypËtion. If your lapËtop is stolËen and the thief reËboots the mac Ëhine,

they'll be met with an en ËcrypËted disk. It is also wise to have a screËen lock in ËÌ

stalËled on your com ËputËer or phone. If the mac Ëhine is taken from you while

still runn Ëing your ex ËistËing browsËing sessËion, it can Ënot be ac Ëcessed.

SECURËING YOUR COM ËMUNICA ËTION

Whenev Ëer you write and send email in a browsËer or use an email proËgram

(OutËlook Ex Ëpress, MozilËla Thun Ëderbird, Mail.app or Mutt), you should alËways

en Ësure to use en ËcrypËtion for the en Ëtire sessËion. This is easËiËly done due to the

popular use of TLS/SSL (Secure Soc Ëket Layer) con Ënec Ëtions by email serv Ëers

(See glos ÒsaÒry TLS/SSL).

If using a brows ßer to check your email, check to see if the mail serv Ëer supËÌ

ports SSL sessËions by lookËing for https:// at the beËginn Ëing of the URL. If not,

be sure to turn it on in your email ac Ëcount settËings, such as Gmail or HotËÌ

mail.This en Ësures that not just the login part of your email sessËion is en ËcrypËÌ

ted but also the writËing and sen ËdËing of em Ëails.

At the time of writËing, GoogËle's GMail uses TLS/SSL by deËfault whereas HotËÌ
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mail does not. If your email ser Ëvice does not apËpear to proËvide TLS/SSL, then

it is adËvised to stop using it. Even if your em Ëails are not im Ëpor Ëtant, you might

find your Ëself 'loc Ëked out' of your ac Ëcount one day with a chan Ëged password!

When using an email proËgram to check your email, be sure that you are

using TLS/SSL in the proËgram optËions. For in Ëstan Ëce in MozilËla Thun Ëderbird

the optËion for secur Ëing your outËgoËing email is found in Tools -> AcÒcount

Sett Òings -> Out Ògo Òing ServÒer (SMTP) and for in Ëcom Ëing email in Tools ->

AcÒcount Sett Òings -> ServÒer Sett Òings. This en Ësures that the downloadËing

and sen ËdËing of email is en ËcrypËted, makËing it very dif Ëficult for someËone on

your netËwork, or on any of the netËworks betËween you and the serv Ëer, to read

or log your email.

EN ËCRYPTËING THE EMAIL ITËSELF

Even if the line itËself is en ËcrypËted using a sysËtem such as SSL, the email ser ËÌ

vice proËvidËer still has full ac Ëcess to the email beËcause they own and have full

ac Ëcess to the storage deËvice where you host your email. If you want to use a

web ser Ëvice and be sure that your proËvidËer can Ënot read your mesËsages, then

you'll need to use someËth Ëing like GPG (ApÒpendix for GnuPG) with which

you can en Ëcrypt the email. The head ßer of the email howev Ëer will still con Ëtain

the IP (In Ëter Ënet address) that the email was sent from alËongside other com ËÌ

promisËing deËtails. Worth men Ëtion Ëing here is that the use of GPG in web Ëmail

is not as com ËfortËable as with a loc ËalËly in ËstalËled mail client, such as Thunßà

derbird or Out ßlook Ex ßpress.

ACËCOUNT SEPARA ËTION

Due to the con ËveniËence of ser Ëvices like Gmail, it is in ËcreasingËly typËical for

peoËple to have only one email ac Ëcount. This con Ësiderab Ëly centralises the

poten ËtiËal damage done by a com Ëpromised ac Ëcount. More so, there is noth Ëing

to stop a disËgruntled GoogËle em Ëployee from deËletËing or stealËing your email,

let alone GoogËle itËself gettËing hac Ëked. Hacks happËen.

A practËical strategy is to keep your per Ëson Ëal email, well, per Ëson Ëal. If you have

a work email then create a new ac Ëcount if your em ËployËers haven't alËready

done it for you. The same should go for any clubs or or ËganisaËtions you beËÌ
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long to, each with a uniËque password. Not only does this im Ëprove secur Ëity, by

reËduc Ëing the risk of whole identËity theft, but greatËly reËduces the liËkelihood of

spam dominatËing your daily email.

A NOTE ABOUT HOS ËTED EMAIL

Those that proËvide you with the ser Ëvice to host, send, download and read

email are not en Ëcum Ëbered by the use of TLS/SSL. As hosts, they can read and

log your email in plain text. They can com ËpËly with reËquests by local law en ËÌ

for ËceËment agen Ëcies who wish to ac Ëcess email. They may also study your

email for patËterns, keywords or signs of sen ËtiËment for or against brands,

ideologËies or politËical groups. It is im Ëpor Ëtant to read the EULA (End-user liËÌ

cen Ëse agËreeËment) of your email ser Ëvice proËvidËer and do some background reËÌ

search on their af ËfiliaËtions and in Ëterests beËfore choosËing what kind of email

con Ëtent they have ac Ëcess to. These con Ëcerns also apply to the hosts of your

mesËsages' reËcipients.
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TYPES OF EMAIL

The use of email alËmost alËways comes in two forms:

1. Email read, writt Ëen and sent in the browsßer (webËmail), or

2. Email read, writt Ëen and sent using an email pro ßgram, like Mozil Ëla Thun ËÌ

derbird, Mail.App or Out Ëlook ExËpress.

RE ËMOTE ËLY HOS ËTED EMAIL ('WEBËMAIL'), RE ËSOURËCED USING A WEB BROWS ËÌ
ER

Email sent using the brows ßer, someËtimes reËfer Ëred to as web ßmail, typicalËly asËÌ

sumes an ac Ëcount with a reËmote email host like GoogËle (Gmail), MicroËsoft

(HotËmail) or Yahoo (Yahoo Mail). The busiËness opËpor ËtunitËies opËened up by

hostËing other peoËple's email are many: con Ëtact with other ser Ëvices of Ëfered by

the com Ëpany, brand ex Ëposure and most im Ëpor ËtantËly, min Ëing your email for

patËterns that can be used to evaluate your in Ëterests someËth Ëing of great value

to the adËvertisËing in ËdustËry (alËongside cer Ëtain Govern Ëments).

RE ËMOTE ËLY HOS ËTED EMAIL, RE ËSOURËCED USING AN EMAIL PRO ËGRAM OR

USING A WEB BROWS ËER

Email sent using an email proßgram like Out ßlook, Thunßderbird, Mail.App aso.

can also be used with a web Ëmail ser Ëvice like Gmail or your com Ëpany's email

ser Ëvice. In eith Ëer case, email may still be downloaded onto your com ËputËer but

is reËtained on the email serv Ëer (e.g. Gmail). Done this way, ac ËcessËing email

doesn't reËquire the browsËer at all, but you are still using GMail, HotËmail as a

ser Ëvice. The dif Ëfer Ëence betËween stor Ëing email on your com ËputËer with an

email proËgram and hav Ëing it stored reËmoteËly on an email serv Ëer (like HotËmail,

GMail or your UniËver Ësity's ser Ëvice) on the In Ëter Ënet can apËpear con ËfusËing at

first.

EMAIL SENT AND RE ËCEIVED USING AN EMAIL PRO ËGRAM, NOT STORED ON
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EMAIL SENT AND RE ËCEIVED USING AN EMAIL PRO ËGRAM, NOT STORED ON

THE RE ËMOTE MACËHINE

Fin ËalËly, email can also be sent to an email serv Ëer but not stored there at all,

mereËly volËleyed onto its' deËstinaËtion as soon as the email reaËches the email

for ËwardËing serv Ëer. GoogËle and MicroËsoft do not allow for this sort of setup.

Rath Ëer this is typicalËly someËth Ëing your uniËversËity or com Ëpany will proËvide for

you. Bear in mind that this comes with the risk of the email adËministrator on

that sysËtem still sec ËretËly coËpyËing the email as it reaËches and leaves the serv Ëer.

GeneralËly, using web Ëmail alËon Ëgisde downloadËing it using an email proËgram is

the best approach. This approach adds reËdun Ëdan Ëcy (local bac Ëkups) alËongside

the optËion to deËlete all email from the reËmote serv Ëer once downloaded. The

lattËer optËion is ideal for con Ëtent sen Ësitive in Ëfor ËmaËtion where the posËsibilËity of

ac Ëcount hijackËing is high but risks total loss of email should the local mac Ëhine

go misËsËing, with Ëout bac Ëkups. SecondËly, when using an email proËgram, we

have the optËion of using Email Enßcryp ßtion such as the popular GPG, someËth ËÌ

ing not easËiËly set up and used with browser-only web Ëmail ser Ëvices. In any

case, disk en ËcrypËtion on the local mac Ëhine is high Ëly adËvisËable (ApÒÓ

pendixDisk En ÒcrypÒtion).

CON ËTEXT CON ËSIDERA ËTIONS

You may be a serv Ëer adËministrator your Ëself and run your own email ser Ëvice.

Or your email could be stored on your com Ëpany or bosËses' serv Ëer. Fin ËalËly you

may be using a ser Ëvice proËvided by a cor ËporaËtion, like GoogËle (Gmail) or

MicroËsoft (HotËmail). Each comes with its own in ËterestËing mix of con ËsideraËÌ

tions that reËlates preËciseËly to the basic fact that un Ëless the email it ßself is en ËÌ

crypËted, the adËministrator of the email serv Ëer can still sec ËretËly copy the email

the moËment it reaËches the serv Ëer. It doesn't mattËer that you may be using

TSL/SSL (ApÒpendix SSL) to login and check your email as this only proËtects

the con Ënec Ëtion betËween your local mac Ëhine and the serv Ëer.

As alËways, if you know the risks and feel con Ëcer Ëned it is wise to liËstËen to

them - don't send sen Ësitive email using a ser Ëvice you don't trust.

EmÒployerÒ/Organisa Òtion
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EmÒployerÒ/Organisa Òtion

Your em ËployËer or an or ËganisaËtion that you are in ËvolËved with is in a very good

posiËtion to take adËvantage of your trust and read the em Ëails of your busiËness

email ac Ëcount that is stored on their email serv Ëer, per Ëhaps in an ef Ëfort to learn

about you, your motivaËtions, agen Ëdas and in Ëterests. Such cases of employer-

>employee spyËing are so typËical they do not bear men Ëtion. Your only

measure against it is to use an email en ËcrypËtion solËu Ëtion like GPG (ApÒpendix

GPG).

Self-administered email servÒer

GeneralËly speakËing this is the ideal hostËing con ËfiguraËtion, but reËquires a high ËÌ

er level of tech Ën Ëical skill. Here, in gener Ëal, the risks to privaËcy are not only in

proËtectËing your own email against atËtempts at ex Ëploit (poor passwords, no

SSL) but in that you have a reËspon ËsibilËity, and per Ëhaps a temptaËtion, to read

the em Ëails of those you proËvide a ser Ëvice for.

'Free' email serÒvices

As men Ëtioned above the risks of stor Ëing and sen ËdËing your email using a ser ËÌ

vice proËvided by a cor ËporaËtion are rath Ëer high if reËspect of your civil right to

privaËcy is valued. The com Ëpan Ëies hostËing your love lettËers, ran Ëdom ex ËpressËÌ

ions and diËaËries are alËways at risk of yieldËing to preËssures from politËical,

economic and law en Ëfor ËceËment in Ëterests of the coËuntËry to which they are

legalËly sub Ëject. A MalËaysian GMail user, for in Ëstan Ëce, risks ex ËposËing her in ËÌ

terests and in Ëtents to a govern Ëment she did not elect, not to men Ëtion busiËness

partn Ëers of GoogËle in ËteresËted in ex ËpandËing their mar Ëket reach.
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Non-profit

Sever Ëal non-profit web hosts offer free email ac Ëcounts to or ËganisaËtions that

are them Ëselves non-profit or philanthropic. Some of them even offer wikis,

mailËing lists, chats and sociËal netËworks. A con ËsideraËtion for or ËganisaËtions

workËing in a politËical field may be dif Ëfer Ëences of in Ëterests betËween the state in

which the email is hosËted and the politËical in Ëterests of the or ËganisaËtion using

that ser Ëvice. Such risks would idealËly be reËflec Ëted in the End User LiËcen Ëse AgËÌ

reeËment.

Notes on email forÒward Òing

Email for ËwardËing ser Ëvices proËvide the great con ËveniËence of 'liËnkËing' one

email ac Ëcount to an Ëoth Ëer as the user sees fit. This of coËur Ëse is most com Ëmon ËÌ

ly used when an ac Ëcount holdËer is on holiday and would like email for Ëwarded

from their work ac Ëcount to an Ëoth Ëer used dur Ëing travel or otËherw Ëise in Ëac ËÌ

cessib Ële outËside the workplace. The risk with any ex Ëtern Ëal email for ËwardËing

ser Ëvice is the same as with reËmoteËly hosËted em Ëails through Gmail for in Ëstan ËÌ

ce: it can be coËpied and stored. Here email en ËcrypËtion using a sysËtem such as

GPG (ApÒpendix GPG) will en Ësure that if it is coËpied at least it can Ënot be

read.
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FEARS

Who can read the email mes ßsages that I have alßready sent or reßceived?

Who can read the em ßails I send when they travel acßross the Inßter ßnet?

Can the peoßple I send em ßails to share them with anßybody?

Em Ëails that are sent "in the clear" with Ëout any en ËcrypËtion (which means the

vast major Ëity of email sent and reËceived today) can be read, logËged, and in ËÌ

dexed by any serv Ëer or routËer along the path the mesËsage travels from sen ËdËer

to reËceiv Ëer. AsËsum Ëing you use an en ËcrypËted con Ënec Ëtion (see glosËsaËry for

TLS/SSL) betËween your deËvices and your email ser Ëvice proËvidËer (which everyßà

body should), this means in prac Ëtice that the folËlow Ëing peoËple can still read

any given mesËsage:

1. You

2. Your email serËvice proËvidËer

3. The op Ëerators and own Ëers of any in ËterËmediate net Ëwork con ËnecËtions (often

am Ëbigu Ëous multi Ënation Ëal con Ëglomerates or even sovereign states)

4. The re Ëcipient's email serËvice proËvidËer

5. The in Ëten Ëded re Ëcipient

### DI ËAGËRAM HERE? ###

Many web Ëmail proËvidËers (like Gmail) autoËmaticalËly in Ëspect all of the mesËsages

sent and reËceived by their users for the pur Ëpose of show Ëing tar Ëgeted adËÌ

vertiseËments. While this may be a reaËson Ëable com Ëprom Ëise for some users

most of the time (free email!), it is disËturb Ëing for many that even their most

private com ËmunicaËtions are in Ëspec Ëted and in Ëdexed as part of a hiddËen and

poten ËtialËly very in ËsightËful proËfile main Ëtained by a power Ëful cor Ëporate giant

with a proËfit motive.

AdËditionalËly, someËbody who can legalËly preËssure the groups above could reËÌ

quest or deËmand:

1. logËged meta-data about email (lists of mes Ësages sent or re Ëceived by any

user, subËject lines, re Ëcipients), in some juris ËticËtions even with Ëout a warËrant.

2. mes Ësages sent and re Ëceived by a specific user or group, with a warËrant or
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court order in some juris ËticËtions.

3. a de Ëdicated con ËnecËtion to sip Ëhon off all mes Ësages and traf Ëfic, to be an Ëalyzed

and in Ëdexed off site.

In cases where a user has a busiËness or ser Ëvice reËlationship with their email

proËvidËer, most govern Ëments will deËfend the privaËcy rights of the user against

un ËautËhorized and un Ëwar Ëranted reaËdËing or shar Ëing of mesËsages, though often

it is the govern Ëment itËself seekËing in Ëfor ËmaËtion, and frequentËly users agree to

waive some of these rights as part of their ser Ëvice agËreeËment. Howev Ëer, when

the email proËvidËer is the user's em ËployËer or academic in Ëstitu Ëtion, privaËcy

rights frequentËly do not apply. DeËpendËing on jurisËdic Ëtion, businesËses generalËÌ

ly have the legal right to read all of the mesËsages sent and reËceived by their

em Ëployees, even per Ëson Ëal mesËsages sent after hours or on vacaËtion.

HisËtoricalËly, it was posËsible to "get away" with using clear text email beËcause

the cost and ef Ëfort to store and index the grow Ëing volume of mesËsages was

too high: it was hard en Ëough just to get mesËsages deËlivered reËliab Ëly. This is

why many email sysËtems do not con Ëtain mech Ëan Ëisms to preËser Ëve the privaËcy

of their con Ëtents.Now the cost of monitor Ëing has dropËped much fastËer than

the growth of in Ëter Ënet traf Ëfic and large-scale monitor Ëing and in Ëdex Ëing of all

mesËsages (eith Ëer on the sen ËdËer or reËceiv Ëing side) is reaËson Ëable to ex Ëpect even

for the most in Ënocu Ëous mesËsages and users. [CITE: Ëcorporate email

archiving/spyËing, blue coat, syrian monitor Ëing, USA utah data centËer, USA

in Ëter Ëcept scandËals]

For more about legal proËtec Ëtions of email mesËsages "at rest" (tech Ën Ëical term

for mesËsages stored on a serv Ëer after hav Ëing been deËlivered), esËpecialËly reËÌ

gardËing govern Ëment ac Ëcess to your email mesËsages, see:

https://ssd.eff.org/3rdparties/govt/stronger-protection(USA)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ËData_ProtecËtion_DirecËtive(EU)

Just like there are cer Ëtain photos, lettËers, and creden ËtiËals that you would not

post "in the clear" on the In Ëter Ënet beËcause you would not want that in Ëfor ËmaËÌ

tion to get in Ëdexed ac Ëciden ËtalËly and show up in search reËsults, you should

never send email mesËsages in the clear that you would not want an em ËployËer

or disËgruntled air Ëport secur Ëity of Ëfic Ëer to have easy ac Ëcess to.

RANÒDOM ABUSE AND THEFT BY MALÒICIÒOUS HACK ÒERS

https://ssd.eff.org/3rdparties/govt/stronger-protection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_Protection_Directive
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RANÒDOM ABUSE AND THEFT BY MALÒICIÒOUS HACK ÒERS

What if someßbody gets com ßplete conßtrol of my email acßcount?

I log ßged in from an inßsecure locßa ßtion... how do I know now if my acßcount has

been hacßked?

I've done nothßing wrong... what do I have to hide?

Why would anßybody care about me?

Un Ëfor ËtunateËly, there are many practËical, sociËal, and economic in Ëcen Ëtives for

malËiciËous hackËers to break into the ac Ëcounts of ran Ëdom In Ëter Ënet in Ëdividu Ëals.

The most ob ËviËous in Ëcen Ëtive is identËity and fin Ëan ËciËal theft, when the atËtackËer

may be tryËing to get ac Ëcess to credit card numb Ëers, shoppËing site creden ËtiËals,

or bankËing in Ëfor ËmaËtion to steal money. A hackËer has no way to know ahead

of time which users might be betËtËer tar Ëgets than oth Ëers, so they just try to

break into all ac Ëcounts, even if the user doesn't have an Ëyth Ëing to take or is

careËful not to ex Ëpose his in Ëfor ËmaËtion.

Less ob ËviËous are atËtacks to gain ac Ëcess to valid and trusËted user ac Ëcounts to

colËlect con Ëtact email addresËses from and then disËtribute mass spam, or to gain

ac Ëcess to par Ëticular ser Ëvices tied to an email ac Ëcount, or to use as a "steppËing

stone" in sopËhisticated sociËal en Ëgineer Ëing atËtacks. For ex Ëam Ëple, once in con ËÌ

trol of your ac Ëcount a hackËer could rapidËly send em Ëails to your asËsociates or

co-workers reËquestËing em Ëer Ëgen Ëcy ac Ëcess to more secured com ËputËer sysËtems.

A final un Ëex Ëpected proËblem af ËfectËing even low-profile email users, is the mass

hijackËing of ac Ëcounts on large ser Ëvice proËvidËers, when hackËers gain ac Ëcess to

the hostËing in Ëfrastruc Ëture itËself and extraËct passwords and private in Ëfor ËmaËÌ

tion in large chunks, then sell or pub Ëlish lists of login in Ëfor ËmaËtion in on Ëline

mar Ëkets.

TARÒGETED ABUSE, HARASSÒMENT, AND SPY ÒING

Someßthßing I wrote inßfuriated a per ßson in power... how do I proßtect myself?

If you find your Ëself the in Ëdividu Ëal tar Ëget of atËten Ëtion from power Ëful or ËganizaËÌ

tions, govern Ëments, or deËter Ëmined in Ëdividu Ëals, then the same tech Ëniques and

prin ËciËples will apply to keepËing your email safe and private, but adËdition Ëal

care must be taken to proËtect against hackËers who might use sopËhisticated
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tech Ëniques to un Ëder Ëmine your deËvices and ac Ëcounts. If a hackËer gains con Ëtrol

of any of your com ËputËing deËvices or gets ac Ëcess to any of your email ac ËÌ

counts, they will liËkeËly gain im Ëmediate ac Ëcess both to all of your cor ËresËpondËÌ

ence, and to any ex Ëtern Ëal ser Ëvices liËnked to your email ac Ëcount.

Ef Ëforts to proËtect against such atËtacks can quickËly esËcalate into a battle of

wills and reËsour Ëces, but a few basic guidelines can go a long way. Use specific

deËvices for specific com ËmunicaËtion tasks, and use them only for those tasks.

Log out and shutËdown your deËvices im ËmediateËly when you are done using

them. It is best to use open software en ËcrypËtion tools, web browsËers, and opËÌ

eratËing sysËtems as they can be pub Ëlic Ëly reËviewed for secur Ëity proËblems and

keep up to date with secur Ëity fixes.

Be wary of opÒen Òing PDF files using Adobe ReaÒd Òer or other pro ÒprietaÒÓ

ry PDF reaÒd Òers. Closed sour Ëce PDF reaËdËers have been known to be used to

ex Ëecute malËign code em Ëbeded in the PDF body. If you reËceive a .pdf as an atËÌ

tach Ëment you should first con ËsidËer if you know the supËposed sen ËdËer and if

you are ex ËpectËing a docu Ëment from them. SecondËly, you can use PDF reaËdËers

which have been tesËted for known vulËnerabilitËies and do not ex Ëecute code via

java script.

Linux: EviËnce, SumatËra PDF

OS X: PreËview

Win Ëdows: EviËnce

Use short-term an Ëonym Ëous throw away ac Ëcounts with ran Ëdom Ëly generated

passwords whenev Ëer posËsible.

WHEN ENÒCRYP ÒTION GOES WRONG

What hap ßpens if I lose my "keys"? Do I lose my email?

Rigor Ëous GPG en ËcrypËtion of email is not with Ëout it's own proËblems.

If you store your email en ËcrypËted and lose all coËpËies of your private key, you

will be ab ËsoluteËly un Ëable to read the old stored em Ëails, and if you do not have

a copy of your reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate for the private key it could be dif Ëficult to
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"prove" that any new key you generate is truly the valid one, at least until the

origin Ëal private key ex Ëpires.

If you sign a mesËsage with your private key, you will have great dif ËficulËty

con Ëvinc Ëing an Ëybody that you did not sign if the reËcipient of the mesËsage ever

reËveËals the mesËsage and sigËnaËture pub Ëlic Ëly. The term for this is "non-

deniability": any mesËsage you send sigËned is ex ËcelËlent eviËdËence in court. ReËÌ

latedËly, if your private key is ever com Ëpromised, it could be used to read all

en ËcrypËted mesËsages ever sent to you using your pub Ëlic key: the mesËsages

may be safe when they are in transËit and just when they are reËceived, but any

coËpËies are a liËabilËity and a gamble that the private key will never be reËvealed.

In par Ëticular, even if you deËstroy every mesËsage just after reaËdËing it, an Ëybody

who snooped the mesËsage on the wire would keep a copy and atËtempt to deËÌ

crypt it later if they ob Ëtained the private key.

The solËu Ëtion is to use a mesËsagËing proËtocol that proËvides "per Ëfect for Ëward

sec ËreËcy" by generatËing a new uniËque sessËion key for every con Ëver ËsaËtion of

ex Ëchan Ëge of mesËsages in a ran Ëdom way such that the sessËion keys could not

be re-generated after the fact even if the private keys were known. The OTR

chat proËtocol proËvides per Ëfect for Ëward sec ËreËcy (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ËÌ

Perfect_for Ëward_sec ËreËcy) for real time in Ëstant mesËsagËing, and the SSH proËÌ

tocol proËvides it for reËmote shell con Ënec Ëtions, but there is no equivalent sysËÌ

tem for email at this time.

It can be dif Ëficult to balan Ëce the con ËveniËence of mobile ac Ëcess to your private

keys with the fact that mobile deËvices are much more liËkeËly to be lost, stolËen,

or in Ëspec Ëted and ex Ëploited than stationaËry mac Ëhines. An em Ëer Ëgen Ëcy or un Ëex ËÌ

pected time of need might be ex ËactËly the moËment when you would most

want to send a con Ëfiden ËtiËal mesËsage or a sigËned mesËsage to ver Ëify your identËÌ

ity, but these are also the moËments when you might be with Ëout ac Ëcess to

your private keys if your mobile deËvice was seized or not loaded with all your

keys.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfect_forward_secrecy
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SECURE CON ÒNEC ÒTIONS

CAN OTHER PEO ËPLE READ ALONG WHEN I CHECK MY EMAIL?

As disËcusËsed in the ChaptËer Basic Tips, wheth Ëer you use web Ëmail or an

email proËgram you shold alËways be sure to use en ËcrypËtion for the en Ëtire sessËÌ

ion, from login to logout. This will keep an Ëyone from spyËing on your com ËÌ

municaËtion with your email proËvidËer. ThankfulËly, this is easËiËly done due to

the popular use of TLS/SSL con Ënec Ëtions on email serv Ëers (See apÒpendix

TLS/SSL).

A TLS/SSL con Ënec Ëtion in the browsËer, when using web Ëmail, will apËpear with

'https' in the URL in Ëstead of the stan Ëdard 'http', like so:

https://gigglemail.com

If your web Ëmail host does not proËvide a TLS/SSL ser Ëvice then you should

con ËsidËer disËcon Ëtinu Ëing use of that ac Ëcount; even if your em Ëails them Ëselves

are not esËpecialËly private or im Ëpor Ëtant, your ac Ëcount can very easËiËly be hac ËÌ

ked by "sniff Ëing" your password! If it is not en Ëab Ëled alËready be sure to turn it

on in your ac Ëcount optËions. At the time of writËing, GoogËle's GMail and HotËÌ

mail / MicroËsoft Live both autoËmaticalËly switch your browsËer to using a

secure con Ënec Ëtion.

If you are using an email proËgram like Thun Ëderbird, Mail.app or OutËlook, be

sure to check that you are using TLS/SSL in the optËions of the proËgram. See

the chaptËer Sett Òing Up Secure Con ÒnecÒtions in the sec Ëtion Email Secur Òity.

NOTES
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NOTES

It's im Ëpor Ëtant to note that the adËministrators at proËvidËers like HotËmail or

GoogËle, that host, reËceive or for Ëward your email, can read your email even if

you are using secure con Ënec Ëtions. It is also worth noth Ëing that the private

keys that Cer Ëtificate AutËhoritËies sell to web site own Ëers can someËtimes end up

in the hands of govern Ëments or hackËers, makËing it much easËiËer for a Man In

The MidËdle AtËtack on con Ënec Ëtions using TLS/SSL (See GlosËsaËry for "Man in

the MidËdle AtËtack"). An ex Ëam Ëple is here, im ËplicatËing America's NSA and

sever Ëal email proËvidËers: http://cryptome.info/0001/nsa-ssl-email.htm

We also note here that a Vir ßtußal Private Net ßwork also a good way of secur Ëing

your con Ënec Ëtions when sen ËdËing and reaËdËing email but reËquires using a VPN

client on your local mac Ëhine con ËnectËing to a serv Ëer. See the chaptËer Vir Òtu Òal

Private Net Òwork Òing in the Brows Òing sec Ëtion.

http://cryptome.info/0001/nsa-ssl-email.htm
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SECURE MES ÒSAGE

It is posËsible to send and reËceive secure email using stan Ëdard cur Ërent email

proËgrams by addËing a few add-ons. The esËsentiËal func Ëtion of these adËdons is

to make the mesËsage body (but not the To:, From:, CC: and Sub Ëject: fields)

un ËreadËable by any 3rd party that in Ëter Ëcepts or otËherw Ëise gains ac Ëcess to your

email or that of your con Ëver ËsaËtion partn Ëer. This proËcess is known as enßcryp ßà

tion.

Secure email is generalËly doneusËing a tech Ënique calËled Public-Key Cryp ßtogra ßà

phy. Public-Key CrypËtograËphy is a clev Ëer tech Ënique that uses two code keys

to send a mesËsage. Each user has a pub ßlic key, which can only be used to en ËÌ

crypt a mesËsage but not to deËcrypt it. The pub Ëlic keys are quite safe to pass

around with Ëout wor ËryËing that someËbody might disËcov Ëer them. The private

keys are kept sec Ëret by the per Ëson who reËceives the mesËsage and can be used

to deËcode the mesËsages that are en Ëcoded with the match Ëing pub Ëlic key.

In prac Ëtice, that means if Rosa wants to send Heinz a secure mesËsage, she

only needs his pub Ëlic key which en Ëcodes the text. Upon reËceiev Ëing the email,

Heinz then uses his private key to deËcrypt the mesËsage. If he wants to reËÌ

spond, he will need to use Rosa's pub Ëlic key to en Ëcrypt the reËspon Ëse, and so

on.

WHAT SOFTWARE CAN I USE TO ENÒCRYPT MY EMAIL?

The most popular setup for public-key crypËtograËphy is to use Gnu Priva ßcy

Guard (GPG) to create and man Ëage keys and an add-on to in ËtegËrate it with

stan Ëdard email software. Using GPG will give you the optËion of en ËcryptËing

sen Ësitive mail and deËcodËing in Ëcom Ëing mail that has been en ËcrypËted but it will

not force you to use it all the time. In years past, it was quite dif Ëficult to in ËÌ

stall and set up email en ËcrypËtion but reËcent adËvances have made this proËcess

reËlativeËly sim Ëple.

See sec Ëtion Email En ÒcrypÒtion for workËing with GPG in the scope of your

opËeratËing sysËtem and email proËgram.
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If you use a web ßmail ser Ëvice and wish to en Ëcrypt your email this is more dif ËÌ

ficult. You can use a GPG proËgram on your com ËputËer to en Ëcrypt the text

using your pub Ëlic key or you can use an add-on, like Lock The Text

(http://lockthetext.sour Ëcefor Ëge.net/). If you want to keep your mesËsages

private, we sugËgest using a deËdicated email proËgram like Thun Ëderbird in Ëstead

of web Ëmail.

http://lockthetext.sourceforge.net/
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BASIC TIPS

IN BRIEF

When you visit a webËsite you give away in ËforËma Ëtion about yourËself to the

site owner, un Ëless pre Ëcau Ëtions are taken.

Your brows Ëing on the In ËterËnet may be tracËked by the sites you visit and

partn Ëers of those sites. Use anti-tracking software.

Visit Ëing a webËsite on the In ËterËnet is never a di Ërect con ËnecËtion. Many com ËÌ

put Ëers, owned by many dif Ëferent peoËple are in Ëvol Ëved. Use a secure con ËnecËÌ

tion to en Ësure your brows Ëing can not be re ËcorËded.

What you search for is of great in Ëterest to search proËvidËers. Use search an ËÌ

onymis Ëing software to proËtect your priva Ëcy.

It is wiser to trust Open SourËce brows Ëers like Mozil Ëla Firefox as they can be

more rea Ëdi Ëly securËity audited.

YOUR BROWS ËER TALKS ABOUT YOU BE ËHIND YOUR BACK

All browsËers com Ëmunicate in Ëfor ËmaËtion to the web serv Ëer serv Ëing you a web

page. This in Ëfor ËmaËtion in Ëcludes name and versËion of the browsËer, reËferr Ëal in ËÌ

for ËmaËtion (a link on an Ëoth Ëer site, for in Ëstan Ëce) and the opËeratËing sysËtem used.

Web Ësites often use this in Ëfor ËmaËtion to cusËtom Ëise your browsËing ex ËperiËence,

sugËgestËing downloads for your opËeratËing sysËtem and for ËmattËing the web

page to betËtËer fit your browsËer. NaturalËly howev Ëer, this preËsents an issue as

reËgards the user's own an Ëonym Ëity as this in Ëfor ËmaËtion beËcomes part of a largËÌ

er body of data that can be used to identËify you in ËdividualËly.

StoppËing the chattËer of your browsËer is not easËiËly done. You can, howev Ëer,

falsËify some of the in Ëfor ËmaËtion sent to web serv Ëers while you brow Ëse by alËter ËÌ

ing data con Ëtained in the User Agent, the brow Ëser's identËity. There is a very

useËful plugin for Firefox, for in Ëstan Ëce, calËled User Agent Switchßer that alËlows

you to set the browsËer identËity to an Ëoth Ëer proËfile selec Ëted from a drop down

list of optËions.

WEB SITES CAN TRACK YOU AS YOU BROWËSE
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WEB SITES CAN TRACK YOU AS YOU BROWËSE

Small files, calËled coßok ßies, are often writtËen onto your com ËputËer by web sites.

CoËokËies preËsent cer Ëtain con ËveniËences, like cach Ëing login data, sessËion in Ëfor ËÌ

maËtion and other data that makes your browsËing ex ËperiËence smooth Ëer. These

small pieces of data howev Ëer preËsent a sigËnificant risk to your right to an ËÌ

onym Ëity on the web: they can be used to identËify you if you reËturn to a site

and also to track you as you move from site to site. CoËupËled with the User-

Agent, they preËsent a power Ëful and coËvert means of reËmoteËly iden ËtifyËing

your per Ëson.

The ideal solËu Ëtion to this proËblem is deny all web Ësite atËtempts to write coËokËÌ

ies onto your sysËtem but this can greatËly reËduce the qualËity of your ex ËperiËÌ

ence on the web.

See the sec Ëtion Track Òing for guides as to how to stop web serv Ëers trackËing

you.

SEARCHËING ON ËLINE CAN GIVE AWAY IN ËFORËMA ËTION ABOUT YOU

When we search on Ëline using ser Ëvices like Bing or GoogËle our right to privaËÌ

cy is alËready at risk, vastËly more so than asËkËing a per Ëson at an In Ëfor ËmaËtion

Desk in an air Ëport, for in Ëstan Ëce.

Com Ëbined with the use of coËokËies and User Agent data this in Ëfor ËmaËtion can

be used to build an evolv Ëing portrait of you over time. AdËvertisËers con ËsidËer

this in Ëfor ËmaËtion very valu Ëable, use it to make asËsumpËtions about your in ËÌ

terests and mar Ëket you proËducts in a tar Ëgeted fash Ëion.

While some cusËtom Ëers may sing the praises of tar Ëgeted adËvertisËing and oth Ëers

may not care, the risks are often misËun Ëderstood. FirstËly, the in Ëfor ËmaËtion colËÌ

lec Ëted about you may be reËquesËted by a govern Ëment, even a govern Ëment you

did not elect (GoogËle, for in Ëstan Ëce, is an American com Ëpany and so must

com ËpËly with American judiciËal proËcesËses and politËical in Ëterests). SecondËly

there is the risk that mereËly search Ëing for in Ëfor ËmaËtion can be misËconstrued as

in Ëtent or politËical endËor ËseËment. For in Ëstan Ëce an artËist studyËing the aesthetics

of dif Ëferent forms of ReËligiËous Ex Ëtrem Ëism might find him or her Ëself in dangËer

of being asËsociated with supËport for the or ËganisaËtions studied. Fin ËalËly there is
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the risk that this hiddËen proËfile of you may be sold on to in Ësuran Ëce agents,

proËvided to poten ËtiËal em ËployËers or other cusËtom Ëers of the com Ëpany whose

search ser Ëvice you are using.

Even once you've en Ësured your coËokËies are cleared, your User Agent has been

chan Ëged (see above and chaptËer Track Òing) you are still giv Ëing away one

cruciËal bit of in Ëfor ËmaËtion: the In Ëter Ënet Address you are con ËnectËing from (see

chaptËer What HapÒpens When You BrowÒse). To avoid this you can use an

an ËonymisËing ser Ëvice like Tor (see chaptËer An ÒonymÒity). If you are a Firefox

user (reËcom Ëmended) be sure to in Ëstall the ex ËcelËlent Goog ßle Shar ßing addon, an

an ËonymisËer for GoogËle search. Even if you don't con ËsciousËly use GoogËle, a

vast numb Ëer of web sites use a cusËtomised GoogËle Search bar as a means of

ex Ëplor Ëing their con Ëtent.

With the above said, there are no reaËsons to trust GoogËle, Yahoo or Bing. We

reËcom Ëmend switch Ëing to a search ser Ëvice that takes your right to privaËcy

seriousËly: DuckDuckGo (http://duckduckgo. Ëcom/).

MORE EYES THAN YOU CAN SEE

The In Ëter Ënet is a big place and is not one netËwork but a greatËer netËwork of

many smallËer in Ëter Ëconnec Ëted netËworks. So it folËlows that when you reËquest a

page from a serv Ëer on the In Ëter Ënet your reËquest must traver Ëse many mac ËÌ

hines beËfore it reaËches the serv Ëer hostËing the page. This jour Ëney is known as

a route and typicalËly in Ëcludes at least 10 mac Ëhines along the path. As pac Ëkets

move from mac Ëhine to mac Ëhine they are necesËsariËly coËpied into mem ËoËry, reËÌ

writtËen and pasËsed on.

Each of the mac Ëhines along a netËwork route beËlongs to someËone, nor ËmalËly a

com Ëpany or or ËganisaËtion and may be in en ËtireËly dif Ëferent coËuntËries. While

there are ef Ëforts to stan ËdardËise com ËmunicaËtion laws ac Ëross coËuntËries, the

situaËtion is cur ËrentËly one of sigËnificant jurisËdiction Ëal variaËtion. So, while

there may not be a law reËquir Ëing the loggËing of your web browsËing in your

coËuntËry, such laws may be in place elËsewhere along your pac Ëket's route.

The only means of proËtectËing the traf Ëfic along your route from being reËcor ËÌ

ded or tam Ëpered with is using end to end enßcryp ßtion like that proËvided by
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TSL/Secure Soc Ëket Layer (See chapt Òer En ÒcrypÒtion) or a Vir Ëtu Ëal Private NetËÌ

work (See chapt Òer VPN).

YOUR RIGHT TO BE UN ËKNOWN

BeËyond the deËsire to minim Ëise privaËcy leakage to specific ser Ëvice proËvidËers,

you should con ËsidËer ob Ëscur Ëing the In Ëter Ënet Address you are con ËnectËing from

more generalËly (see chaptËer What HapÒpens When You BrowÒse). The deËÌ

sire to achjieve such an Ëonym Ëity spur Ëred the creaËtion of the Tor Proßject.

Tor uses an ever evolv Ëing netËwork of nodes to route your con Ënec Ëtion to a site

in a way that can Ënot be traced back to you. It is a very robust means of en Ësur ËÌ

ing your In Ëter Ënet address can Ënot be log Ëged by a reËmote serv Ëer. See the chaptËÌ

er An ÒonymÒity for more in Ëfor ËmaËtion about how this works and how to get

star Ëted with Tor.
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FEARS

SOCAL NETËWORK ËING - WHAT ARE THE DANG ËERS?

The phenomenon of In Ëter Ënet based SociËal NetËworkËing has chan Ëged not just

how peoËple use the In Ëter Ënet but its very shape. Large data centËers around the

world, par Ëticular Ëly in the US, have been built to cater to the suddËen and vast

deËsire for peoËple to upËload con Ëtent about them Ëselves, their in Ëterests and their

lives in order to par Ëticipate in SociËal NetËworkËing.

SociËal NetËworkËing as we know it with FaceBook, TwittËer (and ear ËliËer MysËÌ

pace) are cer Ëtain Ëly far from 'free'. Rath Ëer, these are businesËses that seek to deËÌ

velop upon, and then ex Ëploit, a very basic an Ëxiety: the fear of sociËal ir Ërelevan ËÌ

ce. As sociËal an Ëim Ëals we can't bear the idea of misËsËing out and so many find

them Ëselves plac Ëing their most in Ëtimate ex ËpressËions onto a businessman's

hard-disk, buried deep in a data centËer in an Ëoth Ëer coËuntËry - one they will

never be alËlowed to visit.

DeËspite this many would argue that the sociËal warmth and per Ëson Ëal validaËÌ

tion ac Ëquired through en ËgageËment with SociËal NetËworks well out-weighs the

poten ËtiËal loss of privaËcy. Such a stateËment howev Ëer is only valid when the full

ex Ëtent of the risks are known.

The risks of SociËal NetËworkËing on a per Ëson's basic right to privaËcy are deËfined

by:

The scope and in ËtimaËcy of the user's in Ëdividu Ëal con Ëtribu Ëtions.

A user post Ëing frequent Ëly and in ËcludËing many perËson Ëal de Ëtails con ËÌ

structs a body of in ËforËma Ëtion of great Ëer use for tarËgetted marËket Ëing.

The preËparedËness of the user to take sociËal risks.

A user mak Ëing soci Ëal con ËnecËtions un Ëcritical Ëly is at great Ëer risk from

pre Ëdators and soci Ëal en ËgineerËing at Ëtacks.

The economic in Ëterests and partn Ëers of the or ËganisaËtion proËvidËing the

ser Ëvice.
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Com Ëmis Ësioned studËies from clients, data min Ëing, sen Ëti Ëment an Ëalysis.

Political/legËal deËmands ex Ëer Ëted by the State against the or ËganisaËtion in

the jurisËdiction(s) in which it is reËsident.

Court ordËers for data on a parËticular user (wheth Ëer civilian or foreign ËÌ

er).

SurËveil Ëlance agen Ëdas by law en ËforËce Ëment or partn Ëers of the orËganisa ËÌ

tion.

Sen Ëti Ëment an Ëalysis: proËjecËtions of polit Ëical in Ëtent.

With these th Ëings in mind it is posËsible to chart a slidËing scale betËween proËÌ

jects like DiËasËpora and Facebook: the form Ëer proËmises some level of or ËÌ

ganisation Ëal transËparen Ëcy, a com ËmitËment to privaËcy and a gener Ëal opËen Ëness,

whereas Facebook proËves to be an opËaque com Ëpany economicalËly able to

gamble with the privaËcy of their users and man Ëage civil law Ësuits in the in ËÌ

terests of lookËing after their clients. As such there is more liËkelihood of your

in Ëterac Ëtions with a large SociËal NetËwork ser Ëvice af ËfectËing how an In Ësuran Ëce

com Ëpany or poten ËtiËal em ËployËer con ËsidËers you than a smallËer, more transËÌ

parent com Ëpany.

WHO CAN STEAL MY IDENTËITY?

This quesËtion deËpends on the con Ëtext you are workËing with Ëin as you brow Ëse.

A weak and uniËversËal password preËsents a dangËer of multiËple ser Ëvices from

SociËal NetËworkËing, BankËing, Web ËMail etc being ac Ëcount hijac Ëked. A strong

and uniËversËal password on a wireless netËwork shared with oth Ëers (wheth Ëer

open or en ËcrypËted) is just as vulËner Ëable. The gener Ëal rule is to en Ësure you

have a strong password (see sec Ëtion on Passwords).

Wireless net Òworks

Here we find our Ëselves amidst an often un ËderesËtimated risk of someËone liËÌ

sten Ëing in on your com ËmunicaËtions using net ßwork pacßket sniffßing. It mattËers

litËtle if the netËwork itËself is open or password secured. If someËone uses the

same en ËcrypËted netËwork, he can easËiËly capËture and read all un Ësecured traf Ëfic

of other users with Ëin the same netËwork. A wireless key can be ac Ëquired for

the cost of a cup of coËffee and gives those that know how to capËture and read
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netËwork pac Ëkets the chan Ëce to read your password while you check your

email.

A sim Ëple rule alËways applËies: if the cafe of Ëf Ëers a netËwork cable con Ënec Ëtion,

use it! Fin ËalËly, just as at a bank mac Ëhine, make sure no one watches over

your shouldËer when you type in the password.

The brows Òer cache

Due to the gener Ëal an Ënoyan Ëce of hav Ëing to type in your password reËpeatedËly,

you allow the browsËer or local mail client to store it for you. This is not bad

in itËself, but when a lapËtop or phone gets stolËen, this en Ëables the thief to ac ËÌ

cess the owner's email ac Ëcount(s). The best prac Ëtice is to clear this cache

every time you close your browsËer. All popular browsËers have an optËion to

clear this cache on exit.

One preËcau Ëtion can justËify you holdËing onto your con Ëvenient cache: disk en ËÌ

crypËtion. If your lapËtop is stolËen and the thief reËboots the mac Ëhine, they'll be

met with an en ËcrypËted disk. It is also wise to have a screËen lock in ËstalËled on

your com ËputËer or phone. If the mac Ëhine is taken from you while still runn Ëing

your ex ËistËing user sessËion, it can Ënot be ac Ëcessed.

Secur Òing your line

Whenev Ëer you log into any ser Ëvice you should alËways en Ësure to use en ËcrypËÌ

tion for the en Ëtire sessËion. This is easËiËly done due to the popular use of

TSL/SSL (Secure Soc Ëket Layer).

Check to see the ser Ëvice you're using (wheth Ëer EMail, SociËal NetËworkËing or

online-banking) supËports TSL/SSL sessËions by lookËing for https:// at the beËÌ

ginn Ëing of the URL. If not, be sure to turn it on in any settËings proËvided by

the ser Ëvice. To betËtËer un Ëderstand how browsËing the World Wide Web works,

see the chaptËer What HapÒpens When I BrowÒse?

CAN I GET IN TROUBËLE FOR GOOGLËING WEIRD STUFF?
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CAN I GET IN TROUBËLE FOR GOOGLËING WEIRD STUFF?

GoogËle and other search com Ëpan Ëies may com ËpËly with court ordËers and war ËÌ

rants tar ËgetËing cer Ëtain in Ëdividu Ëals. A web site using a cusËtomised GoogËle

Search field to find con Ëtent on their site may be for Ëced to log and supËpËly all

search queËries to or ËganisaËtions with Ëin their local jurisËtic Ëtion. Academics, artËÌ

ists and reËsearch Ëers are par Ëticular Ëly at risk of being misËun Ëderstood, asËsumed

to have motivaËtions just by vir Ëtue of their apËparent in Ëterests.

WHO IS KEEPËING A RE ËCORD OF MY BROWS ËING AND AM I ALËLOWED TO

HIDE FROM THEM?

It is ab ËsoluteËly with Ëin your basic human rights, and com Ëmon Ëly con ËÌ

stitutionalËly proËtec Ëted, to visit web sites an ËonymousËly. Just as you're alËlowed

to visit a pub Ëlic liËbraËry, skim through books and put them back on the shelf

with Ëout someËone notËing the pages and titËles of your in Ëterest, you are free to

brow Ëse an ËonymousËly on the In Ëter Ënet.

HOW TO NOT RE ËVE ËAL MY IDENTËITY?

See the chaptËer on An ÒonymÒity.

HOW TO AVOID BEING TRACËKED?

See the chaptËer on Track Òing.
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WHAT HAP ÒPENS WHEN YOU BROW ÒSE

BrowsËing the web is com ËmunicatËing. You might not send as much text in

terms of numb Ëer of words, but it is alËways the browsËer which in Ëitiates and

main Ëtains the com ËmunicaËtion by reËquestËing the bits and pieces which are

woven into what is even ËtualËly disËplayed on your screËen.

BrowsËers like MozilËla Firefox, GoogËle Chrome, Opera, Safari & In Ëter Ënet Ex ËÌ

plor Ëer all work in a similar man Ën Ëer. When we type a URL (e.g. "http://hapËÌ

pybun Ënies.com") in the adËress bar, the browsËer reËquests the web Ësite (which is

just a speciËal kind of text) from a reËmote serv Ëer and then transËforms it into

colËored blocks, text and im Ëages to be disËplayed in the browsËer win Ëdow. To

see the text the way the browsËer sees it, one just has to click on the View -->

Page sour ßce menu entry in the browsËer. What comes up is the same web Ëpage

but in HTML a lan Ëguage main Ëly con Ëcer Ëned with con Ëtent, con Ëtext and links to

other reËsour Ëces (CSS and JavaScript) which govern the way these con Ëtents

are disËplayed and beËhave.

When the browsËer tries to open a web Ëpage and asËsum Ëing there are no proËx Ëies

in ËvolËved the first thing it does is to check its own cache. If there is no past

mem ËoËries of such web Ësite, it tries to reËsolËve the name into an address it can

ac ËtualËly use. It is an in Ëter Ënet proËgram, so it needs an In Ëter Ënet ProËtocol

address (IP address or just IP). To get this address it asks a DNS Serv Ëer (kind

of a telepËhone book for in Ëter Ënet proËgrams) which is in ËstalËled in the routËer of

your in Ëter Ënet ac Ëcess by deËfault. The IP address is a numer Ëical label asËsigËned

to every deËvice in the (glob Ëal) netËwork, like the address of a house in the

postËal sysËtem and as the address of your home, you should be very careËful to

whom you hand out the IP address you are browsËing from (by deËfault this is:

to everyËone). Once the IP address has been reËceived, the browsËer opens a

TCP (just a com ËmunicaËtion proËtocol) con Ënec Ëtion to the deËstinaËtion host and

starts sen ËdËing pac Ëkages to a port at this address, typicalËly no. 80 (ports are like

doors to the serv Ëers, there are many but usualËly only a few are open), un Ëless

an Ëoth Ëer path is specified. These pac Ëkages travel through a numb Ëer of serv Ëers

on the in Ëter Ënet (up to a coËu Ëple of dozens deËpendËing on were the tar Ëget

address is loc Ëated). The serv Ëer then looks for the reËquesËted page and, if found,
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deËliv Ëers it using the HTTP proËtocol. (To preËvent oth Ëers from reaËdËing or alËter ËÌ

ing the data,TLS/SSL can be used to below HTTP to secure the con Ënec Ëtion)

When the HTTP reËspon Ëse ar Ërives, the browsËer can close the TCP con Ënec Ëtion

or reuse it for sub Ësequent reËquests. The reËspon Ëse can be one of many th Ëings,

from some sort of reËdirec Ëtion or a clasËsic In Ëtern Ëal Serv Ëer Error (500). ProËvided

the reËspon Ëse proËceeds as ex Ëpec Ëted the browsËer will store the page in a cache

for furth Ëer use, deËcode it (un Ëcompress it if com ËpresËsed, reËndered if video

codec, etc) and disËplay/play it ac ËcordËing to in Ëstruc Ëtions.

Now, the proËcess can be ilËlustrated in a litËtle con Ëver ËsaËtion betËween browsËer

(B) and serv Ëer (S):

B: "Hallo."

S: "Hey!"

B: "May I get that page with the happy bunn Ëies, please?"

S: "Well, here you are."

B: "Oh, maybe you could also give me a big versËion of that pic Ëture of that

bunny baby cuddlËing a teddy bear."

S: "Sure, why not."

[...]

B: "That's all for now. Thank you. Bye."

Note that there are lots of ac ËtivitËies hapËpen Ëing paraËllel to this TCP/IP ex Ëchan ËÌ

ge. DeËpendËing on how you have con Ëfigured its optËions, your browsËer might

be addËing the page to browsËer hisËtoËry, sav Ëing coËokËies, checkËing for plugins,

checkËing for RSS upËdates and com ËmunicatËing with a variety of serv Ëers, all

while you're doing someËth Ëing else.

A topogÒraÒphy of you: footprints

Most im Ëpor Ëtant: you will leave footprints. Some of them will be left on your
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own com ËputËer a colËlec Ëtion of cache data, browsËing hisËtoËry and naughty litËtle

files with elepËhantic mem ËoËry calËled coËokËies. They are all very con Ëvenient;

speed up your brow Ëser's per Ëfor Ëmance, reËduce your data download or reËÌ

memb Ëer your passwords and preËfer Ëences from SociËal NetËworks. They also

snitch on your browsËing habits and com Ëpile a reËcord of everyËwhere you go

and everyËth Ëing you do there. This should both Ëer you if you are using a pub Ëlic

com ËputËer staËtion at a liËbraËry, work at a cyber Ëcafe, or share your apËpartËment

with a nosey partn Ëer!

Even if you con Ëfigure your browsËer to not keep a hisËtoËry reËcord, reËject coËokËÌ

ies and deËlete cac Ëhed files (or alËlocate zero MB of space for the cache), you

would still leave breadcrumbs all over the In Ëter Ënet. Your IP address is reËcor ËÌ

ded by deËfault everyËwhere, by everyËone and the pac Ëkets sent are monitored

by an in ËcreasËing numb Ëer of en ËtitËies - com Ëmer ËciËal, governmentËal or crimin Ëal,

along with some creeps and poten ËtiËal stalkËers.

DeËmoc Ëratic gover Ëments everyËwhere are reËdesign Ëing reËgulaËtions to reËquire

In Ëter Ënet proËvidËers to keep a copy of everyËth Ëing so they can have later ac Ëcess

to it. In the USA, sec Ëtion 215 of the American PAT ËRIOTact 'proßhibits an inßà

dividußal or or ßganiza ßtion from reßvealßing that it has given reßcords to the feder ßal

governßment, folßlowßing an inßves ßtiga ßtion'. That means that the com Ëpany you

pay every month as a cusËtom Ëer to proËvide you with In Ëter Ënet ac Ëcess can be or ËÌ

dered to turn over your browsËing and email reËcords with Ëout your know Ëledge.

Most of the time, though, sur ËveilËlance is not a 1984 af Ëfair. GoogËle colËlects

your searches along with your browsËer iden ËtificaËtion (user agent), your IP

and a whole bunch of data that can even ËtualËly lead to your doorstep, but the

ulËtimate aim is usualËly not politËical reËpressËion but mar Ëket reËsearch. AdËvertisËÌ

ers don't fuss about adËvertisËing space any more, they just want to know

everyËth Ëing about you. They want to know your diËetaËry and medicaËtion

habits, how many childr Ëen you have and where you take them on holidays;

how you make your money, how much you earn and how you like to spend

it. Even more: they want to know how you feel about stuff. They want to

know if your friends reËspect those feelËings en Ëough so that you can con Ëvin Ëce

them to chan Ëge their con ËsumpËtion habits. This is not a con ËspiraËcy, but rath Ëer

the naËture of In Ëfor ËmaËtion Age capitalËism. To paraËphrase a fam Ëous ob Ëser ËvaËÌ
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tion of the cur Ërent situaËtion, the best minds of our generaËtion are thinkËing

about how to make peoËple click ads.

Some peoËple think ads can be igËnored or that hav Ëing adËvertisËers cater for our

specific needs is a win-win situaËtion, beËcause at least they are spam Ëmed with

th Ëings they may ac ËtualËly want. Even if that was the case (it isn't): should we

trust GoogËle with such in Ëtimate deËtails of our life? Even if we trust GoogËle to

'do no evil', it can still be bought by someËone we do not trust; beËnevolentLar ËÌ

ry Page an ËdSer Ëgey Brin could be over Ëruled by their own Board, or their data

base be sequesËtered by a fasËcistic gover Ëment. One of their 30,000 em Ëployees

worldwide could cut loose and run with our data. Their serv Ëers can be hac ËÌ

ked. And in the end, they are just in ËteresËted in their cusËtom Ëers, the com ßpanßies

payßing for ad ßvertis ßing. We are just the proËduct being sold.

Moreov Ëer; in the SociËal NetËworks our browsËing habits are generatËing a Per ËÌ

manent ReËcord, a colËlec Ëtion of data so vast that the in Ëfor ËmaËtion that

Facebook keeps about a given user alone can fill 880 pages. Nobody will be

sur Ëprised to learn that Facebook's pur Ëpose is not to make us happy again: if

you are not payËing for it, you're not the cusËtom Ëer, you're the proËduct. But

even if you don't care about their com Ëmer ËciËal goals, con ËsidËer this: the platËÌ

form has pub Ëlic Ëly adËmitted hackËers break into hundreds of thousands of

Facebook ac Ëcounts every day.

For a taste of what lurks beËhind the cur Ëtains of the web Ësites you visit, in Ëstall a

plugin/add-on calËled Ghos ßteßry to your browsËer. It's like an x-ray-machine

which reËveËals all the sur ËveilËlance tech Ënology which might be (and often is)

em ËbedËded in a web page, nor ËmalËly in Ëvisib Ële to the user. In the same line, Do

Not Track Plus and Tracßkerblock will give you furth Ëer con Ëtrol over on Ëline

trackËing, through coËokie blockËing, per ËsisËtent opt-out coËokËies, etc. Our folËlow ËÌ

ing chaptËer Track ßing will equip you with ex ËpertËise in such topics.

Even in betËween your com ËputËer and the routËer, your pac Ëkages can easËiËly be

in Ëter Ëcepted by an Ëyone using the same wireless netËwork in the casu Ëal en ËviroËÌ

ment of a cafe. It is a jungle out there, but still we choose passwords like

"password" and "123456", per Ëform economic transËac Ëtions and buy tic Ëkets on

pub Ëlic wireless netËworks and click on links from un Ësolicited em Ëails. It is not

only our right to preËser Ëve our privaËcy but also our reËspon ËsibilËity to deËfend

4

http://objavi.booktype.pro/tmp/cryptonomaton-en-2012.10.03-21.49.23.pdftcyimd/body.html#what-happens-when-you-browse_InsertNoteID_4
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that right against the in ËtrusËions of gover Ëments, cor ËporaËtions and an Ëyone who

atËtempts to disËposËses us. If we do not ex Ëerc Ëise those rights today, we deËser Ëve

whatev Ëer hapËpens tomor Ërow.

1. If you are a Unix user, you can use the tcpdump com Ëmand in the bash and

view real time dns traf Ëfic. It's loads of fun! (and dis ËturbËing)

2. See list of TCP and UDP port numbËers(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ËÌ

List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbËers)

3. If this exËchan Ëge is hap Ëpen Ëing under an HTTPS con ËnecËtion, the proËcess is

much more com Ëplicated and also much safer, but you will find out more

about that in a most fas Ëcinat Ëing chapt Ëer cal Ëled En Ëcryp Ëtion.

4. This Tech Bubble Is Dif ßferent(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/ßà

content/11_17/b4225060960537.htm), As Ëhlee Vance (Businessweek

magazine)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_17/b4225060960537.htm
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AC ÒCOUNTS AND SECURÒITY

When you brow Ëse, you may be logËged into variËous ser Ëvices, someËtimes at the

same time. It may be a com Ëpany web Ësite, your email or a sociËal netËworkËing

site. Our ac Ëcounts are im Ëpor Ëtant to us beËcause high Ëly sen Ësitive in Ëfor ËmaËtion

about us and oth Ëers is stored on mac Ëhines elËsewhere on the In Ëter Ënet.

KeepËing your ac Ëcounts secure reËquires more than just a strong password (see

sec Ëtion Passwords) and a secure com ËmunicaËtion link with the serv Ëer via

TLS/SSL (see chaptËer Secure Conßnecßtion). Un Ëless specified otËherw Ëise, most

browsËers will store your login data in tiny files calËled coßok ßies, reËduc Ëing the

need for you re-type your password when you reËcon Ënect to those sites. This

means that someËone with ac Ëcess to your com ËputËer or phone may be able to

ac Ëcess your ac Ëcounts with Ëout hav Ëing to steal your password or do sopËÌ

histicated snoopËing.

As smart phones have beËcome more popular there has been a dramatic rise in

ac Ëcount hijackËing with stolËen phones. LapËtops theft preËsents a similar risk. If

you do choose to have the browsËer save your passwords then you have a few

optËions to proËtect your Ëself:

Use a scre Ëen lock. If you have a phone and pre Ëf Ëer an un Ëlock pat Ëtern sys Ëtem

get in the habit of wip Ëing the scre Ëen so an at Ëtack Ëer can not guess the pat ËÌ

tern from fin ËgËer smears. On a Lap Ëtop, you should set your screen ËsavËer to re ËÌ

quire a password as well as a password on start-up.

En Ëcrypt your hard disk. TrueCËrypt is an open and secure disk en Ëcryp Ëtion

sys Ëtem for Win Ëdows 7/Vista/XP, Mac OS X and Linux. OSX and most Linux

dis Ëtribu Ëtions proËvide the opt Ëion for disk en Ëcryp Ëtion on in Ëstall.

An Ëdroid De Ëvelop Ëers: do not en Ëable USB de ËbuggËing on your phone by de Ëfault.

This al Ëlows an at Ëtack Ëer using the An Ëdroid adb shell on a com Ëput Ëer to acËcess

your phone's hard disk with Ëout un Ëlock Ëing the phone.

CAN MALËICIËOUS WEB SITES TAKE OVER MY ACËCOUNTS?
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CAN MALËICIËOUS WEB SITES TAKE OVER MY ACËCOUNTS?

Those speciËal coËokËies that con Ëtain your login data are a primaËry point of vulËÌ

nerabilËity. One par Ëticular Ëly popular tech Ënique for stealËing login data is calËled

click-jacking, where the user is triËcked into clickËing on a seemingËly in Ënocu Ëous

link, ex ËecutËing a script that takes adËvantage of the fact you are logËged in. The

login data can then be stolËen, giv Ëing the reËmote atËtackËer ac Ëcess to your ac ËÌ

count. While this is a very com Ëplicated tech Ënique, it has proËv Ëen ef Ëfective on

sever Ëal oc ËcassËions. Both TwittËer and Facebook have seen cases of login sessËÌ

ions being stolËen using these tech Ëniques.

It's im Ëpor Ëtant to deËvelop a habit for thinkËing beËfore you click on links to sites

while logËged into your ac Ëcounts. One tech Ënique is to use an Ëoth Ëer browsËer en ËÌ

tireËly that is not logËged into your ac Ëcounts as a tool for testËing the safety of a

link. AlËways con Ëfirm the address (URL) in the link to make sure it is spelËled

cor ËrectËly. It may be a site with a name very similar to one you alËready trust.

Note that links using URL shor Ëten Ëers (like http://is.gd and http://bit.ly) preËÌ

sent a risk as you can Ënot see the ac Ëtu Ëal link you are reËquestËing data from.

If using Firefox on your deËvice, use the add-on NoScript http://noscript.netas

it mitigates many of the Cross Site Script ßing tech Ëniques that allow for your coËÌ

okie to be hijac Ëked but it will disËable many fancy feaËtures on some web sites.

http://noscript.net/
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TRACK ÒING

When you brow Ëse the web tiny diËgitËal traces of your preËsËence are left beËhind.

Many web sites harmlessËly use this data to com Ëpile statisËtics and see how

many peoËple are lookËing at their site and which pages are popular, but some

sites go furth Ëer and use variËous tech Ëniques to track in Ëdividu Ëal users, even

going as far as tryËing to identËify them per ËsonalËly. It doesn't stop there howev ËÌ

er. Some firms store data in your web browsËer which can be used to track

you on other web sites. This in Ëfor ËmaËtion can be com Ëpiled and pasËsed on to

other or ËganizaËtions with Ëout your know Ëledge or per ËmissËion.

This all sounds omin Ëous but reaËlËly who cares if some big com Ëpany knows

about a few web sites that we have looked at? Big web sites com Ëpile and use

this data for "beËhavior Ëal adËvertisËing" where ads are tailored to fit your in ËÌ

terests ex ËactËly. That's why after lookËing at say, the Wikipedia entry for Major ËÌ

ca, one may sudËden Ëly start seeËing lots of ads for pac Ëkaged vacaËtions and party

hats. This may seem in ËnoËcent en Ëough, but after doing a search for "Her Ëpes

TreatËments" or "Fetish Com ËmunitËies" and sudËden Ëly seeËing liËstËings for reËÌ

levant proËducts, one may start to feel that the web is gettËing a bit too familiar.

Such in Ëfor ËmaËtion is also of in Ëterest to other partËies, like your in Ësuran Ëce com ËÌ

pany. If they know you have been lookËing at skydiv Ëing sites or forums for

con ËgenitËal disËeases, your preËmiums may mysËteriousËly start going up. Poten ËtiËÌ

al em ËployËers or landlords may turn you down based on their con Ëcerns about

your web in Ëterests. In ex Ëtreme in Ëstan Ëces, the police or tax autËhoritËies may deËÌ

velop an in Ëterest with Ëout you ever hav Ëing com ËmitËted a crime, simpËly based

on susËpiciËous sur Ëf Ëing.

HOW DO THEY TRACK US?
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HOW DO THEY TRACK US?

Every time you load a web page, the serv Ëer software on the web site

generates a reËcord of the page viewed in a log file. This is not alËways a bad

thing. When you log in to a web Ësite, there is a need for a way to esËtablish

your identËity and keep track of who you are in order to save your preËfer ËÌ

ences, or preËsent you with cusËtomized in Ëfor ËmaËtion. It does this by passËing a

small file to your browsËer and stor Ëing a cor ËresËpondËing reËfer Ëence on the web

serv Ëer. This file is calËled a coßokie. It sounds tasty but the proËblem is that this

in Ëfor ËmaËtion stays on your com ËputËer even after leav Ëing the web site and may

phone home to tell the owner of the coËokie about other web sites you are

visitËing. Some major sites, like Facebook and GoogËle have been caught using

them to keep track of your browsËing even after you have logËged out.

Super ËcookËies / Ever Ëcookie / Zom Ëbie CoËokËies?

HOW CAN I PREÒVENT TRACK ÒING?

The simplest and most diËrect way to deal with trackËing is to deËlete the coËokie

files in your browsËer:

[show how in Firefox (tools->Clear ReËcent HisËtoËry...), chrome, IE, etc. ]

The liËmitaËtion to this approach is that you will reËceive new coËokËies as soon as

you reËturn to these sites or go to any other pages with trackËing com Ëponents.

The other disËadËvantage is that you will lose all of your cur Ërent login sessËions

for any open tabs, forc Ëing you to type in user Ënames and passwords again. A

more con Ëvenient optËion, supËpor Ëted by cur Ërent browsËers is private brows ßing

or inßcog ßnito mode. This opens a tem ËporaËry browsËer win Ëdow that does not

save the hisËtoËry of pages viewed, passwords, downloaded files or coËokËies.

Upon closËing the private browsËing win Ëdow, all of this in Ëfor ËmaËtion is deËleted.

You can en Ëable private browsËing:

[show how in Firefox (tools->Start Private BrowsËing), chrome, IE, etc. ]

This solËu Ëtion also has it's liËmitaËtions. We can Ënot save bookËmarks, reËmemb Ëer

passwords, or take adËvantage of much of con ËveniËence of Ëfered by modern

browsËers. ThankfulËly, there are sever Ëal plugins specialËly deËsigËned to address
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the proËblems of trackËing. The most ex Ëten Ësive, in terms of feaËtures and

flexibilËity, is GhosËteËry. The plugin alËlows you to block catËegoËries or in Ëdividu ËÌ

al ser Ëvices that track users. Here's how you in Ëstall GhosËteËry:

[screenshots here in ËstallËing the plugin]

An Ëoth Ëer optËion is to in Ëstall an ad-blocking plugin like AdBlockPlus. This will

autoËmaticalËly block many of the trackËing coËokËies sent by adËvertisËing com Ëpan ËÌ

ies but not those used by GoogËle, Facebook and other web an Ëalytics com Ëpan ËÌ

ies. [ex Ëpand on this maybe, ex Ëplain "web an Ëalytics"]

HOW CAN I SEE WHO IS TRACK ÒING ME?

The easËiest way to see who is trackËing you is to use the GhosËteËry plugin.

There is a small icon on the upper right or lower right cor Ën Ëer of your browsËÌ

er win Ëdow that will tell you which ser Ëvices are trackËing you on par Ëticular

web sites.

{ SugËgesËtion: Add Abine.com's Do Not Track add-on. I sugËgest using both

GhosËter Ëly and DNT, as oc ËcasionalËly they block a dif Ëferent coËokie. Abine also

has PrivaËcy Suite, reËcentËly deËveloped which can give a proxy telepËhone and

proxy email, similar to 10 Minute Mail or GuerilËla Mail for fill- in em Ëails for

forms. }

A WORD OF WARNÒING.

If you block trackËers, you will have a high Ëer level of privaËcy when sur Ëf Ëing the

net. Howev Ëer, govern Ëment agen Ëcies, bosËses, hackËers and un ËscrupulËous netËÌ

work adËministrators will still be able to in Ëter Ëcept your traf Ëfic and see what

you are lookËing at. If you want to secure your con Ënec Ëtions you will need to

read the chaptËer on en ËcrypËtion. Your identËity may also be visib Ële to other

peoËple on the in Ëter Ënet. If you want to thorough Ëly proËtect your identËity while

browsËing, you will need to take steps toward on Ëline an Ëonym Ëity which is ex ËÌ

plained in an Ëoth Ëer sec Ëtion of this book.
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AN ÒONYM ÒITY

INTRO

Ar Ëticle 2 of the UniËversËal DeËclaraËtion of Human Rights states:

"EveryËone is en ËtitËled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this DeËclaraËÌ

tion, with Ëout disËtinc Ëtion of any kind, such as race, colËour, sex, lan Ëguage, reËÌ

ligËion, politËical or other opËin Ëion, nation Ëal or sociËal origin, proËper Ëty, birth or

other status.

Further Ëmore, no disËtinc Ëtion shall be made on the basis of the politËical, jurisËÌ

diction Ëal or in Ëter Ënation Ëal status of the coËuntËry or ter ËritoËry to which a per Ëson

beËlongs, wheth Ëer it be in Ëdepen Ëdent, trust, non-self-governing or under any

other liËmitaËtion of sovereignty.".

One way of en Ëforc Ëing this basic right in hosËtile en Ëviron Ëments is by means of

an Ëonym Ëity, where atËtempts to con Ënect an ac Ëtive agent to a specific per Ëson are

bloc Ëked.

ActËing an ËonymousËly is also a great way to help oth Ëers with a high need for

proËtec Ëtion the biËggËer the herd of sheep, the hardËer it is to tar Ëget a specific

one. An easy way to do so is by using TOR, a tech Ënique which routes in Ëter Ënet

traf Ëfic betËween users of a speciËal software, thus makËing it un ËtraceËable to any

specific IP address or per Ëson with Ëout hav Ëing con Ëtrol over the whole netËwork

(and nobody has that yet in the case of the in Ëter Ënet). A high Ëly func Ëtion Ëal

means to proËtect ones own identËity is by using an Ëonym Ëous proxy serv Ëers and

Vir Ëtu Ëal Private NetËworks (VPN).

PROXY
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PROXY

"An an ZonymizZer or an an ZonymZous proxy is a tool that at ßtempts to

make acßtiv ßity on the Inßter ßnet unßtraceßable. It is a proxy [serv ßer] com ßput ßer

that acts as an inßter ßmedia ßry and priva ßcy shield bet ßween a client com ßput ßer

and the rest of the Inßter ßnet. It acßcesses the Inßter ßnet on the user's beßhalf,

proßtect ßing per ßsonßal inßfor ßma ßtion by hid ßing the client com ßputer's idenßtifyßing

inßfor ßma ßtion." (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymiz ßer)

The main pur Ëpose beËhind using a proxy is to hide or to chan Ëge In Ëter Ënet

address (IP address) asËsigËned to user's com ËputËer. There can be a few reaËsons

for needËing to do so, for ex Ëam Ëple:

To an Ëonym Ëize acËcess to parËticular serËver(s) and/or to obËfus Ëcate traces left in

the log files of a web-server. For in Ëstan Ëce a user might need/want to acËcess

sen Ësitive materi Ëals on Ëline (speci Ëal materi Ëals, re Ësearch topics or else) with Ëout

tri ËggerËing aut Ëhorit Ëies at Ëten Ëtion.

To break throughfirewalls of corËpora Ëtions or re Ëpres Ësive re Ëgimes. A corËÌ

poration/govern Ëment can limit or com Ëplete Ëly re Ëstrict In ËterËnet acËcess for a

parËticular IP address or a range of IP addres Ëses. HidËing be Ëhind a proxy will

help to trick these filt Ëers and acËcess ot Ëherw Ëise forËbiddËen sites.

To watch on Ëline video and streams ban Ëned in your coËunt Ëry due to legal is ËÌ

sues.

To acËcess webËsites and/or materi Ëals avail Ëable only for IP addres Ëses be ËlongËÌ

ing to a specific coËunt Ëry. For exËam Ëple, a user wants to watch a BBC video

stream (UK-only) while not re ËsidËing in the UK.

To acËcess the In ËterËnet from a parËtial Ëly ban Ëned/blocËked IP address. PubËlic IP

addres Ëses can often have "bad re Ëputa Ëtion" (bandËwidth abuse, scam or un ËÌ

solicited email dis Ëtribu Ëtion) and be blocËked by some web-sites and servËers.

While a usual scenario would be to use proxy for ac ËcessËing the Web (HTTP),

prac ËticalËly In Ëter Ënet proËtocol can be proËxied - i.e. sent via a reËmote serv Ëer. Un ËÌ

like a routËer, proxy serv Ëer is not diËrectËly for ËwardËing reËmote user reËquests but

rath Ëer mediates those reËquests and echos reËspon Ëses back to reËmote user's

com ËputËer.

Proxy (un Ëless setup as "transËparent") does not allow diËrect com ËmunicaËtion to
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the In Ëter Ënet thus applicaËtions such as browsËers, chat-clients or download

applicaËtions need to be made aware of the proxy serv Ëer (see Safer Browßà

sing/Proxy sett ßings chaptËer)

TOR

"- Tor preßvents anßyone from learnßing your locßa ßtion or brows ßing habits.

- Tor is for web brows ßers, inßstant mes ßsag ßing clients, reßmote logins, and

more.

- Tor is free and open sour ßce for Winßdows, Mac, Linux/Unix, and Anßà

droid."

(https://www.torproject.org)

Tor is a sysËtem in Ëten Ëded to en Ëable on Ëline an Ëonym Ëity, com Ëposed of client

software and a netËwork of serv Ëers which can hide in Ëfor ËmaËtion about users'

loc ËaËtions and other fac Ëtors which might identËify them. Im Ëagine a mesËsage

being wrapËped in sever Ëal layËers of proËtec Ëtion: every serv Ëer needs to take off

one layer, thereby im ËmediateËly deËletËing the sen ËdËer in Ëfor ËmaËtion of the preËviËÌ

ous serv Ëer.

Use of this sysËtem makes it more dif Ëficult to trace In Ëter Ënet traf Ëfic to the user,

in ËcludËing visits to Web sites, on Ëline posts, in Ëstant mesËsages, and other com ËÌ

municaËtion forms. It is in Ëten Ëded to proËtect users' per Ëson Ëal freedom, privaËcy,

and ab ËilËity to con Ëduct con Ëfiden ËtiËal busiËness, by keepËing their in Ëter Ënet ac ËtivitËÌ

ies from being monitored. The software is open-source and the netËwork is

free of char Ëge to use.

Tor can Ënot and does not atËtempt to proËtect against monitor Ëing the traf Ëfic en ËÌ

ter Ëing and ex ËitËing the netËwork. While Tor does proËvide proËtec Ëtion against

traf Ëfic an Ëalysis, it can Ënot preËvent traf Ëfic con Ëfir ËmaËtion (also calËled end-to-end

cor ËrelaËtion). End-to-End Cor ßrela ßtion is a way of match Ëing an on Ëline identËity

with a real per Ëson.

A reËcent case of this in ËvolËved the FBI wantËing to prove that the man Jeremy

Ham Ëmon was beËhind an alias known to be reËson Ësible for sever Ëal An Ëonym Ëous

atËtacks. SittËing outËside his house, the FBI were monitor Ëing his wireless traf Ëfic

alËongside a chat chan Ënel the alias was known to visit. When Jeremy went on ËÌ
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line in his apartËment, in Ëspec Ëtion of the wireless pac Ëkets reËvealed he was using

Tor at the same moËment the susËpec Ëted alias asËsociated with him came on Ëline

in the sur ËveilËled chat chan Ënel. This was en Ëough to in Ëcriminate Jeremy and he

was ar Ërested.

See sec Ëtion Safer Browßsing/Us ßing Tor for setup in Ëstruc Ëtions.
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VPN
The way your data makes it to the deËsired serv Ëer and back to your lapËtop

com ËputËer or a mobile deËvice is not as straightfor Ëward as it might first seem.

Say, you are con Ënec Ëted to a wireless netËwork at home and opËen Ëing a

wikipedia.org page. The path your reËquest (data) takes will con ËsËist of multiËple

midËdle points or "hops" - in network-architect ter Ëminology. At each of these

hops (which are liËkeËly to be more then 5) your data can be scooped, coËpied

and poten ËtialËly modified.

Your wireless net Ëwork (your data can be snif Ëfed from the air)

Your ISP (in most coËunt Ëries they are obËliged to keep de Ëtailed logs of user acËÌ

tivËity)

In ËterËnet ExËchan Ëge Point (IXP) some Ëwhere on an Ëoth Ëer con Ëtinent (usual Ëly

more secure then any other hop)

ISP of the host Ëing com Ëpany that hosts the site (is proËbabËly keep Ëing logs)

In Ëtern Ëal net Ëwork to which the servËer is con ËnecËted

And multi Ëple hops bet Ëween...

Any per Ëson with physËical ac Ëcess to the com ËputËers or the netËworks which are

on the way from you to the reËmote serv Ëer, in Ëten ËtionalËly or not, can colËlect

and reËveËal the data that's passËing from you to the reËmote serv Ëer and back.

This is esËpecialËly true for so calËled 'last mile' situaËtions - the few last leaps that

an in Ëter Ënet con Ënec Ëtion makes to reach a user. That in Ëcludes domesËtic and

pub Ëlic wireless or wired netËworks, telepËhone and mobile netËworks, netËworks

in liËbraËries, homes, schools, hotels. Your ISP can not be con Ësidered a safe, or

'data-neutral' in Ëstan Ëce eith Ëer - in many coËuntËries state agen Ëcies do not even

reËquire a war Ërant to ac Ëcess your data, and there is alËways the risk of in ËtrusËion

by paid atËtackËers workËing for a deep-pocketed adËversaËries.

VPN - a Vir Ëtu Ëal Private NetËwork - is a solËu Ëtion for this 'last-mile' leakage. VPN

is a tech Ënology that alËlows the creaton of a vir Ëtu Ëal netËwork on top of an ex ËistËÌ

ing in Ëfrastruc Ëture. Such a VPN netËwork opËerates using the same proËtocols

and stan Ëdards as the un Ëder ËlyËing physËical netËwork. ProËgrams and OS use it

transËparentËly, as if it was a separate netËwork con Ënec Ëtion, yet its topology or

the way how netËwork nodes (you, the VPN serv Ëer and, poten ËtialËly, other
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mem Ëb Ëers or ser Ëvices availËable on VPN) are in Ëter Ëconnec Ëted in reËlaËtion to the

physËical space is en ËtireËly reËdefined.

Im Ëagine that in Ëstead of hav Ëing to trust your data to every single middle-man

(your local netËwork, ISP, the state) you have a choice to pass it via a serv Ëer of

a VPN proËvidËer whom you trust (after a reËcom ËmendaËtion or reËsearch) - from

which your data will start its jour Ëney to the reËmote loc ËaËtion. VPN alËlows you

to reËcreate your local and geo-political con Ëtext all togeth Ëer - from the moËÌ

ment your data leaves your com ËputËer and gets into the VPN netËwork it is

fully secured with TSL/SSL type en ËcrypËtion. And as such it will apËpear as

pure ran Ëdom noise to any node who might be spyËing after you. It is as if your

data was travelËing in Ëside a titanium-alloy pipe, un ËbreakËable on all the way

from your lapËtop to the VPN serv Ëer. Of coËur Ëse one could argue that even ËtualËÌ

ly, when your data is outËside the safe har Ëbour of VPN it beËcomes just as vulËÌ

ner Ëable as it was - but this is only par ËtialËly true. Once your data exits the VPN

serv Ëer it is far away from you - way beËyond the reach of some creeps sniff Ëing

on the local wireless netËwork, your venal ISP or a local govern Ëment ob ËsesËsed

with anti-terrorism laws. A seriËous VPN proËvidËer would have their serv Ëers in ËÌ

stalËled at a high-security In Ëter Ënet ex Ëchan Ëge loc ËaËtion, reËnder Ëing any physËical

human ac Ëcess, tappËing or loggËing a dif Ëficult task.

"Today everyßth ßing you do on the In ßterßnet is monitored and we want to chan ßge

that. With our fast VPN serßvice you get total ßly an ßonymßous on the In ßterßnet. It's

also posßsible to surf cen ßsored web sites, that your school, ISP, work or co ßunt ßry

are blockßing. [DarkVPN] will not only help peo ßple to surf an ßonymousßly, it also

helps peo ßple in co ßunt ßries like China to be able to surf cen ßsored web pages.

Which is your de ßmoc ßratic right. DarknetVPN gives all VPN users an an ßonymßà

ous IP address. All electronic tracks will end up with us. We do not save any

log files in order to ac ßhieve maxißmum an ßonymßity. With us you al ßways surßf ßing

an ßonymousßly, secure and en ßcrypßted."

(http://www.darknetvpn.comß/about.php)

An Ëoth Ëer in ËterestËing and often un Ëder Ërated feaËtures of VPN is en Ëcoded in its

name - beËsides being Vir Ëtu Ëal and Private it is also a NetËwork. VPN alËlows one

not only to con Ënect via the VPN serv Ëer to the rest of the world but also to

com Ëmunicate to other mem Ëb Ëers of the same VPN netËwork with Ëout ever hav ËÌ

ing to leave the safety of en ËcrypËted space. Through this func ËtionalËity Vir Ëtu Ëal
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Private NetËwork beËcomes someËth Ëing like a DarkNet (in a broadËer sense of the

deËfiniËtion) - a netËwork isolated from the In Ëter Ënet and in Ëac Ëcessib Ële to "oth Ëers".

Since a con Ënec Ëtion to VPN serv Ëer, and thus the private netËwork it facilitates,

reËquire a key or a cer ßtificate, only "in Ëvited" users are alËlowed. There is no

chan Ëce that In Ëter Ënet strangËer would gain ac Ëcess to what's on a VPN with Ëout

en ËrollËing as a user or stealËing someËones keys. While not reËfer Ëred to as such,

any cor Ëporate Inßtranet type of netËwork is a DarkNet too.

"A vir ßtußal private net ßwork (VPN) is a techßnology for using the Inßter ßnet or

anßothßer inßter ßmediate net ßwork to conßnect com ßput ßers to isolated reßmote

com ßput ßer net ßworks that would ot ßherwßise be inßacßcessib ßle.."

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ßVirtual_private_ ßnetwork)

Many com ËmerËci Ëal VPN proËvidËers stress the an ßonymßity that their serËvice proËvides.

Quot Ëing Ip ËredatorË.org page (a VPN serËvice starËted by the peoËple be Ëhind The Pirate

Bay proËject): "You'll ex ßchan ßge the IP address you get from your ISP for an an ßonymßous

IP address. You get a safe/encrypßted con ßnec ßtion bet ßween your comßput ßer and the In ßterßà

net". In Ëdeed, when you acËcess the In ËterËnet via a VPN con ËnecËtion it does ap Ëpear as

if the con ËnecËtion is originat Ëing from the IP address of IP Ëredator servËers.

"You'll ex ßchan ßge the IP address you get from your ISP for an an ßonymßous IP

address. You get a safe/encrypßted con ßnec ßtion bet ßween your comßput ßer and the

In ßterßnet."

(https://www.ipßredator.se)
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PUB ÒLISHÒING AN ÒONYMOUS ÒLY

Wheth Ëer you are an ac Ëtiv Ëist opËeratËing under a totalitarian reËgime, an em ËÌ

ployee deËter Ëmined to ex Ëpose some wrongdoËings in your com Ëpany or a ven ËgeËÌ

ful writËer com ËposËing a biËtchy portrait of your ex-wife, you need to proËtect

your identËity. If you are not colËlaboratËing with oth Ëers, the focus lies on an ËÌ

onym Ëity and not en ËcrypËtion or privaËcy.

If the mesËsage is ur Ëgent and the stakes are high, one easy way to just get it

out quickËly is going to an in Ëter Ënet cafe one usualËly does not frequent, create

ac Ëcounts specificalËly set up for the task, deËliv Ëer the data and disËcard those ac ËÌ

counts right after that. If you are in a hurry, con ËsidËer Min ËÌ

tEmail(http://www.min Ëtemail.com/)or FilzMail(http://www.filzmail.com/),

where your address will ex Ëpire from 3 to 24 hours reËspec Ëtively. ËDo not do an ËÌ

yth Ëing else while you're there; don't check your gmail ac Ëcount, do not have a

quick one on Facebook and clear all cache, coËokËies and hisËtoËry and close the

browsËer beËfore you leave.

If you keep these basic rules, the worst though high Ëly im Ëprob Ëable thing that

could happËen would be that the of Ëfered com ËputËer is com Ëpromised and loggËÌ

ing keystrokes, reËvealËing passwords or even your face, in case an atËtached

web Ëcam is reËmoteËly opËerated. Don't do this at work or in a place where you

are a reËgisËtered mem Ëb Ëer or a reËgular visitor, like a club or a liËbraËry.

If you want to main Ëtain a con Ëstant stream of com ËmunicaËtion and maybe even

esËtablish an audiËence, this metËhod quickËly beËcomes quite cum Ëber Ësome, and

you might also run out of un Ëused in Ëter Ënet cafes. In this case you can use a

mac Ëhine you own, but, if you can Ënot deËdicate one esËpecialËly to this pur Ëpose,

boot your com ËputËer with a dif Ëferent opËeratËing sysËtem (OS). This can be easËiËly

done by using a USB stick to boot a live opËeratËing sysËtem like TAILS, which

comes with TOR en Ëab Ëled by deËfault and in Ëcludes state-of-the-art crypËtograpËÌ

hic tools. In any case, use Tor to disËgu Ëise your IP.

Turn off all coËokËies, hisËtoËry and cache optËions and never use the same proËfile

or the same browsËer for other ac ËtivitËies. Not only would that add data to your

topogËraËphy as a user in the Net, but it also opens a very wide win Ëdow for
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misËtakes. If you want extra supËport, in Ëstall Do Not Track Plus and Tracßà

kerblock or Ghos ßteßry in your browsËer adËdons menu.

Use passwords for dif Ëferent ac Ëcounts and choose proËpËer passwords or even

passphrases (more about that in the basic tips sec Ëtion). ProËtect your en Ëtire

sysËtem with a gener Ëal password, chan Ëge it often and do not share it with an ËÌ

yone, esËpecialËly not your lover. In Ëstall a keystroke loggËer to see if someËone

sneaks into your email, es ßpecialßly your lover. Set up your preËfer Ëences everyËÌ

where to log out of every ser Ëvice and platËform after 5 minutes of non-use.

Keep your super Ëhero identËity to your Ëself.

If you can man Ëtain such level of disËcipËline, you should even be capËable of

using your own in Ëter Ënet con Ënec Ëtion. But con ËsidËer this: not using a deËdicated

sysËtem makes it in Ëcredib Ëly dif Ëficult to keep all the dif Ëferent iden ËtitËies

separated in a safe way, and the feelËing of safety often leads to carelessËness.

Keep a healthy level of neurosis.

Today there are many pub Ëlish Ëing posËsibilites, from cost-free bloggËing sites

(Blogspot, Tumblr, Wordpress, Iden Ëti.ca) to pasËtebins (see glosËsaËry) and some

specifical Ëly catËered to anËonym Ëous users like BlogACause. Glob Ëal Voices Ad ËvocaËcy re Ëcom ËÌ

mends using Wordpress through the Tor netËwork. Keep a sane level of cynic Ëism; they all act

in com Ëmer Ëci Ëal inËterests that you use for 'free' and so canËnot be trusËted at all, esËpecial Ëly in

that they may be bound to the de Ëmands of a legal jurisËtic Ëtion that is not your own. All pro ËÌ

vid Ëers are, when it comes down to it, traitors.

If re ËgistraËtion with these ser Ëvices re Ëquires a work Ëing email address, create one de Ëdicated sol ËÌ

e Ëly to this pur Ëpose. AvoidGmail, Yahoo, HotËmail and other big com ËmerciËal platËforms

with a hisËtoËry of turn Ëing over their users and go for an specialized ser Ëvice liËÌ

keHushmail(https://www.hushmail.com/). For more on an Ëonym Ëous email,

please find the chaptËer An Ëonym Ëous email in the preËviËous sec Ëtion.

SEVERËAL DON'TS
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SEVERËAL DON'TS

Don't re Ògist Òer a domain. There are ser Ëvices that will proËtect your identËity

from a sim Ëple who is query, like An Ëonym Ëous Speech or Silent ReËgistËer, but

they will know who you are through your payËment data. Un Ëless you have

the chan Ëce to purchase one in BiËtcoins, limit your Ëself to one of the domains

of Ëfered by your bloggËing platËform like yourblogËname.blogspot.com and

choose a settËing outËside your native coËuntËry. Also, find a name that doesn't

give you away easËiËly. If you have proËblems with that, use a blog name

generator on Ëline.

Don't open a sociÒal net Òwork acÒcount as Òsociated to your blog. If you

must, keep the level of hyËgiene that you keep for bloggËing and never ever

login while using your reËgular browsËer. If you have a pub Ëlic sociËal netËwork

life, avoid it all togeth Ëer. You will even ËtualËly make a misËtake.

Don't upÒload video, photo or audio files with Ëout using an editor to modËÌ

ify or erase all the meta data (photos con Ëtain in Ëfor ËmaËtion up to the GPS coËor ËÌ

dinates of the loc ËaËtion the photo was taken at) that stan Ëdard diËgitËal cameras,

smarphones, reËcordËers and other deËvices add by deËfault. The Metadata Anßà

onymisa ßtion Toolßkit might help you with that.

Don't leave a his Òto Òry. Add X-Robots-Tag to your http headËers to stop the

search Ëing spidËers from in Ëdex Ëing your web Ësite. That should in Ëclude reËpositoËÌ

ries like the Wayback Mac Ëhine from archive.org. If you don't know how to do

this, search along the lines of "Robots Text File Generator".

Don't leave comÒments. If you must, man Ëtain the levels of hyËgiene that you

use for bloggËing and alËways logout when you're done and for god sakes do

not troll around. Hell hath no fury like a bloggËer scor Ëned.

Don't ex Òpect it to last. If you hit the pot and beËcome a bloggËing sen ËsaËtion

(like Belle de Jour, the british PHD can Ëdidate that beËcame a sen ËsaËtion and sold

a book and mused two TV shows about her doub Ële life as a high esËcort) there

will be a legËion of jour ËnalËists, tax auditors and ob ËsesËsive fans scrutiniz Ëing

your every move. You are only human: they will get to you.

Don't liÒngÒer. If you reaËlËize you have alËready made any misËtakes but nobody
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has caught you yet, do close all your ac Ëcounts, un Ëcov Ëer your tracks and start

a totalËly new identËity. The In Ëter Ënet has in Ëfinite mem ËoËry: one strike, and

you're out of the closet.
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AN ÒONYM ÒOUS EMAIL

Every data pac Ëket travelËing through the In Ëter Ënet con Ëtains in Ëfor ËmaËtion about

its sen ËdËer and its reËcipient. This applËies to email as well as any other netËwork

com ËmunicaËtion. There are sever Ëal ways to reËduce iden ËtifyËing in Ëfor ËmaËtion but

no way to reËmove it com ËpleteËly.

SEN ËD ËING FROM THROW-AWAY EMAIL ACËCOUNTS

One optËion is to use a throw-away email ac Ëcount. This is an ac Ëcount set up at

a ser Ëvice like Gmail or HotËmail, used once or twice for an Ëonym Ëous ex Ëchan Ëge.

When sign Ëing up for the ac Ëcount, you will need to proËvide fake in Ëfor ËmaËtion

about your name and loc ËaËtion. After using the ac Ëcount for a short amount of

time, say 24 hours, you should never log in again. If you need to com ËÌ

municate furth Ëer, then create a new ac Ëcount.

It is very im Ëpor Ëtant to keep in mind that these ser Ëvices keep logs of the IP

addresËses of those using them. If you are sen ËdËing high Ëly sen Ësitive in Ëfor ËmaËÌ

tion, you will need to com Ëbine a throw away email ac Ëcount with Tor in order

keep your IP address hiddËen.

If you are not ex ËpectËing a reply, then an an Ëonym Ëous reËmailËer like An ËonEmail

or SilentsendËer may be a useËful solËu Ëtion. A reËmailËer is a serv Ëer that reËceives

mesËsages with in Ëstruc Ëtions on where to send the data and acts as a relay, for ËÌ

wardËing it from a generic address with Ëout reËvealËing the identËity of the origin ËÌ

al sen ËdËer. This works best when com Ëbined with an email proËvidËer like

Hushmail or RiseUp who are specialËly set up for secure email con Ënec Ëtions.

Both of these metËhods are useËful, but only if you alËways reËmemb Ëer that the

in Ëter ËmediaËry him Ëself knows where the origin Ëal mesËsage came from and can

read the mesËsages as they come in. DeËspite their claims to proËtect your identËÌ

ity, these ser Ëvices often have user agËreeËments that in Ëdicate their right "to disËÌ

close to third partËies cer Ëtain reËgistraËtion data about you" or they are susËpec Ëted

to be com Ëpromised by sec Ëret ser Ëvices. The only way to safeËly use this tech ËÌ

nique is to not trust these ser Ëvices at all, and apply extra secur Ëity measures:

send via Tor using a throw-away email address.
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If you only need to reËceive email, ser Ëvices like Mailinator and Min ËtEmail give

you an email address that deËstroys itËself after a few hours. When sign Ëing up

for any ac Ëcount, you should proËvide fake in Ëfor ËmaËtion about your name and

loc ËaËtion and proËtect your Ëself by using Tor.

BE CARE ËFUL ABOUT WHAT YOU SAY!

The con Ëtent of your mesËsage can give away your identËity. If you men Ëtion deËÌ

tails about your life, your geogËraËphy, sociËal reËlaËtions or per Ëson Ëal apËpearan Ëce,

peoËple may be able to deËter Ëmine who is sen ËdËing the mesËsage. Even word

choice and style of writËing can be used to guess who might be beËhind an ËÌ

onym Ëous em Ëails.

You should not use the same user name for dif Ëferent ac Ëcounts or use a name

that you are alËready liËnked to like a childhood nickname or a favorite book

charactËer. You should never use your sec Ëret email for norm Ëal per Ëson Ëal com ËÌ

municaËtion. If someËone knows your sec Ërets, do not com Ëunicate with that

per Ëson using this email address. If your life deËpends on it, chan Ëge your sec Ëret

email address often as well as betËween proËvidËers.

Fin ËalËly, once you have your whole your email set up to proËtect your identËity,

van Ëity is your worst enemy. You need to avoid being disËtinct. Don't try to be

clev Ëer, flam Ëboyant or uniËque. Even the way you break your paraËgraphs is

valu Ëable data for iden ËtificaËtion, esËpecialËly these days when every school essay

and blog post you have writtËen is availËable in the In Ëter Ënet. Power Ëful or ËÌ

ganizaËtions can ac ËtualËly use these texts to build up a database that can "fin ËÌ

gerprint" writËing.
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FILE SHARÒING

The term File Shar ßing reËf Ëers to the prac Ëtice of shar Ëing files on a netËwork,

often with widest posËsible disËtribu Ëtion in mind. Un Ëfor ËtunateËly in reËcent years

the term has come to be popular Ëly asËsociated with the disËtribu Ëtion of con Ëtent

reËgisËtered under cer Ëtain coËpyright liËcen Ëses that disËalËlow the disËtribu Ëtion of

coËpËies (eg. supËposed crimin Ëal ac Ëtiv Ëity). ReËgardless of this new asËsociaËtion, file

shar Ëing reËmains a vital tool for many world wide: from academic groups to

scien Ëtific netËworks and open sour Ëce software com ËmunitËies.

In this book we wish to help you learn to privateËly disËtribute files, with other

con ËsentËing peoËple, with Ëout the con Ëtent of that ex Ëchan Ëge known to oth Ëers or

the transËac Ëtion stopËped by an ex Ëtern Ëal party. Your basic right to an Ëonym Ëity

and to not be spied upon proËtects that. SusËpic Ëions that those th Ëings might

have been stolËen and are not yours to give does not un Ëder Ëmine that same and

origin Ëal right to privaËcy.

The hisËtoËry of the in Ëter Ënet is litËtered with atËtacks of dif Ëferent types on pub ËÌ

licaËtion and disËtribu Ëtion nodes, con Ëduc Ëted by dif Ëferent means (court order,

DisËtributed DeËniËal of Ser Ëvice atËtacks). What such events have deËmonstrated is

that if one wants in Ëfor ËmaËtion to be per ËsisËtentËly availËable and robust against

atËtack, it is a misËtake to rely upon a single node which can be neutËralised.

This has reËcentËly been deËmonstrated by the takedown of the diËrect download

ser Ëvice MegaupËload, whose disËapËpearan Ëce led to the loss of masËsive amounts

of its users' data, much of it extraËneËous even to the alËleged coËpyright in Ëfin ËgeËÌ

ments which for Ëmed the preËtext for its closure. In similar vein ISPs will often

take down web sites con Ëtain Ëing disËputed materiËal mereËly beËcause it is cheapËer

for them to do so than to go to court and have a judge deËcide. Such poliËcies

leave the door open to groundless bulËlyËing by all man Ën Ëer of com Ëpan Ëies, or ËÌ

ganisaËtions and in Ëdividu Ëals ready and willËing to make aggresËsive use of legal

lettËers. Both diËrect download ser Ëvices and ISPs are ex Ëam Ëples of centralised

struc Ëtures which can Ënot be reËlied upon both beËcause they are a single point

of failure for atËtack, and beËcause their com Ëmer Ëical in Ëterests are not alËigËned

with those of their users.
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SpreadËing files through disËtribu Ëtion, deËcentralisËing the data, is the best way

to deËfend against such atËtacks. In the folËlow Ëing sec Ëtion two reaËlms of filesËhar ËÌ

ing are proËfiled. The first are stan Ëdard p2p tech ËnologËies whose tech Ën Ëical deËÌ

sign is deËter Ëmined by the ef Ëficien Ëcy of the netËworks in en ËablËing speed of disËÌ

tribu Ëtion and disËcoveËry of con Ëtent through asËsociated search mech Ëan Ëisms.

The second focuses on I2P as an ex Ëam Ëple of a so-called darknet, its deËsign

prioritises secur Ëity and an Ëonym Ëity over other criteria of Ëfer Ëing a robust, if less

reËsour Ëce ef Ëficient, path to per ËsisËtent availabilËity.

The means of shar Ëing files men Ëtioned below are just some ex Ëam Ëples of the

many P2P tech ËnologËies that were deËveloped since 1999. BiËtTor Ërent and SoulËÌ

seek have very dif Ëferent approac Ëhes, both howev Ëer were deËsigËned for easy

usabilËity by a wide pub Ëlic and have sigËnificant user com ËmunitËies. I2P is of

more reËcent deËvelopËment, has a small user base.

BiÒtTor Òrent has beËcome the most popular P2P file-sharing sysËtem. The con ËÌ

trover Ësy that sur Ërounds it nowadays ir ËonicalËly seems to help the com Ëmun Ëity

grow, while police, lob Ëbied by power Ëful coËpyright holËdersseËize torrent-

tracker serv Ëer hardware and pur Ësue their opËerators, someËtimes to the point of

jailËing them as in the case of The Pirate Bay.

SoulÒseek - while it has never been the most popular file-sharing platËform,

neith Ëer did it ever have the am ËbiËtion. SoulËseek focuses on the ex Ëchan Ëge of

music betËween en Ëthusiasts, un Ëderground proËduc Ëers, fans and reËsearch Ëer. The

sysËtem and the com Ëmun Ëity around it is com ËpleteËly isolated from the Web:

SoulËseek files can't be liËnked to. They are kept ex ËclusiveËly on the hard-disks

of SoulËseek users. The con Ëtent of the netËwork fully deËpends on how many

mem Ëb Ëers are con Ënec Ëted and what they share. Files are transËfer Ëred only betËÌ

ween two users at a time and nobody but those two users are in ËvolËved. BeËÌ

cause of this 'in Ëtrover Ëted' charactËer - and the specific Ëity of its con Ëtent - SoulËÌ

seek has stayed out of sight of legisËlaËtion and non-pro-copy coËpyright adËÌ

vocates.

I2P is one of sever Ëal sysËtems deËveloped to reËsËist cen Ësorship (oth Ëers in Ëclude

FreeNet and Tor) and has a much smallËer user com Ëmun Ëity, it is highlighted

here beËcause of its in ËclusËion of Bit Tor Ërent func ËtionalËity with Ëin its basic in ËÌ

stalËlaËtion. These sysËtems can also be used to proËvide hiddËen ser Ëvices, amongst
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oth Ëers, en ËablËing you to pub Ëlish web pages with Ëin their en Ëviron Ëments.

BIËTTORËRENT

BiËtTor Ërent is a peer-to-peer (P2P) proËtocol that facilitates disËtribu Ëtion of data

stored ac Ëross multiËple nodes/par Ëticipants of the netËwork. There are no centr Ëal

serv Ëers or hubs, each node is capËable of ex ËchangËing data with any other

node, someËtimes hundreds of them simulËtaneousËly. The fact that data is ex ËÌ

chan Ëged in parts betËween numer Ëous nodes alËlows for great download speeds

for popular con Ëtent on BiËtTor Ërent netËworks, makËing it quickËly the deËfac Ëto

P2P file-sharing platËform.

If you are using BiËtTor Ërent to cir Ëculate materiËal of am ËbiguousËlegalËity, you

should know that en Ëfor ËceËment agents typicalËly colËlect in Ëfor ËmaËtion on alËÌ

legedËly in ËfringËing peers by par ËticipatËing in tor Ërent swarms, ob Ëserv Ëing and

documentËing the beËhaviour of other peers. The large numb Ëer of users creates

a dif ËficulËty for the en Ëfor ËceËment sysËtem simpËly at the level of scalËing up- there

simpËly are not the reËsour Ëces to pur Ësue every user.Any court case will reËquire

ac Ëtu Ëal eviËdËence of data transËf Ëer betËween your client and an Ëoth Ëer (and usualËly

eviËdËence of you upËloadËing), it is en Ëough that you proËvide even part of the

file, not the file in its en Ëtirety, for a proËsecu Ëtion to have legs.But if you preËf Ëer

to lean towards greatËer cau Ëtion, you should use a VPN to route your BiËtTor ËÌ

rent traf Ëfic, as deËtailed in the Using VPN chaptËer.

Leech Ëing (downloadËing) of a file from BiËtTor Ërent netËwork beËgins with a tor ßà

rent file ormag ßnet link. A tor Ërent file is a small file con Ëtain Ëing in Ëfor ËmaËtion on

the largËer files you want to download. The tor Ërent file tells your tor Ërent client

the names of the files being shared, a URL for the track ßer and a hash code,

which is a uniËque code reËpresentËing, and deËrived from, the un Ëder ËlyËing file -

kind of like an ID or catËalog numb Ëer. The client can use that hash to find oth ËÌ

ers seedËing (upËloadËing) those files, so you can download from their com ËputËÌ

ers and check the autËhentic Ëity of the chunks as they ar Ërive.

AMag ßnet Linkdoes away with the need for a tor Ërent file and is esËsentialËly a

hyËper Ëlink con Ëtain Ëing a deËscripËtion for that tor Ërent, which your tor Ërent client

can im ËmediateËly use to start fin ËdËing peoËple shar Ëing the file you are willËing to

download. MagËnet links don't reËquire a trackËer, in Ëstead they rely onDis ßà
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tributed Hash Table(DHT) -which you can read more about inthe Glossary-

and Peer Ex ßchanßge.MagËnet links do not refer to a file by its loc ËaËtion (e.g. by IP

addresËses of peoËple who have the file, or URL) but rath Ëer deËfines search paraËÌ

metËers by which this file can be found. When a magËnet link is loaded, the tor ËÌ

rent client in Ëitiates an ËavailabilËity searchwhich is broadËcast to other nodes and

is basicalËly a shout-out "who's got an Ëyth Ëing match Ëing this hash?!". Tor Ërent

client then con Ënects to the nodes which reËspon Ëded to the shout-out and beËÌ

gins to download the file.

BiËtTor Ërent uses en ËcrypËtion to preËvent proËvidËers and other man-in-the-middle

from blockËing and sniff Ëing your traf Ëfic based on the con Ëtent you ex Ëchan Ëge.

Since BiËtTor Ërent swarms (flocks of seedËers and leech Ëers) are free for everyËone

to join it is posËsible for an Ëyone to join a swarm and gath Ëer in Ëfor ËmaËtion about

all con Ënec Ëted peers. Using magËnet links will not preËvent you from being seen

in a swarm; any of the nodes shar Ëing the same file must com Ëmunicate betËÌ

ween each-other and thus, if just one of the nodes in your swarm is rogue, it

will be able to see your IP address. It will also be able to deËter Ëmine if you are

seedËing the data by sen ËdËing your node a download reËquest.

One im Ëpor Ëtant asËpect of using BiËtTotËtent is worth a speciËal men Ëtion. Every

chunk of data that you reËceive (leech) is being in ËstantËly shared (seeded) with

other BiËtTor Ërent users. Thus, a proËcess of downloadËing transËforms into a proËÌ

cess of (in Ëvolun ËtaËry) pub Ëlish Ëing, using a legal term -mak ßing availßable of that

data, beËfore the download is even com Ëplete. While BiËtTor Ërent is often used to

re-distribute freeËly availËable and legitimate software, moves, music and other

materiËals, its "makËing availËable" capac Ëity created a lot of con Ëtrover Ësy and led

to endËless legal battles betËween coËpyright holdËers and facilitators of BiËtTor ËÌ

rent platËforms. At the moËment of writËing this text, the co-founder of The

Pirate Bay Gottfrid Svartholm is being deËtained by Swedish policeaftËer an in ËÌ

ter Ënation Ëal war Ërant was isËsued against him.

For these reaËsons, and a pub Ëlic reËlaËtions cam Ëpaign by coËpyright holdËers, use

of BiËtTor Ërent platËforms has beËcome prac ËticalËly an ËalogËous to piraËcy. And

while the mean Ëing of terms such aspira ßcy, coßpyright and owßnership in diËgitËal

con Ëtext is yet to be settled, many or ËdinaËry BiËtTor Ërent users have been alËready

proËsecuted on the basis of breakËing coËpyright laws.
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Most tor Ërent clients allow you to block IP addresËses of known coËpyright trolls

using blacklËists. In Ëstead of using pub Ëlic tor Ërents one can also join closed

trackËers or use BiËtTor Ërent over VPN or Tor.

In situaËtions when you feel that you should be wor Ëried about your BiËtTor Ërent

traf Ëfic and it's an Ëonym Ëity go through the folËlow Ëing check-list:

Check if your torËrent client sup Ëports peer-blacklists.

Check if the peer-blacklist de Ëfini Ëtions are up Ëdated on a daily basis.

Make sure your client sup Ëports all re Ëcent proËtocols - DHT, PEX and MagËnet

links.

Choose a torËrent client that sup Ëports en Ëcryp Ëted peers and en Ëable it.

Upgrade or chan Ëge your torËrent client if any of the above men Ëtioned opt Ëions

is not avail Ëable.

Use VPN con ËnecËtion to dis Ëgu Ëise your Bi ËtTorËrent traf Ëfic from your ISP. Make

sure your VPN proËvidËer al Ëlows P2P traf Ëfic. See more tips and re Ëcom Ëmenda ËÌ

tions in Using VPN chapt Ëer.

Do not leech and seed stuff you don't know much about.

Be sus Ëpici Ëous of high rat Ëings and overly-positive com Ëments re ËgardËing parËÌ

ticular torËrent link.

SOULËSEEK

As a peer to peer (P2P) file shar Ëing proËgram, the con Ëtent availab Ëleis deËter ËÌ

mined by the users of the SoulËseek client, and what files they choose to share.

The netËwork has hisËtoricalËly had a diËver Ëse mix of music, in ËcludËing un ËÌ

derground and in Ëdepen Ëdent artËists, un Ëreleased music, such as demos and

mix Ëtapes, bootËlegs, etc. It is is en ËtireËly fin Ëan Ëced by donaËtions, with no adËÌ

vertisËing or user fees.

"Soulßseek does not end ßor ßse nor conßdone the shar ßing of coßpyrighted materißà

als. You should only share and download files which you are legalßly alßà

lowed to, or have ot ßherwßise reßceived per ßmiss ßion to,

share."(http://www.soulßseekqt.net)

SoulËseek netËwork deËpends on a pair of centr Ëal serv Ëers. One serv Ëer supËports

the origin Ëal client and netËwork, and the other supËportËing the newer netËwork.

While these centr Ëal serv Ëers are key to coËor ËdinatËing searches and hostËing chat
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rooms, they do not ac ËtualËly play a part in the transËf Ëer of files betËween users,

which takes place diËrectËly betËween the users con Ëcer Ëned.

Users can search for items; the reËsults reËtur Ëned being a list of files whose

names match the search term used. Searches may be ex Ëplicit or may use

wildcards/patËterns or terms to be ex Ëcluded. A feaËture specific to the SoulËseek

search en Ëgine is the in ËclusËion of the foldËer names and file paths in the search

list. This alËlows users to search by foldËer name.

The list of search reËsults shows deËtails, such as the full name and path of the

file, its size, the user who is hostËing the file, togeth Ëer with that users' average

transËf Ëer rate, and, in the case of mp3 files, brief deËtails about the en Ëcoded

track itËself, such as bit rate, length, etc. The reËsultËing search list may then be

sor Ëted in a variety of ways and in Ëdividu Ëal files (or foldËers) chosËen for

download.

Un Ëlike BiËtTor Ërent, SoulËseek does not supËport multi-source downloadËing or

"swarm Ëing" like other post-Napster clients, and must fetch a reËquesËted file

from a single sour Ëce.

While the SoulËseek software is free, a donaËtion scheme ex Ëists to supËport the

proËgramm Ëing ef Ëfort and cost of main Ëtain Ëing the serv Ëers. In reËturn for donaËÌ

tions, users are gran Ëted the privilege of being able to jump ahead of non-

donating users in a queue when downloadËing files (but only if the files are

not shared over a local area netËwork). The SoulËseek proËtocol search alËÌ

gorithms are not pub Ëlished, as those alËgorithms run on the serv Ëer. Howev Ëer

sever Ëal Open Sour Ëce im Ëplemen ËtaËtions of serv Ëer and client software exits for

Linux, OS X and Win Ëdows.

ReËgardËing privaËcy and coËpyright isËsues SoulËseek stand quite far away from

BiËtTor Ërent too. SoulËseek has been taken to court only once, in 2008, but even

that did not go an Ëyw Ëhere. There are no in ËdicaËtions of SoulËseek users ever

being brought to court or ac Ëcused of ilËlegËal disËtribu Ëtion of coËpyrighted

materiËals or any other 'digital-millenium' crimes.

If you want to use the SoulËseek netËwork with some deËgree of real an Ëonym Ëity,

you will need to use it over a VPN.

I2P
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I2P

I2P began as a fork from the Freenet proËject, originalËly con Ëceived as a matËhod

for censorship-resistant pub Ëlish Ëing and disËtribu Ëtion. From their web Ësite:

The I2P proËject was for Ëmed in 2003 to supËport the ef Ëforts of those tryËÌ

ing to build a more free society by of Ëfer Ëing them an un Ëcen Ësor Ëable, an ËÌ

onym Ëous, and secure com ËmunicaËtion sysËtem. I2P is a deËvelopËment ef ËÌ

fort proËduc Ëing a low laten Ëcy, fully disËtributed, autoËnom Ëous, scalËable,

an Ëonym Ëous, reËsilient, and secure netËwork. The goal is to opËerate suc ËÌ

cessfulËly in hosËtile en Ëviron Ëments - even when an or ËganizaËtion with

sub Ëstan ËtiËal fin Ëan ËciËal or politËical reËsour Ëces atËtacks it. All asËpects of the

netËwork are open sour Ëce and availËable with Ëout cost, as this should both

asËsure the peoËple using it that the software does what it claims, as well

as en Ëable oth Ëers to con Ëtribute and im Ëprove upon it to deËfeat aggresËsive

atËtempts to stif Ële free speech.

http://www.i2p2.de/

For a guide to in ËstallËing the software and con Ëfigur Ëing your browsËer see sec ËÌ

tion on Secure FilesËhar Ëing - In ËstallËing I2P. Once com Ëplete, on launch you will

be brought to a con Ësole page con Ëtain Ëing links to popular sites and ser Ëvices. In

adËdiËtion to the usual web Ëpages (reËfer Ëred to as eeP Ësites) there are a range of

applicaËtions ser Ëvices availËable rangËing from the bloggËing tool Syn Ëdie to a built

in BiËtTor Ërent client which func Ëtions through a web in Ëter Ëface.

http://www.i2p2.de/
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SECURE CALLS

Phone calls made over the norm Ëal telecom ËmunicaËtions sysËtem have some

forms of proËtec Ëtion from third party in Ëter ËcepËtion, i.e. GSM mobile phones

calls are en ËcrypËted. GSM calls are not en ËcrypËted end-to-endhowever and

telepËhone proËvidËers are in ËcreasingËly for Ëced to give govern Ëments and law en ËÌ

foreËment or ËganisaËtions ac Ëcess to your calls. In adËdiËtion to this the en ËcrypËtion

used in GSM has been crac Ëked and now an Ëyone with en Ëough in Ëterest and

capitËal can buy the equipËment to in Ëter Ëcept calls. A GSM In Ëter Ëceptor

(http://en Ë.inter Ëcept.ws/catalog/2087.html) is an off the shelf deËvice to reËcord

mobile phone con Ëver ËsaËtions when in the vicin Ëity of the call.Centralised or

proËprietaËry sysËtems like Skype also en Ëcryptcalls but have built in backdoors

for sec Ëret ser Ëvices and govern Ëments and are at the beËhest of their owner (in

Skype's case MicroËsoft).

A solËu Ëtion to this proËblem is to make en ËcrypËted calls using Voice over IP

(VoIP) through an In Ëter Ënet con Ënec Ëtion. Both WiFi or mobile data netËworks

can be used: crackËing the GSM or Wireless password will not mean that your

call can be in Ëter Ëcepted. 

As reËgards platËforms, An Ëdroid has a wider range of open sour Ëce VoIP

software, lar ËgeËly beËcause Apple's AppStore liËcensËing model proËhibits disËtribu ËÌ

tion of software reËleased under the Gener ßal Pub ßlic Lißcenßse (approximateËly 60%

of all open sour Ëce software reËleased). The GPL is very popular in the secur Ëity

and netËworkËing com Ëmun Ëity.

At the time of writËing iP Ëhone users have only non-open-source optËions availËÌ

able for purchase, like Groundwire (http://www.acrobits.cz/11/acrobits-

groundwire-for-iphone). Warn Òing: as it is not open, the secur Òity of

Groundwire can Ònot be as Òsured!

An Ëdroid users head over to the sec Ëtion Call En ÒcrypÒtion to get star Ëted makËÌ

ing secure VoIP calls.

http://en.intercept.ws/catalog/2087.html
http://www.acrobits.cz/11/acrobits-groundwire-for-iphone
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SECURE MES ÒSAG ÒING

SMS are short mesËsages sent betËween mobile phones. The text is sent with Ëout

en ËcrypËtion and can be read and stored by mobile phone proËvidËers and other

partËies with ac Ëcess to the netËwork in Ëfrastruc Ëture to which you're con Ënec Ëted.

To proËtect your mesËsages from in Ëter ËcepËtion you have to use a chat proßtocol

over your data con Ënec Ëtion. ThankfulËly this is not at all dif Ëficult. Many In Ëstant

MesËsagËing proËvidËers use theEx ßtenßsible Mes ßsag ßing and Preßs ßence Proßtocol(XMPP)

that alËlows users to use variËous clients to send and reËceive mesËsages and ex ËÌ

chan Ëge mesËsage with other proËvidËers.

AlËthough XMPP uses TLS/SSL (see glosËsaËry entry TLS/SSL) en ËcrypËtion to

preËvent 3rd party in Ëter ËcepËtion, your proËvidËer can still read your mesËsages and

hand them over to other en ËtitËies. Off-the-Record (OTR) MesËsagËing howev Ëer alËÌ

lows you en Ëcrypt your mesËsages.The mesËsages you send donothave diËgitËal

sigËnaËtures that can be verified by a third party, con ËsequentËly the identËity of

their autËhor is reßpudißable afßterwards. An Ëyone can forge mesËsages after a con ËÌ

ver ËsaËtion to make them look like they came from you. Howev Ëer,dur ßinga con ËÌ

ver ËsaËtion, your cor ËresËpondent is asËsured of the inßtegr ßity of the mesËsages -

what s/he sees is autËhentic and un Ëmodified.

See the sec Ëtion In Òstant Mes ÒsagÒing En ÒcrypÒtion
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START USING THUN ÒDERBIRD

In upËcom Ëing sec Ëtions, we will be using MozilËla's Thun ËÌ

derbird e-mail proËgram to show you how to con Ëfigure

your e-mail client for maxiËmum secur Ëity. Similar to

MozilËla's Firefox browsËer, Thun Ëderbird has many secur ËÌ

ity adËvantages over its coËun Ëterparts like Apple Mail and

OutËlook.

Thun Ëderbird is a so-called "mail user agent" (MUA). This is dif Ëferent from

web-based e-mail ser Ëvices like GoogËle's Gmail. You must in Ëstall the Thun ËÌ

derbird applicaËtion on your com ËputËer. Thun Ëderbird has a nice in Ëter Ëface and

feaËtures that en Ëable you to man Ëage multiËple mailËboxes, or Ëgan Ëize mesËsages

into foldËers, and search through mails easËiËly.

Thun Ëderbird can be con Ëfigured to work with your ex ËistËing e-mail ac Ëcount,

wheth Ëer that ac Ëcount is through your In Ëter Ënet Ser Ëvice ProËvidËer (such as

Com Ëcast) or through an web-based email proËvidËer (such as Gmail).

Using Thun Ëderbird has many adËvantages over using web-based e-mail in Ëter ËÌ

faces. These will be disËcusËsed in the folËlow Ëing chaptËer. To sum Ëmar Ëize,

though, Thun Ëderbird en Ëables much greatËer privaËcy and secur Ëity than web-

based e-mail ser Ëvices.

This sec Ëtion proËvides in Ëfor ËmaËtion on how to in Ëstall Thun Ëderbird on Win ËÌ

dows, Mac OS X, and Ubun Ëtu.

IN ËSTALLËING THUN ËDERBIRD ON WIN ËDOWS

In ËstallËing Thun Ëderbird in ËvolËves two steps: first, download the software and

then run the in ËstalËlaËtion proËgram.

1. Use your web brows Ëer to visit the Thun Ëderbird download page at

http://www.mozillamessaging.com/en-US/thunderbird/. This page de Ëtects

your com Ëputer's op Ëerat Ëing sys Ëtem and lan Ëguage, and re Ëcom Ëmends the best

vers Ëion of Thun Ëderbird for you to use.

http://www.mozillamessaging.com/en-US/thunderbird/
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If you want to use Thun Ëderbird in a dif Ëferent lan Ëguage or with a dif ËÌ

ferent opËeratËing sysËtem, click the Other Sys ßtems and Lanßguages link on

the right side of the page and select the versËion that you need.

2. Click the download but Ëton to save the in Ëstal Ëla Ëtion proËgram to your com Ëput ËÌ

er.

Click the Save butËton to save the Thun Ëderbird Setup file to your com ËÌ

putËer.

3. Close all applica Ëtions runn Ëing on your com Ëput Ëer.

4. Find the setup file on your com Ëput Ëer (it's usual Ëly in the Downloads foldËer or

on your desk Ëtop) and then double-click it to start the in Ëstal Ëla Ëtion. The first

thing that the in Ëstall Ëer does is dis Ëplay the Wel Òcome to the Mozil Òla ThunÒÓ

derbird Setup Wizardscre Ëen.
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Click the Next butËton to start the in ËstalËlaËtion. If you want to can Ëcel it,

click the Can Òcel butËton.

5. The next thing that you see is the Setup Type scre Ëen. For most users the

Stan Ëdard setup opt Ëion is good en Ëough for their needs. The Cus Ëtom setup

opt Ëion is re Ëcom Ëmended for exËperien Ëced users only. Note that Thun Ëderbird

in Ëstalls it Ëself as your de Ëfault mail applica Ëtion. If you do not want this, clear

the checkbox labeled Use ThunÒderbird as my deÒfault mail applicaÒtion.
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Click the Next butËton to con Ëtinue the in ËstalËlaËtion.

6. After Thun Ëderbird has been in Ëstal Ëled, click the FinÒishbut Ëton to close the

setup wizard.

If the Launch MozilÒla Thun Òderbird now checkbox is selec Ëted, Thun ËÌ

derbird starts after it has been in ËstalËled.

IN ËSTALLËING THUN ËDERBIRD ON UBUN ËTU
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IN ËSTALLËING THUN ËDERBIRD ON UBUN ËTU

There are two dif Ëferent proËcedures for in ËstallËing Thun Ëderbird on Ubun Ëtu:

one for versËion 10.04 or later, and one for ear ËliËer versËions of Ubun Ëtu. We deËÌ

scribe both below.

Thun Ëderbird will not run with Ëout the folËlow Ëing liËbraËries or pac Ëkages in ËstalËled

on your com ËputËer:

GTK+ 2.10 or high Ëer

GLib 2.12 or high Ëer

Pango 1.14 or high Ëer

X.Org 1.0 or high Ëer

MozilËla reËcom Ëmends that a Linux sysËtem also has the folËlow Ëing liËbraËries or

pac Ëkages in ËstalËled:

Net ËworkManagËer 0.7 or high Ëer

DBus 1.0 or high Ëer

HAL 0.5.8 or high Ëer

GNOME 2.16 or high Ëer

IN ËSTALLËING THUN ËDERBIRD ON UBUN ËTU 12.04 OR NEWER

If you're using Ubun Ëtu 12.04 or newer, the easËiest way to in Ëstall Thun Ëderbird

is through the Ubun Ëtu Software CentËer.

1. TypeSoftwarein the Untiy search win Ëdow.

2. Click on 'Ubun Ëtu Software Cent Ëer'

3. Type "Thun Ëderbird" in the search box and press the Enter on your keyboard.

The Ubun Ëtu Software Cent Ëer finds Thun Ëderbird in its list of avail Ëable
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software.

4. Click the InÒstall but Ëton. If Thun Ëderbird needs any adËdition Ëal li Ëbra Ëries, the

Ubun Ëtu Software Cent Ëer al Ëerts you and in Ëstalls them along with Thun ËÌ

derbird.

You can find the shortcut to start Thun Ëderbird in the In Ëter Ënet optËion under

the ApplicaËtions menu:

IN ËSTALLËING THUN ËDERBIRD ON MAC OS X

To in Ëstall Thun Ëderbird on your Mac, folËlow these steps:

1. Use your web brows Ëer to visit the Thun Ëderbird download page at

http://www.mozillamessaging.com/en-US/thunderbird/. This page de Ëtects

your com Ëputer's op Ëerat Ëing sys Ëtem and lan Ëguage, and it re Ëcom Ëmends the

best vers Ëion of Thun Ëderbird for you to use.

http://www.mozillamessaging.com/en-US/thunderbird/
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2. Download the Thun Ëderbird disk image. When the download is com Ëplete, the

disk image may autoËmatical Ëly open and mount a new volume cal Ëled Thun ßà

derbird.

If the volume did not mount autoËmaticalËly, open the Download foldËer

and double-click the disk image to mount it. A Fin ËdËer win Ëdow apËpears:

3. Drag the Thun Ëderbird icon into your Applica Ëtions foldËer. You've in Ëstal Ëled

Thun Ëderbird!

4. Opt Ëional Ëly, drag the Thun Ëderbird icon from the Applica Ëtions foldËer into the

Dock. Choos Ëing the Thun Ëderbird icon from the Dock lets you quick Ëly open

Thun Ëderbird from there.
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Note: When you run Thun Ëderbird for the first time, newer versËions of Mac

OS X (10.5 or later) will warn you that the applicaËtion Thun Ëderbird.app was

downloaded from the In Ëter Ënet.

If you downloaded Thun Ëderbird from the MozilËla site, click the Open butËton.

STARTÒING THUNÒDERBIRD FOR THE FIRST TIME

After you have in ËstalËled Thun Ëderbird for the first time you will be guided

through the con ËfiguraËtion of your mail ac Ëcount. These settËings are deËfined

by your e-mail proËvidËer (your In Ëter Ënet Ser Ëvice ProËvidËer or web-based e-mail

ser Ëvice proËvidËer). The next chaptËer deËscribes how to set up your ac Ëcount and

con Ëfigure it for maxiËmum secur Ëity.
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SETT ÒING UP SECURE CON ÒNEC ÒTIONS

There is a right (secure) way to con Ëfigure your con Ënec ËÌ

tion to your proËvider's mail serv Ëers and a wrong (in ËÌ

secure) way. The most fundËamentËal asËpect of e-mail

secur Ëity is the type of con Ënec Ëtion that you make to your

e-mail proËvider's mail serv Ëer.

Whenev Ëer posËsible, you should con Ënect using the SSL

(Secure Soc Ëket Layer) and TLS (TransËport Layer Secur Ëity) proËtocols.

(STARTTLS, which is an Ëoth Ëer optËion availËable when con Ëfigur Ëing an ac ËÌ

count, is a variaËtion of SSL / TLS.) These proËtocols preËvent your own sysËtem

(beËyond Thun Ëderbird) and any points betËween your sysËtem and the mail

serv Ëer from in Ëter ËceptËing and ob Ëtain Ëing your password. SSL / TLS also preËvent

eavesdroppËers from reaËdËing the con Ëtent of your mesËsages.

These proËtocols, howev Ëer, only secure the con Ënec Ëtion betËween your com ËputËÌ

er and the mail serv Ëer. They do not secure the in Ëfor ËmaËtion chan Ënel all the

way to the mesËsage reËcipient. Once the mail serv Ëers for Ëward the mesËsage for

deËliveËry, the mesËsage may be in Ëter Ëcepted and read by points in betËween the

mail serv Ëer and the reËcipient.

This is where PGP (PreËtty Good PrivaËcy) comes in, which is deËscribed in the

next chaptËer.

The first step in esËtablish Ëing e-mail secur Ëity is a secure con Ënec Ëtion betËween

your sysËtem and the mail serv Ëers. This chaptËer deËscribes how to set up your

e-mail ac Ëcount the right way.

CON ËFIGURA ËTION RE ËQUIRE ËMENTS
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CON ËFIGURA ËTION RE ËQUIRE ËMENTS

When you con Ëfigure an ac Ëcount, Thun Ëderbird atËtempts to deËter Ëmine (from

the email ac Ëcount and the ac Ëcount deËtails that you proËvide) the con Ënec Ëtion

paraËmetËers to your email proËvidËer. While Thun Ëderbird knows the con Ënec Ëtion

paraËmetËers for many email proËvidËers, it does not know them all. If the paraËÌ

metËers are not known to Thun Ëderbird, you will need to proËvide the folËlow Ëing

in Ëfor ËmaËtion to con Ëfigure your ac Ëcount:

Your userÒname

Your password

InÒcomÒing serv Òer: name (such as "im Ëap Ë.example.Ëcom"), proËtocol (POP or

IMAP), port (by de Ëfault, 110), and securËity proËtocol

OutÒgoÒing serv Òer: name (such as "smtp.example.Ëcom"), port (by de Ëfault, 25),

and securËity proËtocol

You should have reËceived this in Ëfor ËmaËtion from your hostËing proËvidËer. AlËter ËÌ

nativeËly, you can usualËly find this in Ëfor ËmaËtion on the supËport pages on the

web Ësite of your hostËing proËvidËer. In our ex Ëam Ëple we will be using the Gmail

serv Ëer con ËfiguraËtion. You can use Thun Ëderbird with your Gmail ac Ëcount. To

do so, you must chan Ëge a con ËfiguraËtion settËing in your ac Ëcount. If you are

not using a Gmail ac Ëcount, skip the next sec Ëtion. 

PRE ËPARËING A GMAIL ACËCOUNT FOR USE WITH THUN ËDERBIRD

Log in to your Gmail ac Ëcount in your browsËer. Select Sett Òings from optËions

in the top right, then go to the tab For Òward Òing and POP/IMAP. Click En ÒÓ

able IMAP and then Save Chan Òges.

CON ËFIGURËING THUN ËDERBIRD TO USE SSL/TLS

http://pop.example.com/
http://pop.example.com/
http://pop.example.com/
http://pop.example.com/
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CON ËFIGURËING THUN ËDERBIRD TO USE SSL/TLS

When you start up Thun Ëderbird for the first time, you will enter a step-by-

step con ËfiguraËtion proËcedure for settËing up your first ac Ëcount. (You can in ËÌ

voke the ac Ëcount setup in Ëter Ëface any time by selectËing File | New | Mail AcÒÓ

count). On the first screËen, you will be asked for your name, your email-

address and your password. The value you enter for your name does not have

to be your real name. It will be shown to the reËcipient of your mesËsages.

Enter the in Ëfor ËmaËtion and click Con Òtinue.

On the next screËen, Thun Ëderbird will atËtempt to deËter Ëmine the serv Ëer names

based on your email address. This may take some time, and will only work if

Thun Ëderbird knows the settËings for the mail serv Ëers for your email proËvidËer.

In eith Ëer case you will be preËsen Ëted with a win Ëdow where you can modËify the

settËings. In the ex Ëam Ëple below, Thun Ëderbird has deËtec Ëted the settËings autoËÌ

maticalËly. You can see the proËtocol at the right side of the serv Ëer names. This

should be eithßer SSL/TLS or STARTTLS. Ot ßherwßise your conßnecßtion is inßsecure

and you should at ßtempt manußal setup.
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When you are fin ËisËhed, click Create acÒcount. If Thun Ëderbird could not deËÌ

ter Ëmine your serv Ëer settËings, click on Manu Òal setup to con Ëfigure the serv Ëer

names your Ëself.

MANUËAL SETUP

Use the Ac Ëcount SettËings in Ëter Ëface to manu ËalËly con Ëfigure ac Ëcounts in Thun ËÌ

derbird. The Ac Ëcount SettËings diËalog will autoËmaticalËly open if you select

Manu Òal setup in the con ËfiguraËtion wizard. In this case we are only in ËteresËÌ

ted in the in Ëcom Ëing and outËgoËing mail serv Ëer names, and the proËtocol we use

to con Ënect with them. As you can see in the ex Ëam Ëples below, we enter the

Gmail serv Ëer names and we force them to use TLS/SSL, a secure metËhod to

con Ënect to the serv Ëers.
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Under 'Serv Ëer SettËings', we will find only the in Ëcom Ëing (IMAP) serv Ëer and its

settËings for that specific ac Ëcount.
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After ServÒer Name enter the name of the IMAP serv Ëer, in this case

mail.gmail.com

As you can see we have selecßted 'SSL/TLS' under the conßnecßtion secur ßity sett ßing.

This enßfor ßces enßcryp ßtion. Do not be scared by the autËhenticaËtion metËhod

NormÒal password. The password will be autoËmaticalËly en ËcrypËted due to our

secured con Ënec Ëtions to the serv Ëer.

Fin ËalËly, con Ëfigure the outËgoËing serv Ëer for the ac Ëcount. Click on Out Ògo Òing

ServÒer (SMTP) in the left panel.
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SOME ADÒDITION ÒAL SECURÒITY SETT ÒINGS

Thun Ëderbird proËvides adËdition Ëal secur Ëity measures to

proËtect you from junk mail, identËity theft, viruses (with

the help of your anti-virus software, of coËur Ëse), in ËtelËÌ

lectu Ëal proËper Ëty theft, and malËiciËous web sites.

We will look at the folËlow Ëing Thun Ëderbird secur Ëity feaËÌ

tures. First a litËtle background on why you need to con ËÌ

sidËer some of these measures:

Adap Òtive junk mail conÒtrols 

Adap Ëtive junk mail con Ëtrols allow you to train Thun Ëderbird to ident Ëify junk

email (SPAM) and re Ëmove it from your inbox. You can also mark mes Ësages

as junk mail manu Ëal Ëly if your email proËvider's sys Ëtem mis Ëses the junk mail

and lets it go through.

InÒteg ÒraÒtion with anti-virus software 

If your anti-virus software sup Ëports Thun Ëderbird, you can use that software

to quaran Ëtine mes Ësages that con Ëtain viruses or other mal Ëici Ëous con Ëtent. If

you're won ËderËing what anti-virus software works with Thun Ëderbird, you can

find a list here: http://kb.mozil Ëlazine.org/An Ëtivirus_software.

MastÒer password 

For your con Ëveni Ëence, you can have Thun Ëderbird re ËmembËer each of your in ËÌ

dividu Ëal passwords of your e-mail acËcounts. You can specËify a mast Ëer

password that you enter each time you start Thun Ëderbird. This will en Ëable

Thun Ëderbird to open all your email acËcounts with your saved passwords.

ReÒstric Òtions on coÒok Òies 

Some blogs and webËsites at Ëtempt to send coËok Ëies (a piece of text that stores

in ËforËma Ëtion from Web sites on your com Ëput Ëer) with their RSS feeds. These

coËok Ëies are often used by con Ëtent proËvidËers to proËvide tarËgeted adËvertis Ëing.

Thun Ëderbird re Ëjects coËok Ëies by de Ëfault, but you can con Ëfigure Thun Ëderbird

to acËcept some or all coËok Ëies.

In the Secur Ëity PreËfer Ëences sec Ëtion of Thun Ëderbird's OptËions/Prefer Ëences diËÌ

alog box you can set up the preËfer Ëences for these feaËtures.

In Win Ëdows and Mac OS X, go to the 'Tools' menu and click 'Opt Ëions'.

On Ubun Ëtu or other vers Ëions of Linux, go to the 'Edit' menu and click 'Pre ËÌ

http://kb.mozillazine.org/Antivirus_software
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ferËences'.

JUNK MAIL SETTËINGS

1. In the Pre Ëferen Ëces/Op Ëtions di Ëalog box, click 'SecurËity' and then click the

'Junk' tab.

2. Do the fol Ëlow Ëing:

To tell Thun Ëderbird that it should han Ëdle mes Ësages marËked as junk,

select the check box label Ëled 'When I mark mes Ësage as junk'.

To have Thun Ëderbird move these mes Ësages to a junk foldËer, select the

'Move them to acËcount's 'Junk' foldËer' radio but Ëton.

To have Thun Ëderbird de Ëlete junk mail upon re ËceivËing it, select the

'De Ëlete them'radio but Ëton.

3. Thun Ëderbird will mark junk mes Ësage as read if you select the check box

labeled 'Mark mes Ësages de ËterËmined to be Junk as read'.

4. If you want to keep a log of junk mail re Ëceived, select the'En Ëable junk filt Ëer

logËging'check box.

5. Click the 'OK' but Ëton to close the'Opt Ëions/PreferËences' di Ëalog box.

SCAM DE ËTECËTION AND WARN ËING SYS ËTEM
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SCAM DE ËTECËTION AND WARN ËING SYS ËTEM

1. In the Pre Ëferen Ëces/Op Ëtions di Ëalog box, click 'SecurËity' and then click the'E-

mail Scams'tab.

2. To have Thun Ëderbird warn you about pos Ësible email scams, select the check

box label Ëled 'Tell me if the mes Ësage I'm read is a sus ËpecËted email scam'. To

turn off this fea Ëture, de Ëselect this check box.

3. Click the 'OK' but Ëton to close the 'Opt Ëions/PreferËences' di Ëalog box.

ANTI-VIRUS IN ËTEG ËRA ËTION
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ANTI-VIRUS IN ËTEG ËRA ËTION

1. In the Pre Ëferen Ëces/Op Ëtions di Ëalog box, click 'SecurËity' and then click the

'Anti-Virus' tab.

2. To turn on anti-virus in ËtegËra Ëtion, select the check box labeledË'Allow anti-

virus clients to quaran Ëtine in Ëdividu Ëal in Ëcom Ëing mes Ësages'. To turn off this

fea Ëture, de Ëselect this check box.

3. Click the 'OK' but Ëton to close the 'Opt Ëions/PreferËences' di Ëalog box.

SET A MASTËER PASSWORD

1. In the Pre Ëferen Ëces/Op Ëtions di Ëalog box, click 'SecurËity' and then click the

'Passwords' tab.
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2. Select the check box labeled 'Use a mast Ëer password'.

3. Enter your password into the 'Enter new password' and 'Re-enter password'

fields.

4. Click the 'OK' but Ëton to close the Chan Ëge Mast Ëer Password di Ëalog box.

5. If you want to see the passwords that you have saved in Thun Ëderbird, click

the 'Saved Passwords' but Ëton. This will open the 'Saved Passwords' di Ëalog

box.
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6. To see the passwords, click the 'Show Passwords' but Ëton.

7. Click the 'Close' but Ëton to close 'Saved Passwords' di Ëalog box.

8. Click the 'OK' but Ëton to close the 'Opt Ëions/PreferËences' di Ëalog box.

ADAPËTIVE JUNK MAIL CON ËTROLS
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ADAPËTIVE JUNK MAIL CON ËTROLS

You need to first open Ac Ëcount SettËings win Ëdow. Note that settËings con ËÌ

figured in the Ac Ëcount SettËings win Ëdow apply only to the ac Ëcount that you

select in the FoldËers pane. You must con Ëfigure local foldËers separateËly.

1. In the FoldËers pane right-click on an acËcount name and select 'Sett Ëings'.

2. In Win Ëdows or Mac go to the 'Tools' menu and select'AcËcount Sett Ëings'. In

Linux, go to the 'Edit menu' and select 'AcËcount Sett Ëings'.

1. To set adap Ëtive junk mail con Ëtrols for a specific acËcount, pick an acËcount

and click 'Junk Sett Ëings'.
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2. To turn on the con Ëtrols, select the check box labeled 'En Ëable adap Ëtive junk

mail con Ëtrols for this acËcount'. To turn them off, de Ëselect this check box.

3. If you want the con Ëtrols to igËnore mail from sen ËdËers in your Address Book,

select the check boxes next to any of the li Ësted address books.

4. To use a mail filt Ëer such as SpamAs Ësassin or SpamP Ëal, select the check box

label Ëled 'Trust junk mail headËers sent by:' and pick a filt Ëer from the menu.

5. Select the check box labeled 'Move new junk mes Ësages to' if you want to

move junk mail to a specified foldËer. Then select the de Ëstina Ëtion foldËer to be

eith Ëer at your email proËvidËer or a local foldËer on your com Ëput Ëer.

6. Select the 'AutoËmatical Ëly de Ëlete junk mail other 14 days' check box to have

Thun Ëderbird re ËgularËly re Ëmove junk mail. To chan Ëge the time perËiod for this

proËcess, enter a dif Ëferent numbËer (in days) in the text box.

7. Click 'OK' to save your chan Ëges.
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IN ÒTRODUC ÒING MAIL EN ÒCRYP ÒTION (PGP)
This chaptËer will in Ëtroduce you to some basic con Ëcepts

beËhind mail en ËcrypËtion. It is im Ëpor Ëtant to read to get

some feelËing of how mail en ËcrypËtion ac ËtualËly works and

what its caveats and liËmitaËtions are. PGP (PreËtty Good

PrivaËcy) is the proËtocol we shall use for e-mail en ËcrypËÌ

tion. This proËtocol alËlows us to diËgitalËly sign and en Ëcrypt

mail mesËsages. It works on an end-to-end basis: mesËsages

will be en ËcrypËted on your own com ËputËer and will only be deËcrypËted by the

reËcipient of the mesËsage. There is no posËsibilËity for a 'man-in-the-middle' to

deËciph Ëer the con Ëtents of your en ËcrypËted mesËsage. This ex ßcludes the sub Ëject

lines and the 'from' and 'to' addresËses, which un Ëfor ËtunateËly are not en ËcrypËted

in this proËtocol.

After hav Ëing in Ëtroduced these basic con Ëcepts, the next chaptËers will give you

a hands-on guide to in Ëstall the necesËsaËry tools on your opËeratËing sysËtem and

get en ËcrypËtion up and runn Ëing. We will focus on using En ËigËmail which is an

ex ËtensËion for Thun Ëderbird that helps you man Ëage PGP en ËcrypËtion for your

email. The in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess for En Ëgimail / PGP is dif Ëferent for Mac OSX,

Win Ëdows and Ubun Ëtu so please see the appropËriate chaptËers in this sec Ëtion

for in Ëstruc Ëtions.

USING A KEY-PAIR TO EN ËCRYPT YOUR MAIL
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USING A KEY-PAIR TO EN ËCRYPT YOUR MAIL

A cruciËal con Ëcept in mail en ËcrypËtion is the usage of so-called key-pairs. A

key-pair is just two separate files sittËing on your harddisk or USB stick.

Whenev Ëer you want to en Ëcrypt mails for a cer Ëtain mail-account, you will

need to have these files availËable to your Ëself in some form. If they are sittËing

at home on your com ËputËer, you will not be able to deËcrypt mail at the of Ëfice.

PuttËing them on a USB stick should proËvide a solËu Ëtion to this proËblem.

A key-pair con ËsËists of the two dif Ëferent keys: a pub Ëlic key and a sec Ëret key.

The pub Ëlic key: you can give this key to other peoËple, so they can send you

en ËcrypËted mails. This file does not have to be kept sec Ëret.

The sec Ëret key: this basicalËly is your sec Ëret file to deËcrypt em Ëails peoËple send

to you. It should never be given to someËone else.

SEN ËD ËING EN ËCRYPËTED MAILS TO OTHER PEO ËPLE: YOU NEED THEIR PUBËLIC

KEY

I have five colËleagues at work and I want to send en ËcrypËted mails to them. I

need to have pub Ëlic keys for each of their addresËses. They can send me these

keys using or ËdinaËry mail, or they can give them to me in per Ëson, or put them

on a USB stick, or they can have their keys on a web Ësite. It doesn't mattËer, as

long as I can trust those keys reaËlËly beËlong to the per Ëson I want to cor ËresËpond

with. My software puts the keys on my `keyr Ëing', so my mail applicaËtion

knows how to send them en ËcrypËted mails.

RE ËCEIVËING EN ËCRYPËTED MAILS FROM OTHER PEO ËPLE: THEY NEED MY PUBËLIC

KEY

For my five (or thir Ëty) colËleagues to be able to send me en ËcrypËted mails, the

proËcess goes the other way around. I need to disËtribute my pub Ëlic key to each

of them.

CON ËCLUS ËION: EN ËCRYPËTION RE ËQUIRES PUBËLIC KEY DIS ËTRIBUËTION!

All the peoËple in a netËwork of friends or colËleagues wantËing to send each

other en ËcrypËted em Ëails, need to disËtribute their pub Ëlic keys to each other,

while keepËing their sec Ëret keys a closeËly guar Ëded sec Ëret. The software deËÌ

scribed in this chaptËer will help you do this key man ËageËment.
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IN ÒSTALLÒING PGP ON WIN ÒDOWS

To com Ëplicate mattËers a litËtle - PGP is the proËtocol used for en ËcryptËing e-mail

by variËous softwares. To get PGP to work with Thun Ëderbird we need to in ËÌ

stall GPG - a free software im Ëplemen ËtaËtion of PGP and En ËigËmail - an ex ËtensËÌ

ion of Thun Ëderbird that alËlows you to use GPG... Con Ëfused?! Don't worry

about it, all you have to know is how to en Ëcrypt your email with PGP and

you need to in Ëstall both GPG and En ËigËmail. Here is how to do it...

IN ËSTALLËING PGP (GPG) ON MICRO ËSOFT WIN ËDOWS

The GNU PrivaËcy Guard (GnuPG) is software which is reËquired to send PGP

en ËcrypËted or sigËned em Ëails. It is necesËsaËry to in Ëstall this software beËfore being

able to do any en ËcrypËtion.

Head to the web Ësite of the Gpg4win proËject. Go to http://gpg4win Ë.org/

On the left side of the web Ësite, you will find a 'Download' link. Click on it.

This will take you to a page where you can download the Gpg4Win. Click on

the butËton which of Ëf Ëers you the latest stËable versËion (not beta) of Gpg4Win.

This will download you an .exe file. DeËpendËing on your browsËer, you may

have to double-click on this downloaded file (which will be calËled someËth Ëing

like gpg4qin-2.1.0.exe) beËfore someËth Ëing hapËpens. Win Ëdows will ask you if

http://gpg4win.org/
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you are sure you want to in Ëstall this proËgram. An Ësw Ëer yes.

Then com Ëplete the in ËstalËlaËtion by agËreeËing to the liËcen Ëse, choosËing appropËÌ

riate lan Ëguage and ac ËceptËing the deËfault optËions by clickËing 'Next', un Ëless you

have a par Ëticular reaËson not to.

The in ËstallËer will ask you where to put the applicaËtion on your com ËputËer.

The deËfault settËing should be fine but make a note of it as we may need this

later. Click on 'Next' when you agree.

IN ËSTALLËING WITH THE EN ËIG ËMAIL EXËTENS ËION

After you have suc ËcessfulËly in ËstalËled the PGP software as we deËscribed above

you are now ready to in Ëstall the En ÒigÒmail add-on.

En ËigËmail is a Thun Ëderbird add-on that lets you proËtect the privaËcy of your

email con Ëver ËsaËtions. En ËigËmail is simpËly an in Ëter Ëface that lets you use PGP en ËÌ

crypËtion from with Ëin Thun Ëderbird.

En ËigËmail is based on public-key crypËtograËphy. In this metËhod, each in Ëdividu Ëal

must generate her/his own per Ëson Ëal key pair. The first key is known as the

private key. It is proËtec Ëted by a password or passphrase, guar Ëded and never

shared with an Ëyone.

The second key is known as the pub Ëlic key. This key can be shared with any

of your cor ËresËpondents. Once you have a cor ËresËpondent's pub Ëlic key you can

begin sen ËdËing en ËcrypËted e-mails to this per Ëson. Only she will be able to deËÌ

crypt and read your em Ëails, beËcause she is the only per Ëson who has ac Ëcess to

the match Ëing private key.

Similar Ëly, if you send a copy of your own pub Ëlic key to your e-mail con Ëtacts

and keep the match Ëing private key sec Ëret, only you will be able to read en ËÌ

crypËted mesËsages from those con Ëtacts.

En ËigËmail also lets you atËtach diËgitËal sigËnaËtures to your mesËsages. The reËÌ

cipient of your mesËsage who has a genuine copy of your pub Ëlic key will be

able to ver Ëify that the e-mail comes from you, and that its con Ëtent was not

tam Ëpered with on the way. Similar Ëly, if you have a cor ËresËpondent's pub Ëlic
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key, you can ver Ëify the diËgitËal sigËnaËtures on her mesËsages.

IN ËSTALËLA ËTION STEPS

To begin in ËstallËing En ÒigÒmail, per Ëform the folËlow Ëing steps:

Step 1. Open Thun Òderbird, then Select Tools > Add-ons to ac Ëtivate the

Add-ons win Ëdow; the Add-ons win Ëdow will apËpear with the deËfault Get Add-

ons pane en Ëab Ëled.

Step 2. Enter en ËigËmail in the search bar, like below, and click on the search

icon.

Step 3. SimpËly click on the 'Add to Thun Ëderbird' butËton to start the in ËstalËlaËÌ

tion.

Step 4. Thun Ëderbird will ask you if you are cer Ëtain you want to in Ëstall this

add-on. We trust this applicaËtion so we should click on the 'In Ëstall now' butËÌ

ton.
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Step 5. After some time the in ËstalËlaËtion should be com Ëpleted and the folËlow ËÌ

ing win Ëdow should apËpear. Please click on the 'ReËstart Thun Ëderbird' butËton.
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IN ÒSTALLÒING PGP ON OSX
The GNU PrivaËcy Guard (GnuPG) is software which en ËÌ

ables you to send PGP en ËcrypËted or sigËned em Ëails. It is

necesËsaËry to in Ëstall this software beËfore being able to do

any en ËcrypËtion. This chaptËer coËv Ëers the in ËstalËlaËtion steps

reËquired to in Ëstall GnuPG on Mac OSX.

GettËing star Ëted

For this chaptËer we asËsume you have the latest versËion of:

OSX in Ëstal Ëled (10.6.7)

Thun Ëderbird (3.1.10)

Note on OSX Mail: It is posËsible to use PGP with the

build-in mail proËgram of OSX. But we do not reËcom Ëmend

this beËcause this optËion reËlËies on a hack of the proËgram

which is neith Ëer open or supËpor Ëted by its deËvelopËer and

breaks with every upËdate of the mail proËgram. So un Ëless

you reaËlËly have no other optËion we adËvice you to switch

to MozilËla Thun Ëderbird as your deËfault mail proËgram if

you want to use PGP.

DOWNLOAD ËING AND IN ËSTALLËING THE SOFTWARE

For OSX there is a bundle availËable which will in Ëstall everyËth Ëing you need in

one in ËstalËlaËtion. You can get it by diËrectËing your browsËer to

http://www.gpgtools.org/ and clickËing on the big blue disk with "Download

GPGTools In ËstallËer" writtËen under it. It will reËdirect you to an Ëoth Ëer page on

http://www.gpgtools.org/instalËler/in Ëdex.html where you can ac ËtualËly

download the software.

(nb. We are using the latest vers ßion Firefox for this manußal, so the screens might

look a lit ßtle bit difßferent if you are using a difßferent brows ßer)

http://www.gpgtools.org/
http://www.gpgtools.org/installer/index.html
http://www.gpgtools.org/installer/index.html
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2. Download the software by choosËing 'Save File' and clickËing 'OK' in the diËÌ

alogue.
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3. Navigate to the foldËer where you nor ËmalËly store your downloads (MostËly

the deskËtop or the downloads foldËer sur ËprisingËly) en doub Ële click the '.DMG'

file to open the vir Ëtu Ëal disk con Ëtain Ëing the in ËstallËer.

4. Open the in ËstallËer by double-clicking on the icon.
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5. The proËgram will check your com ËputËer to see if it can run on the com ËputËÌ

er.

(Note, if you're Mac is bought beßfore 2006 it will not have an intel proßces ßà

sor reßquired to run this software and the inßstalßla ßtion will fail. Sadly it is

beßyond the scope op this manußal to also take into acßcount com ßput ßers over

five year old)

You will be guided by the proËgram through the next steps like ac ËceptËing the

liËcen Ëse agËreeËment. But stop preËssËing all the OK's and AgËrees as soon as you

come to the 'In ËstalËlaËtion Type' screËen:
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6. ClickËing 'CusËtom Ëize' will open this screËen where you sever Ëal optËions of

proËgrams and software to in Ëstall. You can click on each one of them to get a

litËtle bit of in Ëfor ËmaËtion on what is is, what it does and why you might need it.

As said in the intro; we adËvice against using Apple Mail in com ËbinaËtion with

PGP. Therefore you won't be needËing 'GPGMail', as this en Ëables PGP on

Apple Mail, and you can un Ëcheck it.
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'En ÒigÒmail' on the other hand is very im Ëpor Ëtant as it is the com Ëponent that

will en Ëable Thun Ëderbird to use PGP. In the screËen shot here it is greyed out

as the in ËstallËer wasn't able to identËify my in ËstalËlaËtion of Thun Ëderbird. Since

this seems to be a bug. You can also in Ëstall En ËigËmail from with Ëin Thun ËÌ

derbird as is ex Ëplained in an Ëoth Ëer chaptËer.

If the optËion is not greyed out in your in ËstalËlaËtion, you should tick it.

After you chec Ëked all the com Ëponents you want to in Ëstall click 'In Ëstall' to proËÌ

ceed. The in ËstallËer will ask you for your password and after you enter that the

in ËstalËlaËtion will run and com Ëplete; Hooray!

IN ËSTALLËING UP EN ËGIMAIL

Step 1. Open Thun Òderbird, then Select Tools > Add-ons to ac Ëtivate the

Add-ons win Ëdow; the Add-ons win Ëdow will apËpear with the deËfault Get Add-

ons pane en Ëab Ëled.

In the Add-On win Ëdow, you can search for 'En ËigËmail' and in Ëstall the ex ËtensËÌ

ion by clickËing 'Add to Thun Ëderbird ...'

2. After you open the Add-On win Ëdow, you can search for 'En ËigËmail' and in ËÌ

stall the ex ËtensËion by clickËing 'Add to Thun Ëderbird ...'
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3. Click on 'In Ëstall Now' to download and in Ëstall the ex ËtensËion.

Be aware that you will have to re Òstart Thun Òderbird to use the funcÒÓ
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tionalÒity of this ex Òtens Òion!

Now that you have suc ËcessfulËly downloaded and in ËstalËled En ËigËmail and PGP

you can go on to the ChaptËer that deals with settËing up the software for use.
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IN ÒSTALLÒING PGP ON UBUN ÒTU

We will use the Ubun Ëtu Software Centre for in ËstallËing PGP (En ËigËmail and ac ËÌ

cessoËries). First open the Ubun Ëtu Software CentËer through the Unity menu

by typËing 'software' into the Unity search area

Cllick on the 'Ubun Ëtu Software CentËer'.

Type into the search field 'En ËigËmail' and search reËsults should be reËtur Ëned

autoËmaticalËly:

Highlight the En ËigËmail item (it should be highlighted by deËfault) and click

'In Ëstall' and you will be asked to autËhenticate the in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess.

Enter your password and click 'AutËhenticate'. The in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess will

begin.
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When the proËcess is com Ëpleted you get very litËtle feedËback from Ubun Ëtu. The

proËgress bar at the top left disËapËpears. The 'In ProËgress' text on the right also

disËapËpears. En ËigËmail should now be in ËstalËled.

With the grow Ëing usage of mobile phones for e-mail, it's in ËterestËing to be able

to use GPG also on your mobile. This way you can still read the mesËsages

sent to you in GPG on your phone and not only on your com ËputËer.
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IN ÒSTALLÒING GPG ON AN ÒDROID

In Ëstall the Anßdroid Priva ßcy Guard (APG) and K-9 Mail applicaËtions to your

An Ëdroid deËvice from the GoogËle Play Store or an Ëoth Ëer trusËted sour Ëce.

1. Generate a new private key that uses DSA-Elgamal with your PC's GPG in ËÌ

stal Ëla Ëtion (You can only create keys with up to 1024bit keylength on An ËÌ

droid it Ëself).

2. Copy the private key to your An Ëdroid de Ëvice.

3. Im Ëport the private key to APG. You may wish to have APG autoËmatical Ëly

de Ëlete the plain Ëtext copy of your private key from your An Ëdroid de Ëvice's

filesys Ëtem.

4. Set-up your e-mail acËcounts in K-9 Mail.

5. In the sett Ëings for each acËcount, under Crypßtograßphy, make sure that K-9

Mail knows to use APG. You can also find opt Ëions here to make K-9 Mail

autoËmatical Ëly sign your mes Ësages and/or en Ëcrypt them if APG can find a

pubËlic key for the re Ëcipient(s).

6. Try it out.

APG

This is a small tool which makes GPG en ËcrypËtion posËsible on the phone. You

can use APG to man Ëage your private and pub Ëlic keys. The optËions in the

applicaËtion are quite straightfor Ëward if you are a litËtle know Ëledge of GPG in

gener Ëal.

Man ËageËment of keys is not very well im Ëplemen Ëted yet. The best way is to

manu ËalËly copy all your pub Ëlic keys to the SD card in the APG foldËer. Then it's

easy to im Ëport your keys. After you've im Ëpor Ëted your pub Ëlic and private keys,

GPG en ËcryptËing, sign Ëing and deËcryptËing will be availËable for other applicaËÌ

tions as long as these applicaËtions have in ËtegËrated en ËcrypËtion/GPG.

GPG EN ËABËLED E-MAIL ON AN ËDROID: K-9 MAIL
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GPG EN ËABËLED E-MAIL ON AN ËDROID: K-9 MAIL

The deËfault mail applicaËtion does not supËport GPG. Luc ËkiËly there is an ex ËcelËÌ

lent alËter Ënative: K-9 Mail. This applicaËtion is based on the origin Ëal An Ëdroid

mail applicaËtion but with some im ËproveËments. The applicaËtion can use APG

as it's GPG proËvidËer. SettËing up K-9 Mail is straightfor Ëward and similar to settËÌ

ing up mail in the An Ëdroid deËfault mail applicaËtion. In the settËings menu

there is an optËion to en Ëable "CrypËtograËphy" for GPG mail sign Ëing.

If you want to ac Ëcess your GPG mails on your phone this applicaËtion is a

must have.

Please note, due to some small bugs in K-9 Mail and/or APG, it's very adËvisËÌ

able to disËable HTML mail and use only Plain text. HTML mails are not en ËÌ

crypËted niceËly and are often not reaËdËable.
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CREAT ÒING YOUR PGP KEYS

You are now ready to start en ËcrypËtion your mails with PGP. You can do this

by using En ËigËmail withßin Thun Ëderbird. En ËigËmail comes with a nice wizard to

help you with the in ËitiËal setup and the im Ëpor Ëtant asËpect of creatËing a pub ËÌ

lic/private key pair (see the chaptËer in Ëtroduc Ëing PGP for an ex ËplanaËtion). You

can start the wizard at any time with Ëin Thun Ëderbird by selectËing OpÒenPGP

> Setup Wizard from the menu on top.

Step 1. This is what the wizard looks like. Please read the text on every win ËÌ

dow carefulËly. It proËvides useËful in Ëfor ËmaËtion and helps you setup PGP to

your per Ëson Ëal preËfer Ëences. In the first screËen, click on Next to start the con ËÌ

figuraËtion.

Step 2. The wizard asks you wheth Ëer you want to sign all your outËgoËing mail

mesËsages. If you do not chose to sign all your mesËsages, you will have to

spec Ëify per reËcipient if you want to sign your e-mail. Sign Ëing all your mesËÌ

sages is a good choice. Click on the 'Next' butËton after you have made a deËcisËÌ
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ion.

Step 3. On the folËlow Ëing screËen, the wizard asks you wheth Ëer you want to

en Ëcrypt all your outËgoËing mail mesËsages. Un Ëlike sign Ëing of mails, en ËcrypËtion

reËquires the reËcipient to have PGP software in ËstalËled. Therefore you should

an Ësw Ëer 'no' to this quesËtion, to make sure you can still send norm Ëal mails.

Only an Ësw Ëer 'yes' here if you want to preËvent Thun Ëderbird from ever sen ËdËing

un ËencrypËted mails. After you have made your deËcisËion, click on the 'Next'

butËton.
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Step 4: On the folËlow Ëing screËen the wizard asks if he can chan Ëge some of

your mail for ËmattËing settËings to betËtËer work with PGP. It is a good choice to

an Ësw Ëer 'Yes' here. The only seriËous thing is that it will preËvent you from

doing is sen ËdËing HTML mail mesËsages. Click on the 'Next' butËton after you

have made your deËcisËion.
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Step 5: Now it is time to start creatËing the keys. In the folËlow Ëing screËen you

can select one of your mail ac Ëcounts, or the deËfault one is selec Ëted for you if

you have only one mail ac Ëcount. In the 'Passphrase' text box you have to give

a password. This is a new password which is used to proËtect your private key.

It is very imÒpor Òtant both to reËmemb Ëer this password, beËcause you can Ënot

read your own en ËcrypËted em Ëails any more when you lose it, and to make it a

strong password. It should be at least 8 charactËers long, not con Ëtain any diËÌ

ctionaËry words and it should preËferab Ëly be a uniÒque password. Using the

same password for multiËple pur Ëposes severeËly in Ëcreases the chan Ëce of it being

in Ëter Ëcepted at some point. After you have selec Ëted your ac Ëcount and created a

passphrase, click on the 'Next' butËton.
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Step 6: In the folËlow Ëing screËen the wizard basicalËly wraps up what ac Ëtions it

will take to en Ëable PGP en ËcrypËtion for your ac Ëcount. If you are satisËfied with

the optËions you chose in the preËviËous win Ëdows, click on the 'Next' butËton.
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Step 7: Your keys are being created by the wizard. Have some patiËence. The

proËgress bar should slow Ëly fill up to the right. The wizard will tell you when

the keys have been suc ËcessfulËly created, then you can click on the 'Next' butËÌ

ton again. 
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Step 8: You now have your own PGP key-pair. The wizard will ask you if

you also want to create a speciËal file, calËled a 'ReËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate'. This file

alËlows you to in Ëform oth Ëers that your key-pair should no longËer be con ËÌ

sidered valid. Think of it as a 'kill switch' for your PGP identËity. You can use

this cer Ëtificate in case you have generated a new set of keys, or in case your

old key-pair has been com Ëpromised. It is a good idea to create the file and

keep it someËwhere in a safe place. Click on the 'Generate Cer Ëtificate' butËton if

you want to create the file, otËherw Ëise 'Skip'. 

Step 9: AsËsum Ëing you have deËcided to generate a reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate, the

wizard will ask you where the file should be saved. The diËalog may apËpear a

bit dif Ëferent on your par Ëticular opËeratËing sysËtem. It is a good idea to reËname

the file to someËth Ëing sen Ësib Ële like my_ Ërevocation_cer Ëtificate. Click on 'Save'

when you you have deËcided on a loc ËaËtion.
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Step 10: AsËsum Ëing you have deËcided to generate a reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate, the

wizard in Ëforms you it has been suc ËcessfulËly stored.

Step 11: The wizard will in Ëform you it has com Ëpleted its setup.

Con ËgratulaËtions, you now have a fully PGP-configured mail client. In the
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next chaptËer we will ex Ëplain how to man Ëage your keys, sign mesËsages and do

en ËcrypËtion. Thun Ëderbird can help you do a lot of these th Ëings autoËmaticalËly.
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DAILY PGP USAGE

In the preËviËous chaptËers we have have ex Ëplained how to set up a secure mail

en Ëviron Ëment using Thun Ëderbird, GPG and En ËigËmail. We asËsume you have

in ËstalËled the software and have suc ËcessfulËly folËlowed the wizard in Ëstruc Ëtions

to generate an en ËcrypËtion key-pair as deËscribed in the preËviËous chaptËer. This

chaptËer will deËscribe how to use your secured Thun Ëderbird in daily life to

proËtect your e-mail com ËmunicaËtion. In par Ëticular we will focus on:

1. En Ëcrypt Ëing at Ëtach Ëments

2. En ËterËing your pass-phrase

3. Re ËceivËing en Ëcryp Ëted e-mail

4. Sen ËdËing and re ËceivËing pubËlic keys

5. Re ËceivËing pubËlic keys and addËing them to your key ring

6. Using pubËlic key servËers

7. Sign Ëing e-mails to an in Ëdividu Ëal

8. Sen ËdËing en Ëcryp Ëted e-mails to an in Ëdividu Ëal

9. AutoËmat Ëing en Ëcryp Ëtion to cerËtain re Ëcipients

10. Verify Ëing in Ëcom Ëing e-mails

11. Re Ëvok Ëing your GPG key pair

12. What to do when you have lost your secËret key, or forËgot your passphrase

13. What to do when your secËret key has been stol Ëen, or com Ëpromised

14. Back Ëing up your keys

First we shall ex Ëplain two diËalog win Ëdows that will in Ëevitab Ëly apËpear after you

start using Thun Ëderbird to en Ëcrypt your em Ëails.

EN ËCRYPTËING ATËTACHËMENTS

The diËalog win Ëdow below will pop-up whenev Ëer you are sen ËdËing an en ËcrypËÌ

ted email with atËtach Ëments for the first time. Thun Ëderbird asks a tech Ën Ëical

quesËtion on how to en Ëcrypt atËtach Ëments to your mail. The second (deËfault)

optËion is the best choice, beËcause it com Ëbines secur Ëity with the higËhest com ËÌ

patibilËity. You should also select the 'Use the selec Ëted metËhod for all fu Ëture atËÌ

tach Ëments' optËion. Then click 'OK' and your mail should be sent with no

furth Ëer delay.
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EN ËTERËING YOUR PASS-PHRASE

For secur Ëity reaËsons, the pass-phrase to your sec Ëret key is stored tem ËporariËly

in mem ËoËry. Every now and then the diËalog win Ëdow below will pop-up.

Thun Ëderbird asks you for the pass-phrase to your sec Ëret key. This should be

dif Ëferent from your norm Ëal email password. It was the pass-phrase you have

en Ëtered when creatËing your key-pair in the preËviËous chaptËer. Enter the pass-

phrase in the text-box and click on 'OK'

RE ËCEIVËING EN ËCRYPËTED E-MAILS

The deËcrypËtion of e-mails is han Ëdled autoËmaticalËly by En ËigËmail, the only ac ËÌ

tion that may be needed on your beËhalf is to enter the pass-phrase to your

sec Ëret key. Howev Ëer, in order to have any kind of en ËcrypËted cor ËresËpondËence

with someËbody, you will first need to ex Ëchan Ëge pub Ëlic keys.

SEN ËD ËING AND RE ËCEIVËING PUBËLIC KEYS
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SEN ËD ËING AND RE ËCEIVËING PUBËLIC KEYS

There are multiËple ways to disËtribute your pub Ëlic key to friends or colËleagues.

By far the simplest way is to atËtach the key to a mail. In order for your friend

to be able to trust that the mesËsage ac ËtualËly came from you, you should in ËÌ

form them in per Ëson (if posËsible) and also reËquire them to reply to your mail.

This should at least preËvent easy for ËgeËries. You have to deËcide for your Ëself

what level of validaËtion is necesËsaËry. This is also true when reËceiv Ëing em Ëails

from third-parties con Ëtain Ëing pub Ëlic keys. Con Ëtact your cor ËresËpondent

through some means of com ËmunicaËtion other than e-mail. You can use a

telepËhone, text mesËsages, Voice over In Ëter Ënet ProËtocol (VoIP) or any other

metËhod, but you must be ab ËsoluteËly cer Ëtain that you are reaËlËly talkËing to the

right per Ëson. As a reËsult, telepËhone con Ëver ËsaËtions and face-to-face meetËings

work best, if they are con Ëvenient and if they can be ar Ëranged safeËly.

Sen ËdËing your pub Ëlic key is easy.

1. In Thun Ëderbird, click on the  icon.

2. Com Ëpose a mail to your friend or colËleague and tell them you are sen ËdËing

them your PGP pub Ëlic key. If your friend does not know what that means,

you may have to ex Ëplain them and point them to this documen ËtaËtion.

3. BeËfore ac ËtualËly sen ËdËing the mail, click to OpÒenPGP > At Òtach My Pub Òlic

Key optËion on the menu bar of the mail com Ëpose win Ëdow. Next to this optËÌ

ion a mar Ëked sign  will apËpear. See the ex Ëam Ëple below.
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4. Send your mail by clickËing on the  butËton.

RE ËCEIVËING PUBËLIC KEYS AND ADD ËING THEM TO YOUR KEYRËING

Lets say we reËceive a pub Ëlic key from a friend by mail. The key will show up

in Thun Ëderbird as an at ßtached file. Scroll down the mesËsage and below you

will find tabs with one or two file names. The ex ËtensËion of this pub Ëlic key file

will be .asc, dif Ëferent from the ex ËtensËion of an atËtached GPG sigËnaËture, which

ends with .asc.sig

Look at the ex Ëam Ëple email in the next image, which is a reËceived, sigËned GPG

mesËsage con Ëtain Ëing an atËtached pub Ëlic key. We notice a yelËlow bar with a

warn Ëing mesËsage: 'OpËenPGP: Un Ëverified sigËnaËture, click on 'DeËtails' butËton

for more in Ëfor ËmaËtion'. Thun Ëderbird warns us that the sen ËdËer is not known

yet, which is cor Ërect. This will chan Ëge once we have ac Ëcepted the pub Ëlic key.

What are all those stran Ëge charactËers doing in the mail mesËsage? BeËcause

Thun Ëderbird does not yet reËcogn Ëize the sigËnaËture as valid, it prints out the

en Ëtire raw sigËnaËture, just as it has reËceived it. This is how diËgitalËly sigËned
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GPG mesËsages will apËpear to those reËcipients who do not have your pub Ëlic

key.

The most im Ëpor Ëtant thing in this ex Ëam Ëple is to find the atËtached GPG pub Ëlic

key. We men Ëtioned it is a file that ends with .asc. In this ex Ëam Ëple it's the first

atËtach Ëment on the left, in the red cir Ëcle. Double-clicking on this atËtach Ëment

will make Thun Ëderbird reËcogn Ëize the key.

After we have clic Ëked on the atËtach Ëment, the folËlow Ëing pop-up will apËpear.

Thun Ëderbird has reËcogËnized the GPG pub Ëlic key file. Click on 'Im Ëport' to add

this key to your keyr Ëing. The folËlow Ëing pop-up should apËpear. Thun Ëderbird

says the opËeraËtion was suc ËcessËful. Click on 'OK' and you are alËmost done.
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We are back in the main Thun Ëderbird screËen and we reËfresh the view on this

par Ëticular ex Ëam Ëple mesËsage, by clickËing on some other mesËsage and back for

ex Ëam Ëple. Now the body of the mesËsage looks dif Ëferent (see below). This time

Thun Ëderbird does reËcogn Ëize the sigËnaËture, beËcause we have added the pub Ëlic

key of the sen ËdËer.

There is still one thing that reËmains. While Thun Ëderbird now reËcogËnizes the

sigËnaËture, we should ex ËplicitËly trust that the pub Ëlic key reaËlËly beËlongs to the

sen ËdËer in real life. We reaËlËize this when we take a closËer look at the green bar

(see below). While the sigËnaËture is good, it is still UNËTRUS ËTED.

We will now deËcide to trust this par Ëticular pub Ëlic key and the sigËnaËtures

made by it. We can do this im ËmediateËly by clickËing on 'DeËtails'. A small menu

will apËpear (see below). From this menu we should click on the optËion 'Sign
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Sen Ëder's Key ...'.

After we have selec Ëted 'Sign Sen Ëder's Key ...' we will get an Ëoth Ëer selec Ëtion

win Ëdow (see below). We are reËquesËted to state how carefulËly we have chec ËÌ

ked this key for validËity. The ex ËplanaËtion of levels of trust and trust netËworks

in GPG falls outËside the scope of this docu Ëment. We will not use this in Ëfor ËmaËÌ

tion, therefore we will just select the optËion 'I will not an Ësw Ëer'. Also select the

optËion 'Local sigËnaËture (can Ënot be ex Ëpor Ëted)'. Click on the 'OK' butËton to fin ËÌ

ish Ëing sign Ëing this key. This fin ËisËhes ac ËceptËing the pub Ëlic key. You can now

send en ËcrypËted mail to this in Ëdividu Ëal.

USING PUBËLIC KEY SERVËERS

An Ëoth Ëer metËhod of disËtributËing pub Ëlic keys is by puttËing them on a pub Ëlic

key serv Ëer. This alËlows an Ëyone to check wheth Ëer your email address has GPG

supËport, and then download your pub Ëlic key.

To put your own key on a keyserv Ëer, take the folËlow Ëing steps.
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1. Head to the key man ËagËer by using the Thun Ëderbird menu and click on OpÒÓ

enPGP > Key Man Òage Òment

2. The key man ËageËment win Ëdow will be disËplayed and looks like this:

3. You need to have selec Ëted the 'DisËplay All Keys by DeËfault' optËion to get a

list of all your keys. Lookup your own email address in the list and right click

on the address. A selec Ëtion win Ëdow will apËpear with some optËions. Select the

optËion 'UpËload Pub Ëlic Keys to Keyserv Ëer'.
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4. You will see a small diËalog win Ëdow like below. The deËfault serv Ëer to disËÌ

tribute your keys to is good. Press 'OK" and disËtribute your pub Ëlic key to the

world.

To look up wheth Ëer some email address has a pub Ëlic key availËable on a serv Ëer,

take the folËlow Ëing steps.

1. Head to the key man ËagËer by using the Thun Ëderbird menu and click on OpÒÓ

enPGP > Key Man Òage Òment

2. In the key man ËagËer win Ëdow menu bar, select KeyservÒer > Search for

Keys
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3. In this ex Ëam Ëple we will look-up up the key for the creator of PGP software,

Philip Zim Ëmermann. After we have en Ëtered the email address, we click on

'OK'.

4, The next win Ëdow disËplays the reËsult of our search. We have found the

pub Ëlic key. It is autoËmaticalËly selec Ëted. Just click on 'OK' to im Ëport the key.
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5. Im ËportËing the key will take some time. On com ËpleËtion you should see a

pop-up win Ëdow like below.

6. The final step is to loc ËalËly sign this key, to in Ëdicate that we trust it. When

you are back in the key man ËagËer, make sure you have selec Ëted the 'DisËplay

All Keys by DeËfault' optËion. You should now see the newly im Ëpor Ëted key in

the list. Right-click on the address and select the optËion 'Sign Key' from the

list.
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7. Select the optËions 'I will not an Ësw Ëer' and 'Local sigËnaËture (can Ënot be ex Ëpor ËÌ

ted)', then click on 'OK'. You are now fin ËisËhed and can send Philip Zim ËÌ

mermann en ËcrypËted mail.

SIGN ËING EM ËAILS TO AN IN ËDIVIDUËAL

DiËgitalËly sign Ëing email mesËsages is a way to prove to reËcipients that you are

the ac Ëtu Ëal sen ËdËer of a mail mesËsage. Those reËcipients who have reËceived your

pub Ëlic key will be able to ver ßify that your mesËsage is autËhentic.

1. Offer your friend your pub Ëlic key, using the metËhod deËscribed ear ËliËer in

this chaptËer.

2. In Thun Ëderbird, click on the  icon.
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3. BeËfore ac ËtualËly sen ËdËing the mail, en Ëable the OpÒenPGP > Sign Mes Òsage

optËion via the menu bar of the mail com Ëpose win Ëdow, if it is not en Ëable alËÌ

ready. Once you have en Ëab Ëled this optËion, by clickËing on it, a mar Ëked sign 

 will apËpear. ClickËing again should disËable en ËcrypËtion again. See the ex ËÌ

am Ëple below.

4.Click on the  butËton and your sigËned mail will be sent.

SEN ËD ËING EN ËCRYPËTED MAILS TO AN IN ËDIVIDUËAL

1. You should have reËceived the pub Ëlic key from the friend or colËleague you

want to email and you should have ac Ëcepted their pub Ëlic key, using the metËÌ

hod deËscribe ear ËliËer in this chaptËer.

2. In Thun Ëderbird, click on the  icon.

3. Com Ëpose a mail to the friend or colËleague, from who you have preËviousËly

reËceived their pub Ëlic key. Re Òmemb Òer the sub Òject line of the mes Òsage will
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not be en ÒcrypÒted, only the mesËsage body itËself, and any atËtach Ëments.

4. BeËfore ac ËtualËly sen ËdËing the mail, en Ëable the OpÒenPGP > En Òcrypt Mes ÒÓ

sage optËion via the menu bar of the mail com Ëpose win Ëdow, if it is not en Ëab Ëled

alËready. Once you have en Ëab Ëled this optËion, by clickËing on it, a mar Ëked sign 

 will apËpear. ClickËing again should disËable en ËcrypËtion again. See the ex ËÌ

am Ëple below.

5.Click on the  butËton and your en ËcrypËted mail will be sent.

AUTO ËMATËING EN ËCRYPËTION TO CERËTAIN RE ËCIPIENTS

You will often want to make sure all your mesËsages to a cer Ëtain colËleague or

friend are sigËned and en ËcrypËted. This is good prac Ëtice, beËcause you may for ËÌ

get to en Ëable the en ËcrypËtion manu ËalËly. You can do this by editËing the per-

recipient rules. To do this we ac Ëcess the OpËenPGP per-recipient rule editor.

Select OpÒenPGP > Pre Òfer Òences from the Thun Ëderbird menu bar.
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The preËfer Ëences win Ëdow will apËpear like below. We need to click on 'DisËplay

Ex Ëpert SettËings'.

New menu tabs will apËpear in the win Ëdow. Go to the tab 'Key Selec Ëtion' and

then click on the butËton labeled 'Edit Rules ...'
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We are now shown the per-recipient rules editor (see below). This editor can

be used to spec Ëify the way how mesËsages to cer Ëtain reËcipients are sent. We

will now add a rule sayËing we want to en Ëcrypt and sign all mail mesËsages to

maildemo@greenhost.nl

First click on the 'Add' butËton.

Now the win Ëdow to add a new rule will be shown.

The first thing we should enter is the email address of the reËcipient. In the ex ËÌ

am Ëple below we have en Ëtered maildemo@greenhost.nl
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Now we will set the en ËcrypËtion deËfaults by using the drop-downs below. For

Sign Ëing select 'AlËways'. For En ËcrypËtion also select 'AlËways'.
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Fin ËalËly we have to select the pub ßlic key of the reËcipient, with which to en ËÌ

crypt our mesËsages. Do not for Ëget this im Ëpor Ëtant step, otËherw Ëise the e-mail

will not be en ËcrypËted. Click on the butËton labeled 'Select Key(s)...'. The key

selec Ëtion win Ëdow will show up. The most ob ËviËous key will be selec Ëted by deËÌ

fault. In the ex Ëam Ëple below, we only have one pub Ëlic key availËable. We can

select keys by clickËing on the small box next to the address. Then we click

'OK' and close all reËlevant win Ëdows and we are fin ËisËhed.
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VERIFYËING IN ËCOM ËING E-MAILS

DeËcryptËing email mesËsages sent to you will be fully autoËmatic and transËÌ

parent. But it is ob ËviousËly im Ëpor Ëtant to see wheth Ëer or not a mesËsage to you

has in fact been en ËcrypËted or sigËned. This in Ëfor ËmaËtion is availËable by lookËing

at the speciËal bar above the mesËsage body.

A valid sigËnaËture will be reËcogËnized by a green bar above the mail mesËsage

like the ex Ëam Ëple image below.

The last ex Ëam Ëple mesËsage was sigËned but not en ËcrypËted. If the mesËsage had

been en ËcrypËted, it would show like this:

When a mesËsage which has been en ËcrypËted, but not sigËned, it could have

been a for ËgeËry by someËone. The status bar will beËcome gray like in the image

below and tells you that while the mesËsage was sent secureËly (en ËcrypËted), the

sen ËdËer could have been someËone else than the per Ëson beËhind the email

address you will see in the 'From' headËer. The sigËnaËture is nec Ëcessaty to ver ËÌ

ify the real sen ËdËer of the mesËsage. Of coËur Ëse it is per ËfectËly posËsible that you

have pub Ëlished your pub Ëlic key on the In Ëter Ënet and you allow peoËple to send
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you em Ëails an ËonymousËly. But is it also posËsible that someËone is tryËing to im ËÌ

per Ësonate one of your friends.

Similar Ëly if you reËceive a sig ßned email from someËbody you know, and you

have this per Ësons pub Ëlic key, but still the status bar beËcomes yelËlow and disËÌ

plays a warn Ëing mesËsage, it is liËkeËly that someËone is atËtemptËing to send you

for Ëged em Ëails!

SomeËtimes sec Ëret keys get stolËen or lost. The owner of the key will in Ëform his

friends and send them a so-called reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate (more ex ËplanaËtion of

this in the next paraËgraph). ReËvocaËtion means that we no longËer trust the old

key. The thief may af Ëterwards still try his luck and send you a falËseËly sigËned

mail mesËsage. The status bar will now look like this:

Stran ËgeËly en Ëough Thun Ëderbird in this situaËtion will still disËplay a green status

bar! It is im Ëpor Ëtant to look at the con Ëtents of the status bar in order to un ËÌ

derstand the en ËcrypËtion asËpects of a mesËsage. GPG alËlows for strong secur Ëity

and privaËcy, but only if you are familiar with its use and con Ëcepts. Pay atËten ËÌ

tion to warn Ëings in the status bar.

RE ËVOK ËING YOUR GPG KEY-PAIR

Your sec Ëret key has been stolËen by someËbody. Your harddisk crasËhed and you

have lost all your data. If your key is lost, you can no longËer deËcrypt mesËÌ

sages. If your key has been stolËen, someËbody else can deËcrypt your com ËÌ

municaËtion. You need to make a new set of keys. The proËcess of creatËing

keys, using the OpËenPGP wizard in Thun Ëderbird, has been deËscribed in this

manu Ëal. But first you want to tell the world that your old pub Ëlic key is now

worthless, or even dan Ëger Ëous to use.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU HAVE LOST YOUR SECËRET KEY, OR FORËGOT YOUR
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU HAVE LOST YOUR SECËRET KEY, OR FORËGOT YOUR

PASSPHRASE

Dur Ëing the creaËtion of your key-pair, the OpËenPGP wizard of Ëfered you the

posËsibilËity to create a so-called reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate. This is a speciËal file you

send to oth Ëers in the adËvent you have to disËable your key. If you have a copy

of this file, sen ËdËing the reËvocaËtion key is simpËly sen ËdËing the file as an atËtach ËÌ

ment to all your friends. You can no longËer send sigËned mails (ob ËviousËly, beËÌ

cause you have lost your sec Ëret key). That doesn't mattËer. Send it as a norm Ëal

mail. The reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate file could only have been created by the

owner of the sec Ëret key and proËofs he or she wants to reËvoke it. That's why it

should nor ËmalËly be kept hiddËen from oth Ëers.

If you do not have the reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate, there ex Ëists no other optËion than

for you to con Ëtact your friends per ËsonalËly and con Ëvin Ëce them your key is lost

and that they should no longËer trust it.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR SECËRET KEY HAS BEEN STOLËEN, OR COM ËÌ
PROMISED

If you have reaËson to beËlieve your sec Ëret key has been com Ëpromised, or

worse your sec Ëret key and passphrase, it is very im Ëpor Ëtant to con Ëtact oth Ëers

that they should stop sen ËdËing you en ËcrypËted mesËsages. With your sec Ëret key,

other per Ësons will be able to break the en ËcrypËtion of your e-mail mesËsages if

they also have your passphrase. This is also true for those mesËsages you have

send in the past. CrackËing the passphrase is not triËviËal, but it may be posËsible

if the party has lots of reËsour Ëces, like a state or a big or ËganizaËtion for ex Ëam Ëple,

or if your passphrase is too weak. In any case you should asËsume the worst

and asËsume your passphrase may have been com Ëpromised. Send a reËvocaËtion

cer Ëtificate file to all your friends or con Ëtact them per ËsonalËly and in Ëform them

of the situaËtion.

Even after you have reËvoked your old key pair, the stolËen key may still be

used to deËcrypt your preËviËous cor ËresËpondËence. You should con ËsidËer other

ways to proËtect that old cor ËresËpondËence, for in Ëstan Ëce by re-encrypting it with

a new key. The lattËer opËeraËtion will not be disËcusËsed in this manu Ëal. If you

are un Ëcer Ëtain you should seek asËsisËtance from ex Ëperts or lookup more in Ëfor ËÌ
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maËtion on the web.

RE ËCEIVËING A RE ËVOCA ËTION CERËTIFICATE

If one of your friends sends you a reËvocaËtion cer Ëtificate, s/he asks you to disËÌ

trust his pub Ëlic key from now on. You should alËways ac Ëcept such a reËquest

and 'im Ëport' the cer Ëtificate to disËable their key. The proËcess of ac ËceptËing a reËÌ

vocaËtion cer Ëtificate is ex ËactËly the same as ac ËceptËing a pub Ëlic key, as has alËÌ

ready been deËscribed in the chaptËer. Thun Ëderbird will ask you if you want to

im Ëport the 'OpËenPGP key file'. Once you have done so, a con Ëfir ËmaËtion pop-up

should be disËplayed like below.

PRE ËPARËING FOR THE WORST: BACËKUP YOUR KEYS

Your keys are usualËly stored on your hard disk as norm Ëal files. They may get

lost if your com ËputËer gets damaged. It is strongËly adËvised to keep a bac Ëkup of

your keys in a safe place, like a vault. MakËing a a bac Ëkup of your sec Ëret key

has an Ëoth Ëer secur Ëity adËvantage as well. Whenev Ëer you fear your lapËtop or

com ËputËer is in im Ëmediate dangËer of being con ËfisËcated, you can safeËly deËlete

your key-pair. Your email will be reËndered un ËreadËable im ËmediateËly. At a later

stage, you can reËtrieve your keys from the vault and re-import them in Thun ËÌ

derbird.

To make a bac Ëkup of your key-pair, first head to the key man ËagËer by using

the Thun Ëderbird menu and click on OpÒenPGP > Key Man Òage Òment.

You need to have selec Ëted the 'DisËplay All Keys by DeËfault' optËion to get a list

of all your keys. Lookup your own email address in the list and right click on

the address. A selec Ëtion win Ëdow will apËpear with some optËions. Select the

optËion 'Ex Ëport Keys to File'.
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Now we will save the key-pair to a file. Thun Ëderbird asks us if we want to in ËÌ

clude the sec Ëret key as well. We do want to in Ëclude the sec Ëret key, therefore

we select 'Ex Ëport Sec Ëret Keys'.

Fin ËalËly Thun Ëderbird asks us for the loc ËaËtion of the key file. You can store the

file an Ëyw Ëhere you like, netËwork disk, USB-stick. Just reËmemb Ëer to hide it

away from other peoËple.

FURTHËER REA ËD ËING

More documen ËtaËtion on using GPG with Thun Ëderbird can be found on the

web Ësite of the En ËigËmail plugin. The En ËigËmail han Ëdbook is the guide you will

want to use.

http://enigËmail.moz Ëdev.org/documen Ëtation/handbook.php.html
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KEEP ÒING PASSWORDS SAFE

Passwords are for the com ËputËer world basicalËly what keys are in the physËical

world. If you lose a password you will not be able to get in, and if oth Ëers copy

or steal it they can use it to enter. As a miniËmum measure a good password

should not be easy to guess by peoËple and not easy to crack by com ËputËers,

while still easy en Ëough for you to reËmemb Ëer.

PASSWORD LENGTH AND COM ËPLEXËITY

To proËtect your passwords from being guesËsed, length and com Ëplex Ëity are the

key fac Ëtors. Passwords like the name of your pet or a birth date are very un ËÌ

safe; also any word that apËpears in a diËctionaËry is easËiËly guesËsed by a com ËputËÌ

er. You should also never use a password con Ëtain Ëing only numb Ëers. You

should use a password con Ëtain Ëing a com ËbinaËtion of lower case lettËers, capitËÌ

als, numb Ëers and speciËal charactËers and it should have a miniËmum length of 8

charactËers for basic secur Ëity.

MINIMIZËING DAMAGE

If your password is leaked or guesËsed, it is very im Ëpor Ëtant to minim Ëize the

damage as much as posËsible. To this end there are two measures you can

take. FirstËly, be sure to keep dif Ëferent passwords for dif Ëferent sites, otËherw Ëise

if your password for one site is com Ëpromised it is very easy for the atËtackËer to

gain ac Ëcess to your other ac Ëcounts. You can for ex Ëam Ëple do this by choosËing

a few basic passwords to which you add a uniËque suf Ëfix per site. SecondËly,

chan Ëge your password from time to time, at least for th Ëings you con ËsidËer to

be sen Ësitive. In that way, if an atËtackËer has got ac Ëcess to your ac Ëcount with ËÌ

out you notic Ëing, you ef ËfectiveËly block him out.

PHYS ËICAL PRO ËTECËTION
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PHYS ËICAL PRO ËTECËTION

EsËpecialËly if you are travelËing and using in Ëter Ënet cafes, or

other un ËtrusËted com ËputËers, you have to be aware that

there are other ways for peoËple to ob Ëtain your passwords.

FirstËly there is "over the shouldËer" sur ËveilËlance, where

someËone, or a camera, watches your ac Ëtions and might

see the password you are typËing (or where you are

browsËing). A second typËical threat is the preËsËence of key

loggËers. Key loggËers are software or hardware deËvices that reËcord keystrokes,

they can be hiddËen in Ëside a com ËputËer or keyboard and hence totalËly in Ëvisib Ële

to you. Be very careËful what you do in those places and which sites you visit

there. If you reaËlËly have to use such a place be sure to chan Ëge your passwords

as soon as posËsible. For more tips on In Ëter Ënet Cafes read the chaptËer on them.

EASY-TO-REMEMBER AND SECURE PASSWORDS

One way to create strong and easy-to-remember

passwords is to start with a sen ËtËence you can easËiËly reËÌ

memb Ëer, like:

"this book reaËlËly helps for secur Ëing my diËgitËal life!"

Take for in Ëstan Ëce the first lettËer of every word:

"tbrhfsmdl" and now add some more sub Ëstitu Ëtions, the "f" can be the 4 (for

"for") and we can add some capitËals and speciËal charactËers. The end reËsult

might be someËth Ëing like "TbRh4$mdL!" Which is secure and easy to reËmemb ËÌ

er. Just try to think of a sysËtem that works for you to reËmemb Ëer the

passwords. AlËter ËnativeËly you might want to use one strong password that is

easy to reËmemb Ëer and keep all your other secure (less easy to reËmemb Ëer)

passwords by using a tool that keeps them secureËly on your com ËputËer or

phone.

USING AN APPLICA ËTION TO KEEP YOUR PASSWORDS
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USING AN APPLICA ËTION TO KEEP YOUR PASSWORDS

Even easy-to-remember passwords might be dif Ëficult to man Ëage. One solËu Ëtion

is to use a deËdicated applicaËtion to man Ëage most of your passwords. The

applicaËtion we will disËcuss is Keepass which is a free and open password man ËÌ

agËer that is con Ësidered to be secure (given that you chose a sane and secure

"mastËer password" for the keepass applicaËtion).

For web Ësite passwords a more con Ëvenient solËu Ëtion that is proËbab Ëly safe en ËÌ

ough for most of your passwords is to use the built-in password man ËagËer of

the Firefox browsËer. Be sure to set a mastËer password as is ex Ëplained in the

chaptËer on safe browsËing, otËherw Ëise this is very in Ësecure! Other browsËers

might also come with built-in password man ËagËers, but reËmemb Ëer that if you

don't have to un Ëlock them with a mastËer password they are mostËly un Ësafe

and easËiËly reËtriev Ëable by atËtackËers hav Ëing ac Ëcess to your com ËputËer.

PRO ËTECT YOUR WEBËSITE PASSWORDS

BrowsËers offer to save the login in Ëfor ËmaËtion and passwords for web Ësites you

use. If you choose to save the passwords, you should make sure that the

passwords are stored in a safe way. See the chaptËer about KeepËing your in Ëter ËÌ

net passwords safe in Firefox.

CAVEATS

If an applica Ëtion on your com Ëput Ëer, like a chat or mail proËÌ

gram, stores the password it uses, and you are not asked for

it after re Ëopen Ëing the proËgram, it often means that it can be

eas Ëi Ëly re Ëtrieved from your com Ëput Ëer by some Ëone havËing acËÌ

cess (phys Ëical or ot Ëherw Ëise) to it.

If your login in ËforËma Ëtion is sent over an in Ësecure con ËnecËtion

or chan Ënel, it might fall into the wrong hands. (see the chapt ËÌ

ers on secure brows Ëing for more in ËforËma Ëtion)

Over the shouldËer surËveil Ëlance or key loggËing might com Ëprom Ëise your

passwords.
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IN ÒSTALLÒING KEEPASS

We will cover in ËstallËing KeePass on Ubun Ëtu and Win Ëdows.

Mac OSX comes with an ex ËcelËlent built-in password man ËÌ

agËer calËled KeycÒhain that is just as safe. Downsides are

that it isn't Open Sour Ëce and doesn't work on other sysËÌ

tems. If you'd need to take your passwords from one OpËÌ

eratËing SysËtem to an Ëoth Ëer it is betËtËer to stick with

Keepass after all. How to use KeycÒhain is coËvered in the

next chaptËer.

IN ËSTALLËING KEEPASSX ON UBUN ËTU

To in Ëstall on Ubun Ëtu we will use the Ubun Ëtu Software CentËer

Type KeePass in the search field at the top right and the applicaËtion KeePassX

should autoËmaticalËly apËpear in the liËstËing.

Highlight the item (it may alËready be highlighted by deËfault) and then press

'In Ëstall'. You will be asked to AutËhor Ëise the in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess:

Enter your password and press 'AutËhenticate' the in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess will

then begin.

Ubun Ëtu does not offer very good feedËback to show the software is in ËstalËled. If
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the green proËgress in Ëdicator on the left has gone and the proËgress bar on the

right has gone then you can asËsumed the software is in ËstalËled.

IN ËSTALLËING KEEPASS ON WIN ËDOWS

First visit the KeePass download web Ëpage (http://keepass.in Ëfo/download.html)

and choose the appropËriate in ËstallËer. For this chaptËer we are using the cur Ërent

in ËstallËer (KeePass-2.15-Setup.exe which can also be diËrectËly downloaded from

here http://downloads.sourceforge.net/keepass/KeePass-2.15-Setup.exe).

Download this to your com ËputËer then doub Ële click on the in ËstallËer. You will

first be asked to select a lan Ëguage, we will choose En Ëglish:

Press 'OK' and you will be shown the folËlow Ëing screËen:
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Just press 'Next >' and go to the next screËen :

In the screËen shown above we must select 'I ac Ëcept the agËreeËment' otËherw Ëise

we will not be able to in Ëstall the software. Choose this optËion and then press

'Next >'. In the next screËen you will be asked to deËter Ëmine the in ËstalËlaËtion loc ËÌ

aËtion. You can leave this with the deËfaults un Ëless you have good reaËson to

chan Ëge them.
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Click on 'Next >' and con Ëtinue.

The above image shows the KeePass com Ëponents you can choose from. Just

leave the deËfaults as they are and press 'Next >'. You will come to a new screËÌ

en:
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This doesn't do an Ëyth Ëing but give you a sum ËmaËry of your optËions. Press 'In ËÌ

stall' and the in ËstalËlaËtion proËcess will begin.

IN ËSTALLËING KEEPASS ON MAC OS X
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IN ËSTALLËING KEEPASS ON MAC OS X

AlËthough Keyc Ëhain in Mac OS X does an ex ËcelËlent job of stor Ëing your

passwords, you may want to run your own password database and man ËagËer.

KeePass alËlows this added flexibilËity. First visit the KeePass download web ËÌ

page (http://keepass.in Ëfo/download.html) and choose the appropËriate in ËstallËer.

AlËthough the of ËficiËal in ËstallËers are liËsted at the top of the page, there are un Ëof ËÌ

ficial/contributed in ËstallËers furth Ëer down. Scroll down to findKeePass 2.x for

Mac OS X:

As this is an ex Ëtern Ëal link, your browsËer will be reËdirec Ëted

tohttp://keepass2.openix.be/:

http://keepass2.openix.be/
http://keepass2.openix.be/
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Note here that you must in Ëstall the Mono framework first, so that KeePass

can run in OS X. So click on each of the linksMono 2.10.5andKeePass2.18to

download the DMG files to your com ËputËer. Double-click on each of the

DMGs in your downloads foldËer to un Ëpack the volumes to your deskËtop.

The Mono Pac Ëkage in ËstallËer is calËled 'MonoFramework-MRE-

2.10.5_0.macos10.xamarin.x86.pkg', so double-click on this docu Ëment in the

MonoËFramework volume on your deskËtop:

http://download.mono-project.com/archive/2.10.5/macos-10-x86/0/MonoFramework-MRE-2.10.5_0.macos10.xamarin.x86.dmg
http://keepass2.openix.be/KeePass2.18.dmg
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The in ËstallËer will open and run:

FolËlow each of the steps by clickËing 'Con Ëtinue', the next step being 'Read Me'.

In Ëhere is im Ëpor Ëtant in Ëfor ËmaËtion such as all of the files that the pac Ëkage will

in Ëstall, in ËcludËing in Ëfor ËmaËtion on how to uniËnstall Mono:
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Click 'Con Ëtinue' to the next screËen, the liËcen Ëse. ClickËing 'Con Ëtinue' on the liËÌ

cen Ëse screËen pops up the agËree/ËdisagËree diËalogue box. If you agree with the liËÌ

cen Ëse con ËdiËtions, the in ËstalËlaËtion will con Ëtinue:

The folËlow Ëing two steps in the in ËstalËlaËtion ask you to choose an in ËstalËlaËtion

deËstinaËtion, and check there is en Ëough space on the in Ëstall disk. When the in ËÌ

stalËlaËtion has com Ëpleted, you will see this screËen:
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EN ÒCRYPT ÒING PASSWORDS WITH A PASSWORD

MAN ÒAG ÒER

To en Ëcrypt password we use KeePass on Win Ëdows and KeePassX Ubun Ëtu,

and Keyc Ëhain on OSX. The basic prin ËciËple is the same; you have a file on

your com ËputËer which is en ËcrypËted with one single very secure password. This

is someËtimes reËfer Ëred to as a 'MastËer Password', 'Admin-Password', 'Root-

Password' etc. but they are all the ulßtimate key to all your other keys and

secure data. For this reaËson you can't and shouldËn't think to light about creatËÌ

ing this password.

If a password man ËagËer is part of your OS (like it is with OSX) it un Ëlocks autoËÌ

maticalËly for you after you login to your ac Ëcount and so opËen Ëing secure in ËÌ

for ËmaËtion like passwords. For this, and other, reaËsons you should disËable

'AutoËmaticalËly Login'. When you start-up your com ËputËer you should alËways

have to login and, even betËtËer, set your com ËputËer to autoËmaticalËly logout or

lock the screËen after a set amount of time.

EN ËCRYPTËING PASSWORDS WITH KEEPASSX ON UBUN ËTU

First open KeePassX from the Applications->Accessories -> KeePassX menu.

The first time you use KeePassX you need to set up a new database to store

your passwords. Click on File->New Database

You will be asked to set a mastËer key (password).

Choose a strong password for this field - refer to the chaptËer about passwords

if you would like some tips on how to do this. Enter the password and press

'OK'. You then are asked to enter the password again. Do so and press 'OK'. If

the passwords are the same you will see a new KeePassX 'database' ready for

you to use.
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Now you have a place to store all your passwords and proËtect them by the

'mastËer' password you just set. You will see two deËfault catËegoËries 'In Ëter Ënet'

and 'Email' - you can store passwords just under these two catËegoËries, you

can deËlete catËegoËries, add sub-groups, or create new catËegoËries. For now we

just want to stay with these two and add a password for our email to the

email group. Right click on the email catËegoËry and choose 'Add New Entry...':

So now fill this form out with the deËtails so you can cor ËrectËly identËify which

email ac Ëcount the passwords are asËsociated with. You need to fill out the

fields 'Title' and the password fields. All else is optËion Ëal.

KeePassX gives some in ËdicaËtion if the passwords you are using are 'strong' or

'weak'...you should try and make passwords strongËer and for adËvice on this

read the chaptËer about creatËing good passwords. Press 'OK' when you are

done and you will see someËth Ëing like this:

To reËcov Ëer the passwords (see them) you must doub Ële click on the enter and

you will see the same win Ëdow you used for reËcordËing the in Ëfor ËmaËtion. If you

click on the 'eye' icon to the right of the passwords they will be con Ëver Ëted

from stars (***) to the plain text so you can read it.

Now you you can use KeePassX to store your passwords. Howev Ëer beËfore

gettËing too ex Ëcited you must do one last thing. When you close KeePassX

(choose File->Quit) it asks you if you would like to save the chan Ëges you have

made.
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Press 'Yes'. If it is the first time you used KeePassX (or you have just created a

new database) you must choose a place to store your passwords. OtËherw Ëise it

will save the upËdated in Ëfor ËmaËtion in the file you have preËviousËly created.

When you want to ac Ëcess the passwords you must then open KeePassX and

you will be asked for the mastËer key. After typËing this in you can add all your

passwords to the database and see all your en ËtËries. It is not a good idea to open

KeePassX and have it open per ËmanentËly as then an Ëyone could see your

passwords if they can ac Ëcess your com ËputËer. In Ëstead get into the prac Ëtice of

just opËen Ëing it when you need it and then closËing it again.

EN ËCRYPTËING PASSWORDS WITH KEEPASS ON WIN ËDOWS

After you in ËstalËled KeePass on Win Ëdows you can find it in the applicaËtion

menu. Launch the applicaËtion and the folËlow Ëing win Ëdow should apËpear.

You start by makËing a database, the file which will con Ëtain your key. From

the menu select File > New. You have to chose the name and the loc ËaËtion of

the file in the diËalog win Ëdow below. In this ex Ëam Ëple we call our database

'my_ Ëpassword_database'.

The next screËen will ask you for the mastËer password. Enter the password

and click on 'OK'. You will not need to select an Ëyth Ëing else. 

The next win Ëdow alËlows you to add speciËal con ËfiguraËtion settËings for your

new database. We do not need to edit an Ëyth Ëing. Just click on 'OK'. 

Now the main win Ëdow apËpears again and we see some deËfault password catËÌ
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egoËries on the left side. Lets add a new password in the catËegoËry 'In Ëter Ënet'.

First click on the word 'In Ëter Ënet', then click on the add entry icon under

the menu bar.

A widow will apËpear like below. Use the fields to give a deËscripËtion of this

par Ëticular password, and of coËur Ëse, enter the password itËself. When done,

click on 'OK'.

EN ËCRYPTËING PASSWORDS WITH KEYCËHAIN ON MAC OSX

Mac OSX comes pre-installed with the build in password man ËagËer 'Keyc Ëhain'.

BeËcause of it's tight in ËtegËraËtion with the OS most of the time you will hardËly

know it ex Ëists. But every now and then you will have a pop-up win Ëdow in alËÌ

most any applicaËtion asËkËing 'do you want to store this password in your keyc ËÌ

hain?'. This hapËpens when you add new email ac Ëcounts to your mail client,

login to a proËtec Ëted wireless netËwork, enter your deËtails in your chat client

etc. etc. etc.

BasicalËly what hapËpens is that Mac OSX of Ëf Ëers you to store all that login data

and dif Ëferent passwords in an en ËcrypËted file which it un Ëlocks as soon as you

login to your ac Ëcount. You can then check your mail, logon to your WiFi and

use your chat client with Ëout hav Ëing to enter your login data all the time over

and over again. This is a fully autoËmated proËcess, but if you want to see what

is stored where and alter passwords, or lookup a password you will have to

open the Keyc Ëhain proËgram.

You can find the Keyc Ëhain proËgram in the UtilitËies foldËer which lives in the

ApplicaËtions foldËer.

When you open it you will see that your 'Login' keyc Ëhain is un Ëloc Ëked and see
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all the items con Ëtained in it on the right botËtom side of the win Ëdow.

(note: the win Ëdow here is empty beËcause it seemed to be deËceiv Ëing the pur ËÌ

pose of this manu Ëal to make a screenshot of my per Ëson Ëal keyc Ëhain items and

share it here with you)

You can doub Ële click any of the items in the Keyc Ëhain to view it's deËtails and

tick 'Show password:' to see the password asËsociated with the item.

You will note that it will ask you for your mastËer or login password to view

the item.

You can ac Ëcess modËify any of the items and also use the Keyc Ëhain to secureËly

save any bits and pieces of text using the notes. To do this click on notes and

than choose 'New secure Note item' from the file menu.

That's it
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ACCESSING FIREFOX ON UBUNTU

Firefox is already installed on Ubuntu as part of the normal installation. If you

want to install a different (most commonly newer) version of Firefox on your

Ubuntu system (or other GNU/Linux systems) that is also possible and is

explained below.

Accessing it is easy. Click on the Unity side bar where you see the Firefox

icon:

Firefox starts and a welcome window opens:

If you want to upgrade the version of Firefox included with Ubuntu to the

latest version,such as a beta version or a new stable version,replacing your

existing version, a detailed guide is available on the Ubuntu wiki at

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/FirefoxNewVersion

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/FirefoxNewVersion
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INSTALLING ON MAC OS X
1. To download Firefox, visit http://www.mozilla.com/ and click on the big

green button labeled "Firefox Free Download.", and the download starts. If it

does not start automattically, click the link on the page. 

2. When prompted, click OK. 

Once the download is complete a window similar to this appears: 

http://www.mozilla.com/
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3. Click and hold the Firefox icon, then drag it on top of the Applications

icon. When it is on top of the Applications icon, release the mouse button.

This starts copying the program files to the Applications directory on your

computer. 

4. When the installation step is finished, close the two small Firefox windows.

5. Eject the Firefox disk image. If this does not work by normal means, select

the disk image icon and then, in the Finder menu, select File > Eject Firefox.

6. Now, open the Applications directory and drag the Firefox icon to the

dock: 
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7. Click either icon (in the Dock or the Applications folder) to start Firefox. The

Import Wizard dialog box appears: 

8. To import your bookmarks, passwords and other data from Safari, click

Continue. If you don't want to import anything, just select Cancel. 

9. Click Continue. Now you see the Welcome to Firefox page. 

To learn basic information about Firefox, click Getting Started.
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For assistance, click Visit Support.

To customize your new installation using the addons wizard,

click Customize Now!

In the upper right of the Welcome page is a button labeled

Know your rights. Click this button to display the following

screen, which tells you about your rights under the Mozilla

Public License and provides links to Mozilla's privacy policies

and service terms, as well as trademark information. 

10. Close the Welcome to Firefox page (click the x in the tab at the top of the

page). Now you see the Firefox Start page.

Congratulations, you are now ready to use Firefox!

If you have permission problems when trying to copy Firefox from the disk
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image to your Applications folder, first try deleting your old Firefox copy,

then proceeding.

If you're installing a beta and that you want to keep your former Firefox

copy, first rename your old Firefox copy to something like "Firefox old" and

then copy the beta to your Applications folder.
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INSTALLING FIREFOX ON WINDOWS

Firefox requires a computer with a minimum of a 233

MHz processor, running Windows 2000 or later. To check

system requirements for Firefox, go to:

http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/system-

requirements.html

DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL FIREFOX

1. Visit the Firefox Download Page at http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/ in any

browser (such as Microsoft Internet Explorer). The download page

automatically detects the operating system and language on your computer

and recommends the best edition(s) of Firefox for you. If you want to

download Firefox for a different language or for a different operating system

than the one detected, click "Other Systems and Languages" to see a list of

all the others available. 

http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/system-requirements.html
http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/
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2. Click the download button and the setup file will begin to download to your

computer. Once the download completes, it is recommended that you exit

all your running programs before running the installation.

3. Double-click the file to start the Firefox install wizard.

If you are running Windows Vista, you may get a User

Account Control prompt. In this case, allow the setup to run by

clicking Continue.

If you are running Windows 7, you will be asked whether to

allow Firefox to make changes to your computer. Click on Yes. 

A welcome screen appears.

4. Click Next to continue. The Setup Type screen appears. A "Standard" setup

is selected by default (using the custom option is only recommended for
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experienced users). 

5. Firefox installs itself as your default browser. If you do not want Firefox to

be your default browser, clear the check box Use Firefox as my default

web browser. 
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6. Click Next. 

7. Firefox asks whether to import the settings, like bookmarks, from other

browsers. Select the browser you are currently using, then click on Next. 

8. Firefox will confirm you have imported the setting and continue the

installation. Click on Continue. Once Firefox has been installed, click

Finish to close the setup wizard. 
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If the Launch Firefox now check box is checked, Firefox will start after you

click Finish.

Windows Vista Users:

If at any time throughout the installation process you are prompted with a

User Account Control (UAC) window, press Continue, Allow, or Accept. 

TROUBLESHOOTING

If you have problems starting Firefox, see

http://support.mozilla.com/kb/Firefox+will+not+start

http://support.mozilla.com/kb/Firefox+will+not+start
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EXTENDING FIREFOX

When you first download and install Firefox, it can

handle basic browser tasks immediately. You can also add

extra capabilities or change the way Firefox behaves by

installing add-ons, small additions that extend Firefox's

power.

Firefox extensions can pimp your browser, but they can

also collect and transmit information about you. Before you install any add-

on, keep in mind to choose add-ons from trusted sources. Otherwise, an add-

on might share information about you without your knowing, keep a record

on the sites you have visited, or even harm your computer.

There are several kinds of add-ons:

Extensions add functionality to Firefox

Themes change the appearance of Firefox.

Plugins help Firefox handle things it normally can't process (i.e. Flash

movies, Java applications).

For the topics covered in this book we are only going to need extensions. We

will look at some add-ons that are particularly relevant for dealing with

Internet security. The variety of available extensions is enormous. You can

add dictionaries for different languages, track the weather in other countries,

get suggestions for Web sites that are similar to the one you are currently

viewing, and much more. Firefox keeps a list of current extensions on its site

(https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox), or you can browse them by category at

https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/browse.

Caution: We recommend that you never install an add-

on for Firefox unless it is available from the Firefox add-

on pages. You should also never install Firefox unless you

get the installation files from a trusted source. It is

important to note that using Firefox on someone else's

computer or in an Internet caf increases your potential

https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/browse/
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vulnerability. Know that you can take Firefox on a CD or USB-stick (check

our chapter on that issue).

While no tool can protect you completely against all threats to your online

privacy and security, the Firefox extensions described in this chapter can

significantly reduce your exposure to the most common ones, and increase

your chances of remaining anonymous.

HTTPS EVERYWHERE

HTTP is considered unsafe, because communication is transmitted in plain

text. Many sites on the Web offer some support for encryption over HTTPS,

but make it difficult to use. For instance, they may connect you to HTTP by

default, even when HTTPS is available, or they may fill encrypted pages with

links that go back to the unencrypted site. The HTTPS Everywhere extension

fixes these problems by rewriting all requests to these sites to HTTPS.

Although the extension is called "HTTPS Everywhere", it only activates

HTTPS on a particular list of sites and can only use HTTPS on sites that have

chosen to support it. It cannot make your connection to a site secure if that

site does not offer HTTPS as an option.

Please note that some of those sites still include a lot of content, such as

images or icons, from third party domains that is not available over HTTPS.

As always, if the browser's lock icon is broken or carries an exclamation

mark, you may remain vulnerable to some adversaries that use active attacks

or traffic analysis. However, the effort required to monitor your browsing

should still be usefully increased.
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Some Web sites (such as Gmail) provide HTTPS support automatically, but

using HTTPS Everywhere will also protect you from TLS/SSL-stripping

attacks, in which an attacker hides the HTTPS version of the site from your

computer if you initially try to access the HTTP version.

Additional information can be found at: https://www.eff.org/https-

everywhere.

Installation

First, download the HTTPS Everywhere extension from the official Web site:

https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere

Select the newest release. In the example below, version 2.2 of HTTPS

Everywhere was used. (A newer version may be available now.)

https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere
https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere
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Click on "Allow". You will then have to restart Firefox by clicking on the

"Restart Now" button. HTTPS Everywhere is now installed.

CONFIGURATION

To access the HTTPS Everywhere settings panel in Firefox 4 (Linux), click on

the Tools menu at the top of your screen and then select Add-ons. (Note that

in different versions of Firefox and different operating systems, the Add-ons

Manager may be located in different places in the interface.)

Click on the Preferences button.

A list of all supported Web sites where HTTPS redirection rules should be

applied will be displayed. If you have problems with a specific redirection

rule, you can uncheck it here. In that case, HTTPS Everywhere will no

longer modify your connections to that specific site.

Usage

Once enabled and configured, HTTPS Everywhere is very easy and

transparent to use. Type an insecure HTTP URL (for example,

http://www.google.com).

http://www.google.com/
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Press Enter. You will be automatically redirected to the secure HTTPS

encrypted Web site (in this example: https://encrypted.google.com). No other

action is needed.

https://encrypted.google.com/
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If networks block HTTPS

Your network operator may decide to block the secure versions of Web sites

in order to increase its ability to spy on what you do. In such cases, HTTPS

Everywhere could prevent you from using these sites because it forces your

browser to use only the secure version of these sites, never the insecure

version. (For example, we heard about an airport Wi-Fi network where all

HTTP connections were permitted, but not HTTPS connections. Perhaps the

Wi-Fi operators were interested in watching what users did. At that airport,

users with HTTPS Everywhere were not able to use certain Web sites unless

they temporarily disabled HTTPS Everywhere.)

In this scenario, you might choose to use HTTPS Everywhere together with a

circumvention technology such as Tor or a VPN in order to bypass the

network's blocking of secure access to Web sites.
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Adding support for additional sites in HTTPS Everywhere

You can add your own rules to the HTTPS Everywhere add-on for your

favorite Web sites. You can find out how to do that at:

https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere/rulesets. The benefit of adding rules is

that they teach HTTPS Everywhere how to ensure that your access to these

sites is secure. But remember: HTTPS Everywhere does not allow you to

access sites securely unless the site operators have already chosen to make

their sites available through HTTPS. If a site does not support HTTPS, there

is no benefit to adding a ruleset for it.

If you are managing a Web site and have made an HTTPS version of the site

available, a good practice would be to submit your Web site to the official

HTTPS Everywhere release.

ADBLOCK PLUS

Adblock Plus (http://www.adblockplus.org) is mainly known for blocking

advertisements on websites. But it also can be used to block other content

that may try to track you. To keep current with the latest threats, Adblock

Plus relies on blacklists maintained by volunteers.

Extra Geek info: How does Adblock Plus block addresses?

The hard work here is actually done by Gecko, the

engine on top of which Firefox, Thunderbird and other

applications are built. It allows something called "content

policies". A content policy is simply a JavaScript (or C++)

object that gets called whenever the browser needs to

load something. It can then look at the address that

should be loaded and some other data and decide whether

it should be allowed. There is a number of built-in content policies (when you

define which sites shouldn't be allowed to load images in Firefox or

SeaMonkey, you are actually configuring one of these built-in content

policies) and any extension can register one. So all that Adblock Plus has to

do is to register its content policy, other than that there is only application

logic to decide which addresses to block and user interface code to allow

https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere/rulesets
http://www.adblockplus.org/
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configuration of filters.

Getting started with Adblock Plus

Once you have Firefox installed:

1. Download the latest version of Adblock Plus from the Add-On database of

Firefox

2. Confirm that your want Adblock Plus by clicking "Install Now".

3. After Adblock Plus has been installed, Firefox will ask to restart.

Choosing a filter subscription

Adblock Plus by itself doesn't do anything. It can see each element that a Web

site attempts to load, but it doesn't know which ones should be blocked. This

is what Adblock's filters are for. After restarting Firefox, you will be asked to

choose a filter subscription (free).

Which filter subscription should you choose? Adblock Plus offers a few in its
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dropdown menu and you may wish to learn about the strengths of each. A

good filter to start protecting your privacy is EasyList (also available at

http://easylist.adblockplus.org/en).

As tempting as it may seem, don't add as many subscriptions as you can get,

since some may overlap, resulting in unexpected outcomes. EasyList (mainly

targeted at English-language sites) works well with other EasyList extensions

(such as region-specific lists like RuAdList or thematic lists like EasyPrivacy).

But it collides with Fanboy's List (another list with main focus on English-

language sites).

You can always change your filter subscriptions at any time within

preferences. Once you've made your changes, click OK.

Creating personalized filters

AdBlock Plus also lets you create your own filters, if you are so inclined. To

add a filter, start with Adblock Plus preferences and click on "Add Filter" at

the bottom left corner of the window. Personalized filters may not replace the

benefits of well-maintained blacklists like EasyList, but they're very useful for

blocking specific content that isn't covered in the public lists. For example, if

you wanted to prevent interaction with Facebook from other Web sites, you

could add the following filter:

||facebook.*$domain=~facebook.com|~127.0.0.1

The first part (||facebook.*) will initially block everything coming from

Facebook's domain. The second part ($domain=~facebook.com|~127.0.0.1) is

an exception that tells the filter to allow Facebook requests only when you

are in Facebook or if the Facebook requests come from 127.0.0.1 (your own

computer) in order to keep certain features of Facebook working.

A guide on how to create your own Adblock Plus filters can be found at

http://adblockplus.org/en/filters.

Enabling and disabling AdBlock Plus for specific elements or

http://easylist.adblockplus.org/en/
http://adblockplus.org/en/filters
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Enabling and disabling AdBlock Plus for specific elements or
Web sites

You can see the elements identified by AdBlock Plus by clicking on the ABP

icon in your browser (usually next to the search bar) and selecting

"Open blockable items". A window at the bottom of your browser will

let you enable or disable each element on a case-by-case basis. Alternatively,

you can disable AdBlock Plus for a specific domain or page by clicking on the

ABP icon and ticking the option "Disable on [domain name]" or "Disable on

this page only".

OTHER EXTENSIONS THAT CAN IMPROVE YOUR SECURITY

Below is a short list of extensions that are not covered in this book but are

helpful to further protect you.

Flagfox - puts a flag in the location bar telling you where the server

you are visiting is most probably located. https://addons.mozilla.org/en-

US/firefox/addon/flagfox/

BetterPrivacy - manages "cookies" used to track you while visiting

websites. Cookies are small bits of information stored in your browser.

Some of them are used to track the sites you are visiting by advertisers.

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/betterprivacy/

GoogleSharing - If you are worried that google knows your search

history, this extension will help you prevent that.

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-us/firefox/addon/googlesharing/
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PROXY SETTINGS

A proxy server allows you to reach a Web site or other Internet location even

when direct access is blocked in your country or by your ISP. There are

many different kinds of proxies, including:

Web proxies, which only require that you know the proxy Web site's

address. A Web proxy URL may look like http://www.example.com/cgi-

bin/nph-proxy.cgi

HTTP proxies, which require that you modify your Browser settings. HTTP

proxies only work for Web content. You may get the information about a

HTTP proxy in the format "proxy.example.com:3128" or "192.168.0.1:8080".

SOCKS proxies, which also require that you modify your Browser settings.

SOCKS proxies work for many different Internet applications, including e-

mail and instant messaging tools. The SOCKS proxy information looks just

like HTTP proxy information.

You can use a Web proxy directly without any configuration by typing in the

URL. The HTTP and SOCKS proxies, however, have to be configured in your

Web browser.

DEFAULT FIREFOX PROXY CONFIGURATION

In Firefox you can change the settings for using a proxy you'll have to open

the Options or Preferences window of Firefox. You can find this in the menu,

by clicking on the top of the Window and selecting Edit > Preferences.

Go to the Network section and open the Advanced tab.
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Select Settings, click on "Manual proxy configuration" and enter the

information of the proxy server you want to use. Please remember that

HTTP proxies and SOCKS proxies work differently and have to be entered in

the corresponding fields. If there is a colon (:) in your proxy information, that

is the separator between the proxy address and the port number. Your screen

should look like this:
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After you click OK, your configuration will be saved and your Web browser

will automatically connect through that proxy on all future connections. If

you get an error message such as, "The proxy server is refusing connections"

or "Unable to find the proxy server", there is a problem with your proxy

configuration. In that case, repeat the steps above and select "No proxy" in the

last screen to deactivate the proxy.
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USING TOR?
Tor is a system intended to enable online anonymity,

composed of client software and a network of servers

which can hide information about users' locations and

other factors which might identify them. Imagine a

message being wrapped in several layers of protection:

every server needs to take off one layer, thereby

immediately deleting the sender information of the

previous server.

Use of this system makes it more difficult to trace internet traffic to the user,

including visits to Web sites, online posts, instant messages, and other

communication forms. It is intended to protect users' personal freedom,

privacy, and ability to conduct confidential business, by keeping their internet

activities from being monitored. The software is open-source and the

network is free of charge to use.

Like all current low latency anonymity networks, Tor cannot and does not

attempt to protect against monitoring of traffic at the boundaries of the Tor

network, i.e., the traffic entering and exiting the network. While Tor does

provide protection against traffic analysis, it cannot prevent traffic

confirmation (also called end-to-end correlation)

Caution: As Tor does not, and by design cannot, encrypt

the traffic between an exit node and the target server,

any exit node is in a position to capture any traffic

passing through it which does not use end-to-end

encryption such as TLS. (If your postman is corrupt he

might still open the envelope and read the content).

While this may or may not inherently violate the

anonymity of the source, if users mistake Tor's anonymity for end-to-end

encryption they may be subject to additional risk of data interception by third

parties. So: the location of the user remains hidden; however, in some cases

content is vulnerable for analysis through which also information about the
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user may be gained.

USING TOR BROWSER BUNDLE

The Tor Browser Bundle lets you use Tor on Windows, OSX and/or Linux

without requiring you to configure a Web browser. Even better, it's also a

portable application that can be run from a USB flash drive, allowing you to

carry it to any PC without installing it on each computer's hard drive.

DOWNLOADING TOR BROWSER BUNDLE

You can download the Tor Browser Bundle from the torproject.org Web site

(https://www.torproject.org), either as a single file (13MB) or a split version

that is multiple files of 1.4 MB each which may proof easier to download on

slow connections.

If the torproject.org Web site is filtered from where you are, type "tor

mirrors" in your favorite Web search engine: The results probably include

some alternative addresses to download the Tor Browser Bundle.

Caution: When you download Tor Bundle (plain

or split versions), you should check the signatures

of the files, especially if you are downloading the

files from a mirror site. This step ensures that the

files have not been tampered with. To learn more

about signature files and how to check them,

readhttps://www.torproject.org/docs/verifying-

signatures

(You can also download the GnuPG software that you will need to

check the signature here:

http://www.gnupg.org/download/index.en.html#auto-ref-2)

The instructions below refer to installing Tor Browser on Microsoft

Windows. If you are using a different operating system, refer to the

torproject.org website for download links and instructions.

Installing from a single file

https://www.torproject.org/docs/verifying-signatures
http://www.gnupg.org/download/index.en.html#auto-ref-2
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1. In your Web browser, enter the download URL for Tor Browser: 

https://www.torproject.org/download/download

2. Click the link for your language to download the installation file. 

3. On windows double-click the .EXE file you just downloaded. A "7-Zip self-

extracting archive" window appears. 

4. Choose a folder into which you want to extract the files and click "Extract".

https://www.torproject.org/download/download
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Note: You can choose to extract the files directly onto a USB key or

memory stick if you want to use Tor Browser on different computers

(for instance on public computers in Internet cafs).

5. When the extraction is completed, open the folder and check that the

contents match the image below: 

6. To clean up, delete the .EXE file you originally downloaded.

Installing from split files

1. In your Web browser, enter the URL for the split version of the Tor Browser

Bundle (https://www.torproject.org/torbrowser/split.html), then click the

link for your language to get to a page that looks like the one for English

below: 

https://www.torproject.org/torbrowser/split.html
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2. Click each file to download it (one ending in ".exe" and nine others ending in

".rar"), one after the other, and save them all in one folder on your hard- or

USB-drive. 

3. Double-click the first part (the file whose name ends in ".exe"). This runs a

program to gather all the parts together. 

4. Choose a folder where you want to install the files, and click "Install". The
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program displays messages about its progress while it's running, and then

quits.

5. When the extraction is completed, open the folder and check that the

contents match the image below: 

6. To clean up, delete all the files you originally downloaded.

USING TOR BROWSER

Before you start:

Close Firefox. If Firefox is installed on your computer, make sure it is not

currently running.

Close Tor. If Tor is already installed on your computer, make sure it is not

currently running.

Launch Tor Browser:

In the "Tor Browser" folder, double-click "Start Tor Browser". The Tor control

panel ("Vidalia") opens and Tor starts to connect to the Tor network. 
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When a connection is established, Firefox automatically connects to the

TorCheck page and then confirms if you are connected to the Tor network.

This may take some time, depending on the quality of your Internet

connection.
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If you are connected to the Tor network, a green onion icon appears in the

System Tray on the lower-right-hand corner of your screen: 

BROWSING THE WEB USING TOR BROWSER

Try viewing a few Web sites, and see whether they display. The sites are

likely to load more slowly than usual because your connection is being routed

through several relays.

IF THIS DOES NOT WORK
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IF THIS DOES NOT WORK

If the onion in the Vidalia Control Panel never turns green or if Firefox

opened, but displayed a page saying "Sorry. You are not using Tor", as in the

image below, then you are not using Tor.

If you see this message, close Firefox and Tor Browser and then repeat the

steps above. You can perform this check to ensure that you are using tor, at

any time by clicking the bookmark button labelled "TorCheck at Xenobite..."

in the Firefox toolbar.

If Firefox browser does not launch, another instance of the browser may be

interfering with Tor Browser. To fix this:

1. Open the Windows Task Manager. How you do this depends on how your

computer is set up. On most systems, you can right-click in the Task Bar

and then click "Task Manager".

2. Click the "Processes" tab.

3. Look for a process in the list named "firefox.exe".
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4. If you find one, select the entry and click "End Process".

5. Repeat the steps above to launch Tor Browser.

If Tor Browser still doesn't work after two or three tries, Tor may be partly

blocked by your ISP and you should try using the bridgefeature of Tor.

ALTERNATIVES

There are two other projects that bundle Tor and a browser:

XeroBank, a bundle of Tor with Firefox

(http://xerobank.com/xB_Browser.php)

OperaTor, a bundle of Tor with Opera

(http://archetwist.com/en/opera/operator)

http://xerobank.com/xB_Browser.php
http://archetwist.com/en/opera/operator
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GETTING, SETTING-UP AND TESTING A VPN
ACCOUNT

In all the VPN systems, there is one computer set up as a server (in an

unrestricted location), where one or more clients connect to. The set up of

the server is out of the scope of this manual and the set up of this system is in

general covered by your VPN provider. This server is one of the two ends of

the encrypted tunnel. It is that important the company running this server

can be trusted and is located in an area you trust. So to run a VPN, an

account is needed at such a trusted server.

Please keep in mind that an account can often only be used on one device

concurrently. If you want to login on a VPN with both your mobile and

laptop, it is very well possible you need two accounts.

AN ACCOUNT FROM A COMMERCIAL VPN PROVIDER

There are multiple VPN providers out there. Some will give you free trial

time, others will begin charging right away at an approximate rate of 5Ö¬ per

month. Look for a VPN provider that offers OpenVPN accounts - it is an Open

Source, trusted solution available for Linux, OS X, Windows as well as

Android and iOS.

When choosing an VPN provider you need to consider the following points:

Information that is required from you to register an account - the less is

needed the better. A truly privacy concerned VPN provider would only ask

you for email address (make a temporary one!), username and password.

More isn't required unless the provider creates a user database which you

probably don't want to be a part of.

Payment method to be used to pay for your subscription. Cash-transfer is

probably the most privacy-prone method, however slow it does not link

your bank account and your VPN network ID. Paypal can also be an

acceptable option assuming that you can register and use a temporary

account for every payment. Payment via a bank transfer or by a credit card

can severely undermine your anonymity on and beyond VPN.

Avoid VPN providers that require you to install their own proprietary client
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software. There is a perfect open source solution for any platform, having to

run a "special" client is a clear sign of a phony service.

Look for a VPN provider that's using OpenVPN - an open source, multi-

platform VPN solution.

Exit gateways in countries of your interest. Having a choice of several

countries allows you to change your geo-political context and appears to

come from a different part of the world. You need to be aware of legislation

details and privacy laws in that particular country.

Anonymity policy regarding your traffic - a safe VPN provider will have a

non-disclosure policy. Personal information, such as username and times of

connection, should not be logged either.

Allowed protocols to use within VPN and protocols that are routed to the

Internet. You probably want most of the protocols to be available

Price vs. quality of the service and its reliability.

Any known issues in regard to anonymity of the users the VPN provider

might have had in the past. Look online, read forums and ask around. Don't

be tempted by unknown, new, cheap or dodgy offers.

There are several VPN-review oriented places online that can help you make

the right choice:

http://www.bestvpnservice.com/vpn-providers.php

http://vpncreative.com/complete-list-of-vpn-providers

http://en.cship.org/wiki/VPN

SETTING UP YOUR VPN CLIENT

"OpenVPN [..] is a full featured SSL VPN software solution that integrates

OpenVPN server capabilities, enterprise management capabilities,

simplified OpenVPN Connect UI, and OpenVPN Client software packages

that accommodate GNu/Linux, OSX, Windows and environments.

OpenVPN Access Server supports a wide range of configurations,

including secure and granular remote access to internal network and/or

private cloud network resources and applications with fine-grained access

control." (http://openvpn.net/index.php/access-server/overview.html)

There is a number of different standards for setting up VPN networks,

including PPTP, LL2P/IPSec and OpenVPN. They vary in complexity, the
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level of security they provide, and which operating systems they are available

for. In this text we will concentrate on OpenVPN. It works on most versions

of GNU/Linux, OSX, Windows. OpenVPN is TLS/SSL-based - it uses the same

type of encryption that is used in HTTPS (Secure HTTP) and a myriad of

other encrypted protocols. OpenVPN encryption is based on RSA key

exchange algorithm. For this to work and in order to communicate, both the

server and the client need to have public and private RSA keys.

Once you got access to your VPN account the server generates those keys

and you simply need to download those from the website of your VPN

provider or have them sent to your email address. Together with your keys

you will receive a root certificate (*.ca) and a main configuration file (*.conf or

*.ovpn). In most cases only the following files will be needed to configure and

run an OpenVPN client:

client.conf (or client.ovpn) - configuration file that includes all necessary

parameters and settings. NOTE: in some cases certificates and keys can

come embedded inside the main configuration file. In such a case the below

mentioned files are not necessary.

ca.crt (unless in configuration file) - root authority certificate of your VPN

server, used to sign and check other keys issued by the provider.

client.crt (unless in configuration file) - your client certificate, allows you

to communicate with VPN server.

Based on a particular configuration, your VPN provider might require a

username/password pair to authenticate your connection. Often, for

convenience username and password can be saved into a separate file or

added to the main configuration file. In other cases a so-called key-based

authentication is used, the key is stored in a separate file:

client.key (unless in configuration file) - client authentication key, used to

authenticate to the VPN server and establish an encrypted data channel.

In most cases, or unless necessary you don't need to change anything in the

configuration file and (surely!) do not edit key or certificate files! All VPN

providers have thorough instructions regarding the setup, read and follow

those guidelines to make sure your VPN client is configured correctly.
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NOTE: Usually it's only allowed to use one key per one connection, so you

probably shouldn't be using the same keys on different devices at the same

time. Get a new set of keys for each device you plan to use on VPN network

or attempt to setup a local VPN gateway (advanced, not covered here).

Download your OpenVPN configuration and key files copy them to a safe

place and proceed to the following chapter.

SETTING UP OPENVPN CLIENT

In the following chapters some examples are given for setting up OpenVPN

client software. On any flavor of GNU/Linux use your favorite package

manager and install openvpn or openvpn-client package.

If you want to use OpenVPN on Windows or OSX, have look at:

http://openvpn.se (Windows interface) 

http://code.google.com/p/tunnelblick (OSX interface)
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VPN ON UBUNTU

If you use Ubuntu as your operating system, you can connect to a VPN by

using the built-in NetworkManager. This application is able to set up

networks with OpenVPN and PPTP. Unfortunately at the time of writing a

L2TP interface is not available in Ubuntu. (It can be done manually, but it

goes beyond the scope of this document).

The following example will explain how to connect with a PPTP-server and

an OpenVPN-server.

This document is divided in three parts. The first part covers the general

installation of required elements and is necessary for both types of VPN-

tunnels. The second and third part describe the configuration for PPTP and

OpenVPN parts.

Under all situations we assume you already have a VPN account as described

earlier in this section. 

1. PREPARING NETWORK MANAGER FOR VPN NETWORKS

For Ubuntu there is an excellent network utility: Network Manager. This is

the same utility you use to set up your Wireless (or wired) network and is

normally in the upper right corner of your screen (next to the clock). This

tools is also capable of managing your VPNs, but before it can do so, it's

necessary to install some extensions.

Installing PPTP and OpenVPN extension for Network Manager

To install the plugins for Network Manager we will use the Ubuntu Software

Center.

1. Open the Ubuntu Software Center by typing software in the Unity search

bar
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2. The Ubuntu Software Center enables you to search, install and remove

software on your computer. Click on the search box at the top right of the

window. 

3. In the search box, type in "network-manager-openvpn-gnome" (which is the

extension that will enable OpenVPN) and/or "network-manager-pptp-

gnome" (which is the extension for PPTP). It's necessary to type the full

names because the packages are classified as "technical" and don't pop-up

earlier. 

These packages include all the files you need to establish a VPN connection

successfully. You can decide to install both extensions or only the one you

need. 
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4. Ubuntu may ask you for additional permissions to install the program. If

that is the case, type in your password and click Authenticate. Once the

package is installed, you can close the Software Center window. 

5. To check if the extensions are correctly installed, click on the

NetworkManager (the icon at the left of your system clock) and select VPN

Connections > Configure VPN. 
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6. Click Add under the VPN tab. 

7. If you see a pop-up asking for the type of VPN and the tunnel technology

(OpenVPN or PPTP) option is available, this means that you have installed

the VPN extension in Ubuntu correctly. If you have your VPN login

information ready, you can continue right away, else you first have to get a

VPN account from a VPN-provider. If this is the case, click cancel to close

the Network Manager. 
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2. CONFIGURING A PPTP NETWORK ON UBUNTU

If you want to set up OpenVPN, you skip this section and jump to "3. Set up

OpenVPN on Ubuntu"

Let's assume have your credentials from your VPN provider for PPTP ready.

This information should contain the following:

Username, ex. bill

Password, ex. verysecretpassword

VPN server, ex. tunnel.greenhost.nl

1. Before getting started, please be sure you have read the paragraph "testing

before and after account set up". In this way you will be able to validate if

your connection is actually working after set up.

2. If you have installed all software in the previous chapter, we are now ready

to go. Setting up PPTP is very simple in Ubuntu: first we open the VPN

network setting, by using the NetworkManager Utility. Just next to your

system clock (were you also set your WiFi setting), just click on it and the

following menu pops up. Choose Configure VPN (under VPN Connections). 
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3. A new window will pop-up, showing your VPN connection. This list is

empty if you have not configured a VPN before. Simple choose: Add 

4. The next window will show you the available options. In This case make

sure you choose Point-to_point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). If you have

selected this protocol choose "Create ..." 
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5. In the next pop-up fill out the required information. The connectname is just

the name to identify this connection with. The gateway is the server address

of the VPN provider, in this case "tunnel.greenhost.nl" are self explanatory.,

the fields "User name" and "Password" 

Please pay special attention to the "Connect Automatically" option. If

enabled, the VPN will be always online (if available). This setting is

recommended if you have an unlimited dataplan with you VPN provider. 

Also it's needed to enable encryption. This can be done with the advanced

options, so choose "Advanced..." 
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6. In the advanced options screen enable: "Use Point-to-Point encryption

(MPPE)". The utility will give you a warning that some authentication

methods are not possible with MPPE. This is the expected behaviour. You

can confirm the settings with "OK" to return to the previous window. Please

"Apply" this window, and we nearly ready to go. 
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7. Now you will return to the overview. If everything went fine, you will have

a new connection now. Here it's called "VPN to Greenhost". You can close

this window now, your settings are complete. 

8. Now, let's activate the VPN. Hit the Network Utility Tool again, browse to
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"VPN Connections" and next "Click on VPN to Greenhost" 

9. If everything went fine, look at the small change in the notification icon:

this should now give you a "lock" icon next to the WiFi signal. 

3. CONFIGURING AN OPENVPN NETWORK

Let's assume you received your configuration files and credentials from your

VPN provider. This information should contain the following

an *.ovpn file, ex. air.ovpn

The file: ca.crt (this file is specific for every OpenVPN provider)

The file: user.crt (this file is your personal certificate, used for encryption of

data)

The file: user.key (this file contains your private key. It should be protected

in a good manner. Loosing this file will make your connection insecure)
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In most cases your provider will send these files to you in a zip file.

1. Before getting started, please be sure you've read the paragraph "testing

before and after account set up", this way you will be able to validate if

your connection is actually working after set up.

2. Unzip the file you have downloaded to a folder on your hard drive (e.g.:

"/home/[yourusername]/.vpn"). You should now have four files. The file

"air.ovpn" is the configuration file that you need to import into

NetworkManager. 

3. To import the configuration file, open NetworkManager and go to VPN

Connections > Configure VPN. 
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4. Under the VPN tab, click Import. 

5. Locate the file air.ovpn that you have just unzipped. Click Open. 
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6. A new window will open. Leave everything as it is and click Apply. 

7. Congratulations! Your VPN connection is ready to be used and should

appear on the list of connections under the VPN tab. You can now close

NetworkManager. 
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Using your new VPN connection

Now that you configured NetworkManager to connect to a VPN service using

the OpenVPN client, you can use your new VPN connection to circumvent

Internet censorship. To get started, follow these steps:

1. In the NetworkManager menu, select your new connection from VPN

Connections. 
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2. Wait for the VPN connection to be established. When connected, a small

padlock should appear right next to your NetworkManager icon, indicating

that you are now using a secure connection. Move your cursor over the icon

to confirm that the VPN connection is active. 

3. Test your connection, using the described method earlier. 

4. To disconnect from your VPN, select VPN Connections > Disconnect VPN in

the NetworkManager menu. You are now using your normal (filtered)

connection again. 
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VPN ON MACOSX
Setting up a VPN on MacOSX is very easy once you have your account details

ready, Let's assume have your credentials from your VPN provider for

L2TP/IpSec connection ready. This information should contain the following:

Username, ex. bill2

Password, ex. verysecretpassword

VPN server, ex. tunnel.greenhost.nl

A Pre-Shared-Key or Machine-certificate

1. Before getting started, please be sure you've read the paragraph "testing

before and after account set up", this way you will be able to validate if

your connection is actually working after set up.

2. A VPN is configured in the network settings, that are accessible via "System

Preferences.." in the Apple menu. 

3. Next, open the Network preferences . 
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4. OSX uses this nifty system to lock windows. To add a VPN it is necessary to

unlock the screen: you can do this by clicking on the lock on the left bottom

of the screen. 
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5. Enter our user credentials 

6. Now we can add a new network. Do this by clicking on the "+" sign 
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7. In the pop-up you need to specify the type of connection. In this case

choose an VPN interface with L2TP over IPSec. This is the most common

system. Also don't forget to give the connection a nice name. 

8. Next comes the connection data. Please fill in the provided server name and

user name (called 'Account Name'). If this is done, click on the

"Authentication Settings..." button 
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9. In the new pop-up you can specify connection specific information. This is

the way the user is authenticated and how the machine is authenticated.

The user is very commonly authenticated by using a password, although

other methods are possible. Machine authentication is often done by a

Shared Secret (Pre-Shared-Key/PSK), but also quite often by using a

certficate. In this case we use the Shared Secret method. When this is done

click OK. 
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10. Now you return back to the network screen. The next step is very

important, so click on "Advanced..." 
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11. In the new pop up you will see an option to route all traffic through the

VPN connection. We want to enable this, so all our traffic is encrypted. 

12. Well, all is done. Now hit the Connect button! 

13. A pop-up appears. You need to confirm your changes, just hit "Apply" 
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14. After a few seconds, on the left side the connection should turn green. If so,

you are connected! 

15. Ok, now test your connection!
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VPN ON WINDOWS

Setting up a VPN on Windows is very easy once you have your account

details ready. Let's assume have your credentials from your VPN provider for

L2TP/IpSec connection ready. This information should contain the following:

Username, ex. bill2 

Password, ex. verysecretpassword 

VPN server, ex. tunnel.greenhost.nl

A Pre-Shared-Key or Machine-certificate 

1. Before getting started, please be sure you've read the paragraph "testing

before and after account set up", this way you will be able to validate if

your connection is actually working after set up. 

2. We need to go to the "Network and Sharing Center" of Windows to create a

new VPN connection. We can access this center easily by clicking on the

network icon next to the systemclock en click on "open Network and

Sharing Center" 

3. The "Network and Sharing Center" will popup. You will see some

information about your current network. Click on "Connect to a network" to

add a VPN connection. 
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4. The wizard to setup a connection will popup. Choose the option to "connect

to a workplace", which is Microsoft's way of naming a VPN connection. 
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5. The next screen asks us if we want to use our Internet connection or an old-

skool phone line to connect to the VPN. Just choose the first option then. 

6. The next screen asks for the connection details. Enter here the server of
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your VPN-provider (called "Internet address" in this dialog). On the bottom

please check the box "Don't connect now; just set it up". Using this option

the connection will be automatially saved and it's easier to control extra

settings. If this is all done, hit the "next" button 

7. Next up are your username and password. Just give them like you received

them from your VPN-provider. If the connection fails, windows forget's

them. So keep them with you, you maybe need them later. If this is done.

Click "create". 
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8. Your connection is now available, if you click the the network icon again,

you will see a new option in the network menu, the name of your VPN

connection, just click it to connect. 
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9. And click "connect" 
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10. A VPN connection dialog appears. This give us the opportunity to review

our settings and to connect. You can try to connect, Windows will try to

discover all other settings automatically. Unfortunately, this does not

always work, so if this is not working for you, hit the "properties" button. 
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11. The properties windows appear. The most important page is the "Security"

page, click on the Security tab to open it. 
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12. In the security tab you can specify VPN type, normally L2TP/IPSec or PPTP.

For L2TP/IPSec also have a look at the Advanced settings. 
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13. In the Advanced Settings window, you can specify if you are using a

preshared key or a certificate. This depends on your VPN-provider. If you

have received a pre-shared-key, Select this option and fill in this key. Hit ok

afterwards. You will return to the previous window, click ok there also 
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14. Back in to connection window try to connect now. Please be sure your

username and password are filled out. 
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15. A connection popup will appear 

16. Online! Don't forget to check if your VPN is working properly. 
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MAKE SURE IT WORKS

Probably one of the first things that you would like to make sure of right after

your VPN connection has been set upis whether your data is actually passing via

the VPN network. The simplest (and reliable) test is to check what your "external"

IP address is, the address which you are exposing to the Internet. There are

numerous websites online that can report your IP address and its geo-location.

One of such services is:http://www.myip.se (and try using others too!)

Hoping that you have followed our advice and chose a VPN provider from a foreign

country (rather then the country you are in) you will see that your IP geo-location

reported as a remote location. Nowadays, almost any online search engine will

report your IP address if you search for "my ip". To be absolutely sure that your

traffic is redirected via the VPN simply search for "my ip" before connecting to

VPN and beyond.. The results should differ.

Once you know that your external IP has been changed to the IP of your VPN

server you can rest assured your communication is encrypted - VPN connection

would not succeed were there any errors.
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INSTALLING TRUECRYPT

TrueCrypt can be installed on Windows, Linux, or MacOSX. The installation

files are available here: http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads

The following gives complete detail on how to install TrueCrypt on your

computer for each of these Operating Systems, starting with Ubuntu.

INSTALLING ON UBUNTU

TrueCrypt is not available in the standard Ubuntu repositories. This means

you cannot use the Ubuntu Software Center or apt-get (a command line

method for installing software on Ubuntu) to install it. Instead you must first

visit the TrueCrypt downloads page (http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads).

You will see a drop-down menu under the heading Linux.

From the '(Select a package)' drop down menu you can choose from four

options:

This is a little technical - the console version is the one you choose if you are

either very technical and don't like Graphical User Interfaces or you wish to

run this on a machine that you have only a terminal (command line or 'shell')

access to (like a remote server for example).

Assuming you are running this in your laptop its best to choose the easy

'standard' option - this will give you a nice user interface to use. From these

http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads
http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads
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two options you need to choose the one most suitable for the architecture of

your machine. Don't know what this means? Well, it basically comes down to

the type of hardware (processor) running on your computer, the options are

32-bit or 64-bit. Unfortunately Ubuntu does not make it easy for you to find

this information if you don't already know it. You need to open a 'terminal'

from the Applications->Accessories menu and type the following, followed by

the [enter] key 

 uname -a

The output will be something like 'Linux bigsy 2.6.32-30-generic #59-Ubuntu

SMP Tue Mar 1 21:30:46 UTC 2011 x86_64 GNU/Linux'. In this instance you

can see the architecture is 64-bit ('x86_64'). In this example I would choose

the 'Standard - 64-bit (x64)' option. If you see 'i686' somewhere in the output

of the uname command then you would choose the other standard option to

download.

Once selected press the 'download' button and save the file to somewhere on

your computer.

So the installation process is still not over. The file you downloaded is a

compressed file (to make downloading it is faster) and you need to first de-

compress the file before you install it. Fortunately Ubuntu makes this easy -

simply browse to the file on your computer and right click on it and choose

'Extract Here'.
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You will see a new file appear next to the compressed file:

Nearly done! Now right click on the new file and choose 'open' :
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If all is well you will see a window open like this:

Choose 'run' and you see the following:
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Now we are getting somewhere...press 'Install TrueCrypt'. You will be

displayed a user agreement. At the bottom press 'I accept and agree to be

bound by the license terms' (sounds serious). You will then be shown another

info screen telling you you can uninstall TrueCrypt. Press 'OK' then you will

be asked for your password to install software on your computer. Enter your

password and then you will finally see a screen like this:

Believe it or now your are done...TrueCrypt is installed and you can access it

from the Applications->accessories menu...close the setup window. Now

proceed to the chapter on Using TrueCrypt.

INSTALLING ON OSX
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INSTALLING ON OSX

1. To install TrueCrypt on OSX first visit the download page

(http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads) and press the download button under

the OSX section.

2. Download this to your computer find the .dmg file and open it to acces the

installation package.

3. Open the installation package, and click away through the dialogues.

http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads
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4. Choose the standard installation. (you can choose to do a customized

installation and deselect FUSE, but why would you? You need it!)

6. After the installation finishes you can find the program in your

Applications folder
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INSTALLING ON WINDOWS

To install TrueCrypt on Windows first visit the download page

(http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads) and press the download button under

the Windows section.

Download this to your computer and then double click on the file. You will

see a license agreement.

http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads
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Click on 'I accept and agree to be bound by the license terms' and then click

'Accept'.

Leave the above screen with the defaults and press 'Next >' and you will be

taken to the Setup Options window:

You can leave this with the defaults. If you want to set up TrueCrypt just for

yourself then consider not selecting the 'Install for all users'. However if you

are installing this on your own machine and no one else uses the computer

then this is not necessary. You may also wish to consider installing TrueCrypt

in a folder other than the default. In which case click 'Browse' and choose

another location. When you are done click 'Install' and the process will

proceed: 

When the installation is complete you will get a verification popup that it was

successful. Close this window and click 'Finish' and all is done. Now proceed

to the chapter on Using TrueCrypt.
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USING TRUECRYPT

The following are step-by-step instructions on how to create, mount, and use

a TrueCrypt volume.

CREATING A TRUECRYPT CONTAINER

Step 1:

Install TrueCrypt. Then launch TrueCrypt by

double-clicking the file TrueCrypt.exe in Windows

opening Applications->Accessories->TrueCrypt in Ubuntu

on MacOSX open it by clicking Go > Applications. Find TrueCrypt in the

Applications folder and double click on it.

Step 2:

When the main TrueCrypt window appears. Click Create Volume.
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Step 3:

You should see the TrueCrypt Volume Creation Wizard window appear on

screen.

 Where do you

want to create the TrueCrypt volume? You need to choose now. This can be
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in a file, which is also called a container, in a partition or drive. The following

steps will take you through the first option creating a TrueCrypt volume

within a file.

You can just click Next, as the option is selected by default,

Step 4:

Next you need to choose whether to create a standard or hidden TrueCrypt

volume. We will walk you through the former option and create a standard

TrueCrypt volume.

You can just click Next, as the option is selected by default. 

Step 5:

Now you have to specify where to have the TrueCrypt volume (file

container) created. Note that a TrueCrypt container behaves like any normal

file. It can be moved or deleted as any normal file.
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Click Select File.

The standard file selector will now appear on screen (the TrueCrypt Volume

Creation Wizard remains open in the background). You need to browse to the

folder that the file should be created in and then type into the 'name' field the

name for the file you wish to create.
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We will create our TrueCrypt volume in the folder 'adam/true' and the

filename of the volume (container) will be 'myencryptedfile'. You may, of

course, choose any other filename and location you like (for example, on a

USB stick). Note that the file 'myencryptedfile' does not exist yet - TrueCrypt

will create it. Press 'Save' when you are ready. The file selector window

should close.

IMPORTANT: Note that TrueCrypt will not encrypt any existing files. If an

existing file is selected in this step, it will be overwritten and replaced by the

newly created volume (the contents of the existing file will be lost). You will

be able to encrypt existing files later on by moving them to the TrueCrypt

volume that we are creating now.

Step 6:

In the Volume Creation Wizard window (which was previously running in

the background), click Next.

Step 7:

Here you can choose an encryption algorithm and a hash algorithm for the

volume. 
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The TrueCrypt manual suggests that if you are not sure what to select here,

you can use the default settings and click Next (for more information about

each setting have a look at the TrueCrypt documentation website).

Step 8:

Now choose the size of your container. You should be fine with 1 megabyte

but for this example we will enter '20' into the available field.

You may, of course, specify a different size. After you type the desired size in

the input field, click Next.

Step 9:

This step is really important, choosing a password.

The information displayed in the Wizard window about what is considered a

good password, should be read carefully.

Choose a strong password, type it in the first input field. Then re-type it in

the input field below the first one.
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When you are done click Next.

Step 10:

Now you must choose the format of your partition (this step may not be

available for you under windows or OSX). If using Ubuntu you can choose a

Linux file type or FAT (Windows) for simplicity leave it at the default.

Then press Next. 
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Step 11:

Next TrueCrypt tries to generate random information to help encrypt your

container. For 30 seconds move your mouse as randomly as possible within

the Volume Creation Wizard window. Move the mouse as much as possible

for up to a minute. This significantly increases security by increasing the

cryptographic strength of the encryption keys. security). Move your mouse

around until you are bored. 

Then Click Format.

TrueCrypt will now create a file in the folder you selected with the name you

chose. This file will be a TrueCrypt container, containing the encrypted

TrueCrypt volume. This may take some time depending on the size of the

volume. When it finishes this should appear:
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Click OK to close the dialog box.

Step 11:

Well done! You've just successfully created a TrueCrypt volume (file

container).

In the TrueCrypt Volume Creation Wizard window, click Exit.

MOUNTING THE ENCRYPTED VOLUME 

Step 1:

Open up TrueCrypt again.

Step 2:

Make sure one of the 'Slots' is chosen (it doesn't matter which - you can leave

at the default first item in the list). Click Select File.
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The standard file selector window should appear.

Step 3:

In the file selector, browse to the container file (which we created earlier) and

select it.
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Click Open (in the file selector window).

The file selector window should disappear.

Step 4:

In the main TrueCrypt window, click Mount.
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Password prompt dialog window should appear.

Step 5:

Type the password in the password input field.

Step 6:

Click OK in the password prompt window.

TrueCrypt will now attempt to mount the volume. If the password is correct,
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the volume will be mounted.

If the password is incorrect (for example, if you typed it incorrectly),

TrueCrypt will notify you and you will need to repeat the previous step (type

the password again and click OK).

Step 7:

We have just successfully mounted the container as a virtual disk 1. The

container will appear on your Desktop or you will see it in your file browser.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

The disk that you have just created is completely encrypted and behaves like

a real disk. Saving (moving, copying, etc) files to this disk will allow you to

encrypt files on the fly.

You'll be able to open a file which is stored on a TrueCrypt volume, which

will automatically be decrypted to RAM while it is being read, and you won't

need to enter your password each time. You'll only need to enter this when

your mounting the volume.

REMEMBER TO DISMOUNT!

To do this right click on the drive and select unmount. This will

automatically happen when you turn off your computer but will not happen

if you just put the computer on sleep.
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SETTING UP A HIDDEN VOLUME

A TrueCrypt hidden volume exists within the free space of a typical

TrueCrypt volume. Given then the 'outer volume' is accessed it is (almost)

impossible to determine if there is a hidden volume within it. This is because

TrueCrypt always fills the empty space of an encrypted volume with random

data. So a hidden volume looks the same as an empty TrueCrypt volume.

To create and use a hidden volume you need two passwords - one each for

the outer and inner (hidden) volumes. When you mount (open) the volume

you can use either password and that will determine which of the two is

opened. If you want to open just the hidden volume you use one password,

and if you want to access just the non-hidden encrypted volume you use the

other password.

To create a hidden volume open TrueCrypt and press the 'Create Volume'

button:
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The options for half of this process are almost the same as for setting up a

standard TrueCrypt volume and then the process continues for setting up the

hidden volume but lets go through the entire process step by step anyway. In

the screen shown below you just want to stay with the default setting 'Create

an encrypted file container':

Press 'Next >' and continue to the next screen.

In the above screen you want to be sure that you choose the second option

'Hidden TrueCrypt Volume'. Select this and click on 'Next >' you will then be

asked to choose the location and name of the TrueCrypt outer volume.
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Click 'Select File...' and browse to a location for a new TrueCrypt volume. We

will use the name 'myencryptedfile' in this example. Its the same name as we

used in the last example so be aware that if you have just followed those

instructions you must now create a new volume with a new name. 

Browse to the directory where you want to put the outer volume and enter
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the name of the volume in the field named 'Name' as in the example above.

When you are satisfied all is well click on 'Save'. The file browser will close

and you return to the Wizard. Click 'Next >'. Here you are presented with

some very technical choices. Don't worry about them. Leave them at the

defaults and click 'Next >'. The next screen asks you to determine the size of

the outer volume. Note that when you do this the maximum inner 'hidden'

volume size is determined by TrueCrypt. This maximum size will of course

be smaller that the size you are setting on this screen. If you are not sure

what the ratio of outer volume size to inner (hidden) volume size is then go

through the process now as a 'dummy' run - you can always trash the

encrypted volume and start again (no harm done).

So choose the size of the outer volume, I will choose 20MB as shown below:

You cannot set the outer volume size to be larger than the amount of free

space you have available on your disk. TrueCrypt tells you the maximum

possible size in bold letters so create a volume size saller than that. Then click

'Next >' and you will be taken to a screen asking you to set a password for the

outer (not the hidden, this comes later) volume.
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Enter a password that is strong (see the chapter on creating good passwords)

and press 'Next >'. Next TrueCrypt wants you to help it create the random

data it will fill the volume up with. So wave your mouse around, browse the

web, and do whatever you want for as long as you can. When you feel

TrueCrypt should be happy then press 'Format'. You will see a progress bar

zip by and then you will be presented with the next screen: 

You can open the outer volume if you like but for this chapter we will skip

that and go ahead to create the hidden volume. Press 'Next >' and TrueCrypt

will work out how the maximum possible size of the hidden volume.

When you see the above screen just press 'Next >'. Now you must choose the

encryption type for the hidden volume. Leave it at the defaults and press

'Next >'.

Now you will be asked to choose the size of the hidden volume.
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I have set (as you see above) the maximum size as 10MB. When you have set

your maximum size press 'Next >' and you will be promoted to create a

password for the hidden volume.

When creating the password for the hidden volume make sure you make it

substantially different fro the password for the outer volume. If someone

really does access your drive and finds out the password for the outer volume

they might try variations on this password to see if there is also a hidden

volume. So make sure the two passwords are not alike.

Enter your password in the two fields and press 'Next >'.

Leave this window at the defaults and press 'Next >' and you will be presented

with the same screen you have seen before to generate random data for

TrueCrypt. When you are happy click 'Format' and you should see the

following :

The TrueCrypt manual it is referring to is not this manual. They mean this

manual : http://www.truecrypt.org/docs/
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Click 'OK' and keep and exit TrueCrypt. You can now mount the volume as

noted in the previous chapter. 
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SECURELY DESTROYING DATA

Just hit the delete button and you are done! No it's not that easy. To

understand how to securely delete data, we have to understand how data is

stored. In an analogy to the real world, an explanation of how data is stored

follows:

Assume you have a small notebook with 10 pages and you want to write

some data in this notebook. You just start writing on the first page up to the

end of the notebook. Maybe you decide the information on page 5 must be

destroyed. Probably you will just take out the page and burn it.

Unfortunately data on a harddisk doesn't work this way. A harddisk contains

not ten but thousands or maybe even millions of pages. Also it's impossible to

take out a "page" of a harddisk and destroy it. To explain how a harddisk

work, we will continue with our 10-page notebook example. But now we will

work a little bit different with it. We will work in a way similar to how a

harddisk works.

This time we use the first page of our notebook as an index. Assume we write

a piece about "WikiLeaks", then on the first page we write a line "piece about

WikiLeaks: see page 2". The actual piece is then written on page 2.

For the next document, a piece about "Goldman Sachs" we add a line on page

1, "Goldman Sachs: see page 3". We can continue this way till our notebook is

full. Let's assume the first page will look like this:

WikiLeaks -> see page 2

Goldman Sachs -> see page 3

Monstanto scandal -> see page 4

Holiday pictures -> see page 5

KGB Investigation -> see page 6

Al Jazeeraa contacts -> see page 7

Iran nuclear program -> see page 8

Sudan investigation -> see page 9

Infiltration in EU-politics -> see page 10
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Now, let's decide you want to wipe the "Goldman Sachs" piece, what a

harddisk will do, it will only remove the entry on the first page, but not the

actual data, your index will be:

WikiLeaks -> see page 2

Monstanto scandal -> see page 4

Holiday pictures -> see page 5

KGB Investigation -> see page 6

Al Jazeeraa contacts -> see page 7

Iran nuclear program -> see page 8

Sudan investigation -> see page 9

Infiltration in EU-politics -> see page 10

What we did, we removed only the reference to the article, but if we open

page 3, we will still able to read the Goldman Sachs piece. This is exactly the

way what a harddisk does when your "delete" a file. With specialized software

it still able to "recover" page 3.

To securely delete data, we should do the following:

1. Open the "Goldman Sachs" page (page 3)

2. Use an eraser to remove the article there, if done return to page 1

3. Delete the reference in the index on page 1

Well you will be surprised by the similarity between this example and the real

world. You know when you removed the article on page 3 with an eraser, it is

still possible to read the article slightly. The pencil leaves a track on the paper

because of the pressure of the pencil on the paper and also you will be unable

to erase all of the graphite. Small traces are left behind on the paper. If you

really need this article, you can reconstruct (parts) of it, even if it's erased.

With a harddisk this is very similar. Even if you erased every piece of data, it

is sometimes possible with (very) specialized hardware to recover pieces of

the data. If the data is very confidential and must be erased with the greatest

care, you can use software to "overwrite" all pieces of data with random data.

When this is done multiple times, this will make the data untraceable.

A NOTE ON SOLID STATE HARD DRIVES
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A NOTE ON SOLID STATE HARD DRIVES

The instructions below explain how to use file deletion tools to securely

delete files from your hard drives. These tools rely on the Operating System

you are using being able to directly address every byte on the hard drive in

order to tell the drive "set byte number X to 0". Unfortunately, due to a

number of advanced technologies used by Solid State Drive (SSDs) such as

TRIM, it is not always possible to ensure with 100% certainty that every part

of a file on an SSD has been erased using the tools below.

SECURELY DELETE DATA UNDER WINDOWS

For Windows there is a good open source tool called "File Shredder". This tool

can be downloaded from http://www.fileshredder.org

The installation is very straightforward, just download the application and

install it by hitting the next button. After installation this application will

automatically start. You can then start using it for shredding files. However

the best part of the program is that you can use it from within windows itself

by right clicking on a file.

1. Click right on the file you want to shred, and choose File Shredder -> Secure

delete files 

http://www.fileshredder.org/
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2. A pop-up asks if you really want to shred this file 

3. After confirming, there your file goes. Depending on the size of the file this

can take a while 

SECURELY DELETE DATA UNDER MACOSX

There are basically to build-in steps to make to securely delete your data on

Mac OSX.

1. Erase the free-space on your hard-drive containing all the data of items

which are deleted in an unsecure way.

2. Make sure that every file from then on is always securely deleted.

We start with the first one:

Erasing Free Space
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Erasing Free Space

1. Open Disk-Utility which resides in the Utilities folder inside the

Applications folder.

2. Select your hard drive and click on 'Erase Free Space'.
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3. Three options will appear, from top to bottom more secure, but also they

take much more time to complete. Read the descriptions on each one of them

to get an idea from what will happen if you use them and then choose which

one might suite your needs the best and click 'Erase free Space'.

If time is no issue, then use the most secure method and enjoy your free time

to get a good coffee while you Mac crunches away on this task. If the crooks

are already knocking on your front-door you might want to use the fastest

way.

Securely Erasing Files

Now that your previously deleted data is once and for ever securely erased

you should make sure that you don't create any new data that might be

recovered at a later date.
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1. To do this open the finder preferences under the Finder Menu.

2. Go to the advanced tab and tick 'Empty trash securely'. This will make sure

that every time you empty your trash all the items in it will be securely

deleted and are really gone!

Note 1: Deleting your files securely will take longer then just deleting them. If

you have to erase big portions of unimportant data (say your movie and mp3

collection) you may wanna untick this option before doing so.

SECURELY DELETE DATA UNDER UBUNTU/LINUX
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SECURELY DELETE DATA UNDER UBUNTU/LINUX

Unfortunately currently there is no graphical user interface available for

Ubuntu to delete files secure. There are two command-line programs

available though.

shred

wipe

Shred is installed in Ubuntu by default and can delete single files. Wipe is not

installed by default but can easily be installed with using Ubuntu Software

Center or if you understand the command line you can install it with apt-get

install wipe. Wipe is a little more secure and has nicer options.

It is possible make access to these program's easy by adding it as an extra

menu option

1. We assume you are familiar with the Ubuntu Software Center. To

add the securely wipe option, it's required to install these two

programs wipe and nautilus-actions 

If the two programs are installed follow the following steps. If they

are not installed use the Ubuntu Software Center to install them or

on the command line simply type apt-get install nautilus-actions wipe

2. Open the "Nautilus Actions Configuration" from the System ->

Preferences menu 
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3. We have to add a new action. To do this, start clicking on the "create

new action button", the first option in the toolbar 

4. Next is describing the new action. You can give the action every name

you wish. Fill out this title in the "Context label" field. In this

example we used "Delete file securely" 
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5. Click on the second tab ("Command"), here is how we specify the

action we want. In the field "Path", type "wipe", in the field

parameters type "-rf %M", please be sure about the capitalisation of

all characters here, this is very important. 

6. Next is specifying the conditions, click on the conditions tab and
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choose the option "Both" in the "Appears if selection contains..." box.

With this option you can wipe both files and folders securely. If done,

click the save button (second item on the icon bottom toolbar) or use

the menu File->Save 

7. Now close the Nautilus Actions Configuration tool. Unfortunately,

after this, you have to re-login into your system, so ether reboot or

logout/login. 

8. Now browse to the file you want to securely delete and right click:
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Choose 'Delete File Securely'. The file will then be wiped 'quietly' - you do not

get any feedback or notice that the process has started or stopped. However

the process is underway. It takes some time to securely delete data and the

bigger the file the longer it takes. When it is complete the icon for the file to

be wiped will disappear. If you would like to add some feedback you can

change the parameters field in Nautilius Actions Configuration tool to this: 

-rf %M | zenity --info --text "your wipe is underway please be patient. The
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icon of the file to be wiped will disappear shortly." 

The above line will tell you the process is underway but you will not know

the file is deleted until the icon disappears. 
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INSTALLING CSIPSIMPLE

CSipSimple is a program for Android devices that allows for making

encrypted calls. Naturally the calling software isn't enough on its own and we

need a communication network to enable us to make calls.

INTRODUCING THE OSTN NETWORK

If you already know about OSTN and have an account, you can skip this

section.

OSTN (Open {Secure, Source, Standards} Telephony Network -

https://guardianproject.info/wiki/OSTN) is an attempt to define a standard

Voice over IP (VoIP) setup using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) that

enables end-to-end encrypted calls. Similar to e-mail, SIP allows people to

choose their service provider while still being able to call each other even if

they are not using the same provider. Yet, not all SIP providers offer OSTN

and both providers have to support OSTN for the call to be secure. Once a

connection between two people is established, the audio data is exchanged

directly between the two parties. Data is encrypted according to the Secure

Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP).

A majority of encrypting VoIP applications currently use Session Description

Protocol Security Descriptions for Media Streams (SDES) with hop-by-hop

Transport Layer Security (TLS) to exchange secret master keys for SRTP.

This method is not end-to-end secure as the SRTP keys are visible in plaintext

to any SIP proxy or provider involved in the call.

ZRTP is a cryptographic key-agreement protocol to negotiate the keys for

encryption between two parties. ZRTP end points use the media stream

rather than the signaling stream to establish the SRTP encryption keys. Since

the media stream is a direct connection between the calling parties, there is

no way for the SIP providers or proxies to intercept the SRTP keys. ZRTP

provides a useful reassurance to end-users that they have a secure line. By
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reading and comparing a word pair, users can be certain that the key

exchange has completed.

Open Secure Telephony (https://ostel.me/) is a testbed for OSTN that worked

well at the time of writing this book. At https://ostel.me/users/sign_up you

can sign up and create an account. You can also check the OSTN page listed

above for other providers.

CSIPSIMPLE

CSipSimple is a free and open source client for Android that works well with

OSTN. You can find it at https://market.android.com/details?

id=com.csipsimple

To use CSipSimple with ostel.me, select OSTN in the generic wizards when

creating an account and enter username, password and server as provided

after signing up at https://ostel.me/users/sign_up 

Once you call another party with CSipSimple you see a yellow bar with ZRTP

and the verification word pair. You now have established a secure voice

connection that cannot be interscepted. Still, you should be aware that your

phone or the phone of the other party could be set up to record the

conversation.

Basic steps:

1. Install CSipSimple from Google Play store or other trusted source

2. Start it up and choose if you want to make SIP calls via data connection or

only WiFi

3. Configure your account

To use CSipSimple with ostel.me, select OSTN in the Generic Wizards section

when creating an account. You can toggle off the "United States" providers by

clicking on "United States". Now select OSTN:
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Now you canenter your username (number), password and server (ostel.me)

as provided after signing up athttps://ostel.me/users/sign_up.
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Now you can make a call. The first time you connect to someone withZRTP

you have to verify that the key exchange was successfull. In the example

below the confirmation word is "cieh", you can already talk to the other party

and make sure you both see the same word. Once done, press ok.
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You now have established a secure voice connection that cannot be

intercepted. Beware that your or the phone of the other party could be

recording your conversation.
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SETTING UP ENCRYPTED INSTANT

MESSAGING

ANDROID - INSTALLING GIBBERBOT

https://guardianproject.info/apps/gibber/

Gibberbot is a secure chat client capable of end-to-end encryption. It works

with Google, Facebook, any Jabber or XMPP server. Gibberbot uses the Off-

the-Record encryption standard (OTR)to enable true verifiable end-to-end

encrypted communications.

You can install Gibberbot through the Google Play store or from another

trusted source.

You can securely chat with other programs with OTR support such as

Adium, Pidgin on the desktop, Gibberbot on Android or ChatSecure on iOS.

IOS - INSTALLINGCHATSECURE

http://chrisballinger.info/apps/chatsecure/

ChatSecure is a secure chat client capable of end-to-end encryption. It works

with Google, Facebook, any Jabber or XMPP server. ChatSecure uses the Off-

the-Record encryption standard (OTR)to enable true verifiable end-to-end

encrypted communications.

You can install ChatSecure through the iTunes store

You can securely chat with other programs with OTR support such as

Adium, Pidgin on the desktop, Gibberbot on Android or ChatSecure on iOS.

UBUNTU - INSTALLING PIDGIN

http://pidgin.in/

Pidgin is a secure chat client capable of end-to-end encryption. It works with

Google, Facebook, any Jabber or XMPP server. Pidginuses the Off-the-Record

https://guardianproject.info/apps/gibber/
http://chrisballinger.info/apps/chatsecure/
http://pidgin.in/
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encryption standard (OTR)to enable true verifiable end-to-end encrypted

communications.

You can install viaUbuntu Software Center, search for pidgin-otr to install

pidgin and the pidgin otr plugin.

Once installed you can enable otr for any account you setup in pidgin.

You can securely chat with other programs with OTR support such as

Adium, Pidgin on the desktop, Gibberbot on Android or ChatSecure on iOS.

OS X - INSTALLING ADIUM

http://www.adium.im/

Adium is a secure chat client capable of end-to-end encryption. It works with

Google, Facebook, any Jabber or XMPP server.Adium uses the Off-the-Record

encryption standard (OTR)to enable true verifiable end-to-end encrypted

communications.

Installing Adium is similar to installing most Mac OS X applications.

1. Download the Adium disk image from http://www.adium.im/.

2. If an Adium window doesn't open automatically, double click the

downloaded file

3. Drag the Adium application to your Applications folder.

4. "Eject" the Adium disk image, which has an icon of a drive

5. The Adium disk image will still be present in your download folder

(probably on your desktop). You can drag this file to the trash, as it is no

longer needed.

6. To load Adium, locate it in the Applications folder and double click.

You can securely chat with other programs with OTR support such as

Adium, Pidgin on the desktop, Gibberbot on Android or ChatSecure on iOS.

WINDOWS - INSTALLING PIDGIN

http://pidgin.in/

Pidgin is a secure chat client capable of end-to-end encryption. It works with

http://www.adium.im/
http://www.adium.im/
http://pidgin.in/
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Google, Facebook, any Jabber or XMPP server.Pidginuses the Off-the-Record

encryption standard (OTR)to enable true verifiable end-to-end encrypted

communications.

To use Pidgin with OTR on Windows, you have to install Pidgin and the OTR

plugin for Pidgin.

1. Download the latest version of Pidgin

fromhttp://www.pidgin.im/download/windows/

2. Run the Pidgin Installer

3. Download the latest version of "OTR plugin for

Pidgin"fromhttp://www.cypherpunks.ca/otr/#downloads

4. Run the OTR Plugin Installer

Now you can use OTR with any account you setup in Pidgin.

You can securely chat with other programs with OTR support such as

Adium, Pidgin on the desktop, Gibberbot on Android or ChatSecure on iOS.

http://www.pidgin.im/download/windows/
http://www.cypherpunks.ca/otr/#downloads
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INSTALLING I2P ON UBUNTU

1. Open a terminal and enter:

sudo apt-add-repository ppa:i2p-maintainers/i2p
This command will add the PPA to /etc/apt/sources.list.d and fetch the gpg

key that the repository has been signed with. The GPG key ensures that

the packages have not been tampered with since being built.

2. Notify your package manager of the new PPA by entering

sudo apt-get update
This command will retrieve the latest list of software from each repository

that is enabled on your system, including the I2P PPA that was added with

the earlier command.

3. You are now ready to install I2P!

sudo apt-get install i2p
4. Your browse should open up with your local I2P router console, to browse

i2p domains you have to configure your browser to use the i2p proxy. Also

check your connection status on the left side on the router console. If your

status is Network: Firewalled your connection will be rather slow.The first

time you start I2P it may take a few minutes to integrate you into the

network and find additional peers to optimize your integration, so please be

patient.

From the Tools menu, select Options to bring up the Firefox settings panel.

Click the icon labelledAdvanced, then click on theNetworktab. In

theConnectionssection, click on the Settings button. You'll see a Window like

the following:
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In theConnection Settingswindow, click the circle next toManual proxy

configuration, then enter 127.0.0.1, port 4444 in the HTTP Proxy field. Enter

127.0.0.1, port 4445 in the SSL Proxy field. Be sure to enter localhost and

127.0.0.1 into the "No Proxy for" box.
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For more information and proxy settings for other browsers check

http://www.i2p2.de/htproxyports.htm

http://www.i2p2.de/htproxyports.html
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THE NECESSITY OF OPEN SOURCE

The last 20 years have seen network technology reaching ever more deeply

into our lives, informing how we understand and communicate within the

world. With this come inherent risks: the less we understand about the

network environment we depend upon, the more vulnerable we are to

exploitation of various kinds. This ignorance is something traditionally

enjoyed by criminals. In recent years however some corporations and

governments have exploited civilian ignorance in a quest for increased

control. This flagrant and often covert denial of human rights breaches the

basic right to privacy, in particular.

Closed source software has been a great boon to such exploitation primarily

due to the barrier the lack of code for open, decentralised security auditing by

the community raises. Under the auspices of hiding trade secrets, closed-

source software developers have proven to be unwilling to explain to users

how their programs work. This might not always be an issue were it not for

the stakes at risk: identity theft, the distribution of deeply personal opinion

and sentiment, a persons diverse interests and even his/her home increasingly

come into close contact with software in a world-wide network context. As

such, many people use software for intimate purposes with full trust that

they are secure. The Windows operating system is the most obvious real-

world example. Apple's OS X follows close behind, with large portions of the

operating system's inner-workings barred from public inspection.

In Cryptography there is a strong principle, established in the 19th century by

Auguste Kerckhoff (hence named after him) which demands that "[the

encryption method] must not be required to be secret, and it must be able to

fall into the hands of the enemy without inconvenience". While this principle

has been taken further by most scientific and (of course) open source

communities publishing their methods and inner-workings upfront, so

potential weaknesses can be pointed out and fixed before distribution most

distributors of proprietary software rely on obfuscation to hide the

weaknesses of their software. As such they are often known to address newly
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discovered vulnerabilities in a non-transparent way leaving many trusting

users at risk of exploitation.

Of course it must be said that Open Source Software is as secure as you make

it (and there is a lot of OSS written by beginners), there are many good

examples of well written, excellently managed software, which have such a

large (and concerned) user base, that even tiny mistakes are quickly found

and dealt with. This is especially the case with software depended upon in a

network context. To use closed source software in a network context is not

only to be a minority, it is to be overlooked by a vast community of

concerned researchers and specialists that have your privacy and safety in

mind.
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CRYPTOGRAPHY AND ENCRYPTION

Cryptography and encryption are similar terms, the former being the science

and latter the implementation of it. The history of the subject can be traced

back to ancient civilisations, when the first humans began to organise

themselves into groups. This was driven in part by the realisation that we

were in competition for resources and tribal organisation, warfare and so

forth were necessary, so as to keep ontop of the heap. In this respect

cryptography and encryption are rooted in warfare, progression and resource

management, where it was necessary to send secret messages to each other

without the enemy deciphering ones moves.

Writing is actually one of the earliest forms of cryptography as not everyone

could read. The word cryptography stems from the Greek words kryptos

(hidden) and graphein (writing). In this respect cryptography and encryption

in their simplest form refer to the writing of hidden messages, which require

a system or rule to decode and read them. Essentially this enables you to

protect your privacy by scrambling information in a way that it is only

recoverable with certain knowledge (passwords or passphrases) or possession

(a key).

Put in another way, encryption is the translation of information written in

plaintext into a non-readable form (ciphertext) using algorithmic schemes

(ciphers). The goal is to use the right key to unlock the ciphertext and return

it back into its original plain text form so it becomes readable again.

Although most encryption methods refer to written word, during World War

Two, the US military used Navajo Indians, who traveled between camps

sending messages in their native tongue. The reason the army used the

Navajo tribe was to protect the information they were sending from the

Japanese troops, who famously could not decipher the Navajo's spoken

language.This is a very simple example of using a language to send messages

that you do not want people to listen into or know what you're discussing.

WHY IS ENCRYPTION IMPORTANT?
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WHY IS ENCRYPTION IMPORTANT?

Computer and telecommunication networks store digital echoes or footprints

of our thoughts and records of personal lives.

From banking, to booking, to socialising: we submit a variety of detailed,

personalised information, which is driving new modes of business, social

interaction and behavior. We have now become accustomed to giving away

what was (and still is) considered private information in exchange for what is

presented as more personalised and tailored services, which might meet our

needs, but cater to our greed.

But how do we protect who sees, controls and uses this information?

Lets consider a scenario whereby we all thought it was fine to send all our

communication on open handwritten postcards. From conversations with

your doctor, to intimate moments with our lovers, to legal discussions you

may have with lawyers or accountants. ItKbs unlikely that we would want all

people to be able to read such communications. So instead we have written

letters in sealed envelopes, tracking methods for sending post, closed offices

and confidential agreements, which help to keep such communication

private. However given the shift in how we communicate, much more of this

type of interaction is taking place online. More importantly it is taking place

through online spaces, which are not private by default and open to people

with little technical skills to snoop into the matters that can mean the most to

our lives.

Online privacy and encryption is something we therefore need to be aware of

and practice daily. In the same way we would put an important letter into an

envelope or have a conversation behind a closed door. Given that so much of

our private communication is now happening in networked and online

spaces, we should consider the interface, like envelopes or seals, which

protect this material as a basic necessity and human right.

ENCRYPTION EXAMPLES

Throughout history we can find examples of cipher methods, which have

been used to keep messages private and secret.

A WARNING!
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A WARNING!

"There are two kinds of cryptography in this world: cryptography that will stop

your kid sister from reading your files, and cryptography that will stop major

governments from reading your files" - Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography,

1996

This chapter first explains a number of historical cryptographic systems and

then provides a summary of modern techniques. The historical examples

illustrate how cryptography emerged, but are consideredbrokenin the face of

modern computers. They can be fun to learn, but please don't use them for

anything sensitive!

HISTORICAL CIPHERS

Classical ciphers refer to historical ciphers, which are now out of popular use

or no longer applicable. There are two general categories of classical

ciphers:transposition andsubstitution ciphers.

In a transposition cipher, the letters themselves are kept unchanged, but the

order within the message is scrambled according to some well-defined

scheme. An example of a transposition cipher is Skytale, which was used in

ancient Rome and Greece. A paperstrip was wrapped around a stick and the

message written across it. That way the message could not be read unless

wound around a stick of similar diameter again.

Image: Skytale taken from Wikimedia Commons (3.10.12)
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A substitution cipher is a form of classical cipher whereby letters or groups of

letters are systematically replaced throughout the message for other letters

(or groups of letters). Substitution ciphers are divided into monoalphabetic

and polyalphabetic substitutions. The Caesar Shift cipher is common example

of amonoalphabetic substitution ciphers, where the letters in the alphabet

areshifted in one direction or another.

Image: Caesar Shift Cipher taken from Wikimedia Commons (3.10.12)

Polyalphabetic substitutions are more complex than substitution ciphers as

they use more than one alphabet and rotate them. For example, TheAlberti

cipher, which was the first polyalphabetic cipher was created by Leon Battista

Alberti, a 15th century Italian, Renaissance polymath and humanist who is

also credited as the godfather of western cryptography. His cipher is similar

to theVigenÃ¨re cipher, where every letter of the alphabetgets a unique

number (e.g. 1-26). The message is then encrypted by writing down the

message along with the password repeatedly written beneath it.

In the VigenÃ¨re cipherthe corresponding numbers of the letters of message

and key are summed up (with numbers exceeding the alphabet being dragged

around the back) making the message so unreadable that it couldn't be

deciphered for centuries (nowadays, with the help of computers, this

obviously isn't true anymore).
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Image:VigenÃ¨re cipher taken from Wikimedia Commons (3.10.12)

During World War 2 there was a surge in crypography, which lead to the

development of new algorithms such as the one-time pad (OTP). The OTP

algorithm combines plaintext with a random key that is as long as the

plaintext so that each character is only used once. To use it you need two

copies of the pad, which are kept by each user and exchanged via a secure

channel.Once the message is encoded with the pad, the pad is destroyed and

the encoded message is sent. On the recipient's side, the encoded message has

a duplicate copy of the pad from which the plaintext message is generated.A

good way to look at OTP is to think of it as a 100% noise source, which is used

to mask the message. Since both parties of the communication have copies of

the noise source they are the only people who can filter it out.

OTP lies behind modern day stream ciphers, which are explained below.

Claude Shannon, (a key player in modern cryptography and information

theory), in his seminal 1949 paper "Communication Theory of Secrecy
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Systems" demonstrated that theoretically all unbreakable ciphers should

include theOTP encryption, which if used correctly are impossible to crack.

MODERN CIPHERS

Post the World Wars the field of cryptography became less of a public service

and fell more within the domain of governance. Major advances in the field

began to reemerge in the mid-1970s with the advent of personalised

computers and the introduction of the Data Encryption Standard (DES,

developed at IBM in 1977 and later adopted by the U.S government). Since

2001 we now use the AES, Advanced Encryption Standard), which is based

onsymmetric cryptography forms.

Contemporary cryptography can be generally divided into what is called

symmetric, asymmetric and quantum cryptography.

Symmetric cryptography, or secret key, cryptography refers to ciphers where

the same key is used to both encrypt and decrypt the text or information

involved. In this class of ciphersthe key is shared and kept secret within a

restricted group and therefore it is not possible to view the encrypted

information without having the key. A simple analogy to secret key

cryptography is having access to a community garden, which has one key to

open gate, which is shared by the community. You cannot open the gate,

unless you have the key. Obviously the issue here with the garden key and

with symmetric cryptography is if thekey falls into the wrong hands, then an

intruder or attacker can get in and the security of the garden, or the data or

information is compromised. Consequently one of the main issues with this

form of cryptography is the issue of key management. As a result this method

is best employed within single-user contexts or small group environments.

Despite this limitation symmetric key methods are considerably faster than

asymmetric methods and so are the preferred mechanism for encrypting large

chunks of text.

Symmetric ciphers are usually implemented usingblock ciphersorstream

ciphers.

Block cipherswork by looking at the input data in 8 or 16 or 32 byte blocks at
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a time and spreading the input and key within those blocks. Different modes

of operation are performed on the data in order to transform and spread the

data between blocks. Such ciphers use asecret key to convert a fixed block of

plain text into cipher text. The same key is then used to decrypt the cipher

text.

In comparison stream ciphers (also known as state cipher) work on each

plaintext digit by creating a corresponding keystream which forms the

ciphertext. The keystream refers to a stream of random characters (bits,

bytes, numbers or letters) on which various additive or subtractive functions

are performed and combined to a character in the plaintext message, which

then produces the ciphertext. Although this method is very secure,it is not

always practical, since the key of the same length as the message needs to be

transmitted in some secure way so that receiver can decypher the message.

Another limitation is that the key can only be used once and then its

discarded. Although this can mean almost watertight security, it does limit

the use of the cipher.

Asymmetric ciphers work much more complex mathematical problems with

back doors, enabling faster solutions on smaller, highly important pieces of

data. They also work on fixed data sizes,typically 1024-2048 bits andand 384

bits. What makes them special is that they help solve some of the issues with

key distribution by allocatingone public and one private pair per person, so

that everyone just needs to know everyone else'spublicportion. Asymmetric

ciphers are also used for digital signatures. Where as symmetric ciphers are

generally used for message authenticity. Symmetric ciphers cannot non-

repudiation signatures (i.e., signatures that you cannot later deny that you

did not sign).Digital signatures are very important in modern day

cryptography. They are similar to wax seals in that they verify who the

message is from and like seals are unique to that person. Digital signatures are

one of the methods used within public key systems, which have transformed

the field of cryptography are central to modern day Internet security and

online transactions.

QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY
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QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

Quantum cryptography is the term used to describe the type of cryptography

that is now necessary to deal with the speed at which we now process

information and the related security measures that are necessary. Essentially

it deals with how weuse quantum communication to securely exchange a key

and its associated distribution. As the machines we use become faster the

possible combinations of public-key encryptions and digital signatures

becomes easier to break and quantum cryptography deals with the types of

algorithms that are necessary to keep pace with more advanced networks.

CHALLENGES & IMPLICATIONS

At the heart of cryptography lies the challenge of how we use and

communicate information. The above methods describe how we encrypt

written communication but obviously as shown in the Navajo example other

forms of communication (speech, sound, image etc) can also be encrypted

using different methods.

The main goal and skill of encryption is to apply the right methods to support

trustworthy communication. This is achieved by understanding the tradeoffs,

strengths and weaknesses of different cipher methods and how they relate to

the level of security and privacy required.Getting this right depends on the

task and context.

Importantly when we speak about communication, we are speaking about

trust. Traditionally cryptography dealt with the hypothetical scenarios, where

the challenge was to address how 'Bob' could speak to 'Alice' in a private and

secure manner.

Our lives are now heavily mediated via computers and the Internet.So the

boundaries between Bob, Alice + the 'other' (Eve, Oscar, Big Brother, your

boss, ex-boyfriend or the government) are a lot more blurred. Given the

quantum leaps in computer processing, in order for 'us', Bob's and Alice's to

have trust in the system, we need to know who we are talking too, we need

to know who is listening and importantly who has the potential to eavesdrop.

What becomes important is how we navigate this complexity and feel in
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control and secure, so that you can enage and communicate in a trustful

manner, which respects our individual freedoms and privacy.
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GLOSSARY

Much of this content is based on http://en.cship.org/wiki/Special:Allpages

AGGREGATOR

An aggregator is a service that gathers syndicated information from one or

many sites and makes it available at a different address. Sometimes called an

RSS aggregator, a feed aggregator, a feed reader, or a news reader. (Not to be

confused with a Usenet News reader.)

ANONYMITY

(Not be confused with privacy, pseudonymity, security, or confidentiality.)

Anonymity on the Internet is the ability to use services without leaving clues

to one's identity or being spied upon. The level of protection depends on the

anonymity techniques used and the extent of monitoring. The strongest

techniques in use to protect anonymity involve creating a chain of

communication using a random process to select some of the links, in which

each link has access to only partial information about the process. The first

knows the user's Internet address (IP) but not the content, destination, or

purpose of the communication, because the message contents and destination

information are encrypted. The last knows the identity of the site being

contacted, but not the source of the session. One or more steps in between

prevents the first and last links from sharing their partial knowledge in order

to connect the user and the target site.

ANONYMOUS REMAILER

An anonymous remailer is a service that accepts e-mail messages containing

instructions for delivery, and sends them out without revealing their sources.

Since the remailer has access to the user's address, the content of the

message, and the destination of the message, remailers should be used as part

of a chain of multiple remailers so that no one remailer knows all this

information.

ASP (APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER)

http://en.cship.org/wiki/Special:Allpages
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ASP (APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER)

An ASP is an organization that offers software services over the Internet,

allowing the software to be upgraded and maintained centrally.

BACKBONE

A backbone is one of the high-bandwidth communications links that tie

together networks in different countries and organizations around the world

to form the Internet.

BADWARE

See malware.

BANDWIDTH

The bandwidth of a connection is the maximum rate of data transfer on that

connection, limited by its capacity and the capabilities of the computers at

both ends of the connection.

BASH (BOURNE-AGAIN SHELL)

The bash shell is a command-line interface for Linux/Unix operating systems,

based on the Bourne shell.

BITTORRENT

BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer file-sharing protocol invented by Bram Cohen

in 2001. It allows individuals to cheaply and effectively distribute large files,

such as CD images, video, or music files.

BLACKLIST
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BLACKLIST

A blacklist is a list of forbidden things. In Internet censorship, lists of

forbidden Web sites or the IP addresses of computers may be used as

blacklists; censorware may allow access to all sites except for those

specifically listed on its blacklist. An alternative to a blacklist is a whitelist, or

a list of permitted things. A whitelist system blocks access to all sites except

for those specifically listed on the whitelist. This is a less common approach

to Internet censorship. It is possible to combine both approaches, using string

matching or other conditional techniques on URLs that do not match either

list.

BLUEBAR

The blue URL bar (called the Bluebar in Psiphon lingo) is the form at the top

of your Psiphon node browser window, which allows you to access blocked

site by typing its URL inside.

See also Psiphon node

BLOCK

To block is to prevent access to an Internet resource, using any number of

methods.

BOOKMARK

A bookmark is a placeholder within software that contains a reference to an

external resource. In a browser, a bookmark is a reference to a Web page by

choosing the bookmark you can quickly load the Web site without needing to

type in the full URL.

BRIDGE

See Tor bridge.

BRUTE-FORCE ATTACK
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BRUTE-FORCE ATTACK

A brute force attack consists of trying every possible code, combination, or
password until you find the right one. These are some of the most trivial
hacking attacks. 

CACHE

A cache is a part of an information-processing system used to store recently

used or frequently used data to speed up repeated access to it. A Web cache

holds copies of Web page files.

CENSOR

To censor is to prevent publication or retrieval of information, or take action,

legal or otherwise, against publishers and readers.

CENSORWARE

Censorware is software used to filter or block access to the Internet. This

term is most often used to refer to Internet filtering or blocking software

installed on the client machine (the PC which is used to access the Internet).

Most such client-side censorware is used for parental control purposes.

Sometimes the term censorware is also used to refer to software used for the

same purpose installed on a network server or router.

CGI (COMMON GATEWAY INTERFACE)

CGI is a common standard used to let programs on a Web server run as Web

applications. Many Web-based proxies use CGI and thus are also called "CGI

proxies". (One popular CGI proxy application written by James Marshall using

the Perl programming language is called CGIProxy.)

CHAT
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CHAT

Chat, also called instant messaging, is a common method of

communication among two or more people in which each line typed by a

participant in a session is echoed to all of the others. There are numerous

chat protocols, including those created by specific companies (AOL, Yahoo!,

Microsoft, Google, and others) and publicly defined protocols. Some chat

client software uses only one of these protocols, while others use a range of

popular protocols.

CIPHER

In cryptography, a cipher (or cypher) is an algorithm for performing

encryption or decryption

CIRCUMVENTION

Circumvention is publishing or accessing content in spite of attempts at

censorship.

COMMON GATEWAY INTERFACE

See CGI.

COMMAND-LINE INTERFACE

A method of controlling the execution of software using commands entered

on a keyboard, such as a Unix shell or the Windows command line.

COOKIE

A cookie is a text string sent by a Web server to the user's browser to store on

the user's computer, containing information needed to maintain continuity in

sessions across multiple Web pages, or across multiple sessions. Some Web

sites cannot be used without accepting and storing a cookie. Some people

consider this an invasion of privacy or a security risk.

COUNTRY CODE TOP-LEVEL DOMAIN (CCTLD)
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COUNTRY CODE TOP-LEVEL DOMAIN (CCTLD)

Each country has a two-letter country code, and a TLD (top-level domain)

based on it, such as .ca for Canada; this domain is called a country code top-

level domain. Each such ccTLD has a DNS server that lists all second-level

domains within the TLD. The Internet root servers point to all TLDs, and

cache frequently-used information on lower-level domains.

CRYPTOGRAPHY

Cryptography is the practice and study of techniques for secure

communication in the presence of third parties (called adversaries). More

generally, it is about constructing and analyzing protocols that overcome the

influence of adversaries and which are related to various aspects in

information security such as data confidentiality, data integrity,

authentication, and non-repudiation. Modern cryptography intersects the

disciplines of mathematics, computer science, and electrical engineering.

Applications of cryptography include ATM cards, computer passwords, and

electronic commerce.

DARPA (DEFENSE ADVANCED PROJECTS RESEARCH AGENCY)

DARPA is the successor to ARPA, which funded the Internet and its

predecessor, the ARPAnet.

DECRYPTION

Decryption is recovering plain text or other messages from encrypted data

with the use of a key.

See also encryption.

DISK ENCRYPTION

Disk encryption is a technology which protects information by converting

it into unreadable code that cannot be deciphered easily by unauthorized

people. Disk encryption uses disk encryption software or hardware to

encrypt every bit of data that goes on a disk or disk volume. Disk encryption

prevents unauthorized access to data storage.
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DOMAIN

A domain can be a Top-Level Domain (TLD) or secondary domain on the

Internet.

See also Top-Level Domain, country code Top-Level Domain and

secondary domain.

DNS (DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM)

The Domain Name System (DNS) converts domain names, made up of easy-

to-remember combinations of letters, to IP addresses, which are hard-to-

remember strings of numbers. Every computer on the Internet has a unique

address (a little bit like an area code+telephone number).

DNS LEAK

A DNS leak occurs when a computer configured to use a proxy for its

Internet connection nonetheless makes DNS queries without using the proxy,

thus exposing the user's attempts to connect with blocked sites. Some Web

browsers have configuration options to force the use of the proxy.

DNS SERVER

A DNS server, or name server, is a server that provides the look-up function

of the Domain Name System. It does this either by accessing an existing

cached record of the IP address of a specific domain, or by sending a request

for information to another name server.

DNS TUNNEL

A DNS tunnel is a way to tunnel almost everything over DNS/Nameservers.

Because you "abuse" the DNS system for an unintended purpose, it only

allows a very slow connection of about 3 kb/s which is even less than the

speed of an analog modem. That is not enough for YouTube or file sharing,

but should be sufficient for instant messengers like ICQ or MSN Messenger

and also for plain text e-mail.
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On the connection you want to use a DNS tunnel, you only need port 53 to

be open; therefore it even works on many commercial Wi-Fi providers

without the need to pay.

The main problem is that there are no public modified nameservers that you

can use. You have to set up your own. You need a server with a permanent

connection to the Internet running Linux. There you can install the free

software OzymanDNS and in combination with SSH and a proxy like Squid

you can use the tunnel. More Information on this on

http://www.dnstunnel.de.

EAVESDROPPING

Eavesdropping is listening to voice traffic or reading or filtering data traffic on

a telephone line or digital data connection, usually to detect or prevent illegal

or unwanted activities or to control or monitor what people are talking about.

E-MAIL

E-mail, short for electronic mail, is a method to send and receive messages

over the Internet. It is possible to use a Web mail service or to send e-mails

with the SMTP protocol and receive them with the POP3 protocol by using

an e-mail client such as Outlook Express or Thunderbird. It is comparatively

rare for a government to block e-mail, but e-mail surveillance is common. If

e-mail is not encrypted, it could be read easily by a network operator or

government.

EMBEDDED SCRIPT

An embedded script is a piece of software code.

ENCRYPTION

Encryption is any method for recoding and scrambling data or transforming

it mathematically to make it unreadable to a third party who doesn't know

the secret key to decrypt it. It is possible to encrypt data on your local hard

drive using software like TrueCrypt (http://www.truecrypt.org) or to encrypt

Internet traffic with TLS/SSL or SSH.

http://www.dnstunnel.de/
http://www.truecrypt.org/
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See also decryption.

EXIT NODE

An exit node is a Tor node that forwards data outside the Tor network.

See also middleman node.

FILE SHARING

File sharing refers to any computer system where multiple people can use the

same information, but often refers to making music, films or other materials

available to others free of charge over the Internet.

FILE SPREADING ENGINE

A file spreading engine is a Web site a publisher can use to get around

censorship. A user only has to upload a file to publish once and the file

spreading engine uploads that file to some set of sharehosting services (like

Rapidshare or Megaupload).

FILTER

To filter is to search in various ways for specific data patterns to block or

permit communications.

FIREFOX

Firefox is the most popular free and open source Web browser, developed by

the Mozilla Foundation.

FORUM

On a Web site, a forum is a place for discussion, where users can post

messages and comment on previously posted messages. It is distinguished

from a mailing list or a Usenet newsgroup by the persistence of the pages

containing the message threads. Newsgroup and mailing list archives, in

contrast, typically display messages one per page, with navigation pages

listing only the headers of the messages in a thread.

FRAME
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FRAME

A frame is a portion of a Web page with its own separate URL. For example,

frames are frequently used to place a static menu next to a scrolling text

window.

FTP (FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL)

The FTP protocol is used for file transfers. Many people use it mostly for

downloads; it can also be used to upload Web pages and scripts to some Web

servers. It normally uses ports 20 and 21, which are sometimes blocked. Some

FTP servers listen to an uncommon port, which can evade port-based

blocking.

A popular free and open source FTP client for Windows and Mac OS is

FileZilla. There are also some Web-based FTP clients that you can use with a

normal Web browser like Firefox.

FULL DISK ENCRYPTION

see disk encryption.

GATEWAY

A gateway is a node connecting two networks on the Internet. An important

example is a national gateway that requires all incoming or outgoing traffic to

go through it.

GNU PRIVACY GUARD

GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG or GPG) is a GPL Licensed alternative to the

PGP suite of cryptographic software. GnuPG is compliant with RFC 4880,

which is the current IETF standards track specification of OpenPGP.

see also Pretty Good Privacy (PGP).

GPG

see GNU Privacy Guard.

HONEYPOT
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HONEYPOT

A honeypot is a site that pretends to offer a service in order to entice potential

users to use it, and to capture information about them or their activities.

HOP

A hop is a link in a chain of packet transfers from one computer to another,

or any computer along the route. The number of hops between computers

can give a rough measure of the delay (latency) in communications between

them. Each individual hop is also an entity that has the ability to eavesdrop

on, block, or tamper with communications.

HTTP (HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL)

HTTP is the fundamental protocol of the World Wide Web, providing

methods for requesting and serving Web pages, querying and generating

answers to queries, and accessing a wide range of services.

HTTPS (SECURE HTTP)

Secure HTTP is a protocol for secure communication using encrypted

HTTP messages. Messages between client and server are encrypted in both

directions, using keys generated when the connection is requested and

exchanged securely. Source and destination IP addresses are in the headers of

every packet, so HTTPS cannot hide the fact of the communication, just the

contents of the data transmitted and received.

IANA (INTERNET ASSIGNED NUMBERS AUTHORITY)

IANA is the organization responsible for technical work in managing the

infrastructure of the Internet, including assigning blocks of IP addresses for

top-level domains and licensing domain registrars for ccTLDs and for the

generic TLDs, running the root name servers of the Internet, and other

duties.

ICANN (INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND
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ICANN (INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND

NUMBERS)

ICANN is a corporation created by the US Department of Commerce to

manage the highest levels of the Internet. Its technical work is performed by

IANA.

INSTANT MESSAGING (IM)

Instant messaging is either certain proprietary forms of chat using proprietary

protocols, or chat in general. Common instant messaging clients include MSN

Messenger, ICQ, AIM or Yahoo! Messenger.

INTERMEDIARY

See man in the middle.

INTERNET

The Internet is a network of networks interconnected using TCP/IP and

other communication protocols.

IP (INTERNET PROTOCOL) ADDRESS

An IP address is a number identifying a particular computer on the Internet.

In the previous version 4 of the Internet Protocol an IP address consisted of

four bytes (32 bits), often represented as four integers in the range 0-255

separated by dots, such as 74.54.30.85. In IPv6, which the Net is currently

switching to, an IP address is four times longer, and consists of 16 bytes (128

bits). It can be written as 8 groups of 4 hex digits separated by colons, such as

2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334.

IRC (INTERNET RELAY CHAT)

IRC is a more than 20-year-old Internet protocol used for real-time text

conversations (chat or instant messaging). There exist several IRC networks

-- the largest have more than 50 000 users.

ISP (INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER)
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ISP (INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER)

An ISP (Internet service provider) is a business or organization that provides

access to the Internet for its customers.

JAVASCRIPT

JavaScript is a scripting language, commonly used in Web pages to provide

interactive functions.

KEEPASS, KEEPASSX

KeePass and KeePassX are types of Password Manager.

KEYCHAIN SOFTWARE

see Password Manager.

KEYWORD FILTER

A keyword filter scans all Internet traffic going through a server for

forbidden words or terms to block.

LATENCY

Latency is a measure of time delay experienced in a system, here in a

computer network. It is measured by the time between the start of packet

transmission to the start of packet reception, between one network end (e.g.

you) to the other end (e.g. the Web server). One very powerful way of Web

filtering is maintaining a very high latency, which makes lots of

circumvention tools very difficult to use.

LOG FILE

A log file is a file that records a sequence of messages from a software

process, which can be an application or a component of the operating system.

For example, Web servers or proxies may keep log files containing records

about which IP addresses used these services when and what pages were

accessed.

LOW-BANDWIDTH FILTER
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LOW-BANDWIDTH FILTER

A low-bandwidth filter is a Web service that removes extraneous elements

such as advertising and images from a Web page and otherwise compresses it,

making page download much quicker.

MALWARE

Malware is a general term for malicious software, including viruses, that may

be installed or executed without your knowledge. Malware may take control

of your computer for purposes such as sending spam. (Malware is also

sometimes called badware.)

MAN IN THE MIDDLE

A man in the middle or man-in-the-middle is a person or computer capturing

traffic on a communication channel, especially to selectively change or block

content in a way that undermines cryptographic security. Generally the man-

in-the-middle attack involves impersonating a Web site, service, or individual

in order to record or alter communications. Governments can run man-in-

the-middle attacks at country gateways where all traffic entering or leaving

the country must pass.

MIDDLEMAN NODE

A middleman node is a Tor node that is not an exit node. Running a

middleman node can be safer than running an exit node because a

middleman node will not show up in third parties' log files. (A middleman

node is sometimes called a non-exit node.)

MONITOR

To monitor is to check a data stream continuously for unwanted activity.

NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION (NAT)
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NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION (NAT)

NAT is a router function for hiding an address space by remapping. All

traffic going out from the router then uses the router's IP address, and the

router knows how to route incoming traffic to the requestor. NAT is

frequently implemented by firewalls. Because incoming connections are

normally forbidden by NAT, NAT makes it difficult to offer a service to the

general public, such as a Web site or public proxy. On a network where NAT

is in use, offering such a service requires some kind of firewall configuration

or NAT traversal method.

NETWORK OPERATOR

A network operator is a person or organization who runs or controls a

network and thus is in a position to monitor, block, or alter

communications passing through that network.

NODE

A node is an active device on a network. A router is an example of a node. In

the Psiphon and Tor networks, a server is referred to as a node.

NON-EXIT NODE

See middleman node.

OBFUSCATION

Obfuscation means obscuring text using easily-understood and easily-

reversed transformation techniques that will withstand casual inspection but

not cryptanalysis, or making minor changes in text strings to prevent simple

matches. Web proxies often use obfuscation to hide certain names and

addresses from simple text filters that might be fooled by the obfuscation. As

another example, any domain name can optionally contain a final dot, as in

"somewhere.com.", but some filters might search only for "somewhere.com"

(without the final dot).

OPEN NODE
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OPEN NODE

An open node is a specific Psiphon node which can be used without logging

in. It automatically loads a particular homepage, and presents itself in a

particular language, but can then be used to browse elsewhere.

See also Psiphon node.

OTR/OFF-THE-RECORD MESSAGING

Off-the-Record Messaging, commonly referred to as OTR, is a

cryptographic protocol that provides strong encryption for instant messaging

conversations.

PACKET

A packet is a data structure defined by a communication protocol to contain

specific information in specific forms, together with arbitrary data to be

communicated from one point to another. Messages are broken into pieces

that will fit in a packet for transmission, and reassembled at the other end of

the link.

PASSWORD MANAGER

A password manager is software that helps a user organize passwords and

PIN codes. The software typically has a local database or a file that holds the

encrypted password data for secure logon onto computers, networks, web

sites and application data files. KeePasshttp://keepass.info/ is an example of a

password manager.

PASTEBIN

A web service where any kind of text can be dumped and read without

registration. All text will be visible publicly.

PEER-TO-PEER

http://keepass.info/
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PEER-TO-PEER

A peer-to-peer (or P2P) network is a computer network between equal peers.

Unlike client-server networks there is no central server and so the traffic is

distributed only among the clients.This technology is mostly applied to file

sharing programs like BitTorrent, eMule and Gnutella. But also the very old

Usenet technology or the VoIP program Skype can be categorized as peer-

to-peer systems.

See also file sharing.

PERFECT FORWARD SECRECY

In an authenticated key-agreement protocol that uses public key

cryptography, perfect forward secrecy (or PFS) is the property that ensures

that a session key derived from a set of long-term public and private keys will

not be compromised if one of the (long-term) private keys is compromised in

the future.

PRETTY GOOD PRIVACY (PGP)

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a data encryption and decryption computer

program that provides cryptographic privacy and authentication for data

communication. PGP is often used for signing, encrypting and decrypting

texts, e-mails, files, directories and whole disk partitions to increase the

security of e-mail communications.

PGP and similar products follow the OpenPGP standard (RFC 4880) for

encrypting and decrypting data.

PHP

PHP is a scripting language designed to create dynamic Web sites and web

applications. It is installed on a Web server. For example, the popular Web

proxy PHProxy uses this technology.

PLAIN TEXT
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PLAIN TEXT

Plain text is unformatted text consisting of a sequence of character codes, as

in ASCII plain text or Unicode plain text.

PLAINTEXT

Plaintext is unencrypted text, or decrypted text.

See also encryption, TLS/SSL, SSH.

PRIVACY

Protection of personal privacy means preventing disclosure of personal

information without the permission of the person concerned. In the context

of circumvention, it means preventing observers from finding out that a

person has sought or received information that has been blocked or is illegal

in the country where that person is at the time.

PRIVATE KEY

see public key encryption/public-key cryptography.

POP3

Post Office Protocol version 3 is used to receive mail from a server, by default

on port 110 with an e-mail program such as Outlook Express or Thunderbird.

PORT

A hardware port on a computer is a physical connector for a specific purpose,

using a particular hardware protocol. Examples are a VGA display port or a

USB connector.

Software ports also connect computers and other devices over networks

using various protocols, but they exist in software only as numbers. Ports are

somewhat like numbered doors into different rooms, each for a special service

on a server or PC. They are identified by numbers from 0 to 65535.

PROTOCOL
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PROTOCOL

A formal definition of a method of communication, and the form of data to be

transmitted to accomplish it. Also, the purpose of such a method of

communication. For example, Internet Protocol (IP) for transmitting data

packets on the Internet, or Hypertext Transfer Protocol for interactions on

the World Wide Web.

PROXY SERVER

A proxy server is a server, a computer system or an application program

which acts as a gateway between a client and a Web server. A client

connects to the proxy server to request a Web page from a different server.

Then the proxy server accesses the resource by connecting to the specified

server, and returns the information to the requesting site. Proxy servers can

serve many different purposes, including restricting Web access or helping

users route around obstacles.

PSIPHON NODE

A Psiphon node is a secured web proxy designed to evade Internet

censorship. It is developed by Psiphon inc. Psiphon nodes can be open or

private.

PRIVATE NODE

A private node is a Psiphon node working with authentication, which

means that you have to register before you can use it. Once registered, you

will be able to send invitations to your friends and relatives to use this specific

node.

See also Psiphon node.

PUBLIC KEY

see public key encryption/public-key cryptography.

PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION/PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY
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PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION/PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

Public-key cryptography refers to a cryptographic system requiring two

separate keys, one of which is secret and one of which is public. Although

different, the two parts of the key pair are mathematically linked. One key

locks or encrypts the plaintext, and the other unlocks or decrypts the

ciphertext. Neither key can perform both functions. One of these keys is

published or public, while the other is kept private.

Public-key cryptography uses asymmetric key algorithms (such as RSA), and

can also be referred to by the more generic term "asymmetric key

cryptography."

PUBLICLY ROUTABLE IP ADDRESS

Publicly routable IP addresses (sometimes called public IP addresses) are those

reachable in the normal way on the Internet, through a chain of routers.

Some IP addresses are private, such as the 192.168.x.x block, and many are

unassigned.

REGULAR EXPRESSION

A regular expression (also called a regexp or RE) is a text pattern that specifies

a set of text strings in a particular regular expression implementation such as

the UNIX grep utility. A text string "matches" a regular expression if the

string conforms to the pattern, as defined by the regular expression syntax. In

each RE syntax, some characters have special meanings, to allow one pattern

to match multiple other strings. For example, the regular expression lo+se
matches lose, loose, and looose.

REMAILER

An anonymous remailer is a service which allows users to send e-mails

anonymously. The remailer receives messages via e-mail and forwards them

to their intended recipient after removing information that would identify the

original sender. Some also provide an anonymous return address that can be

used to reply to the original sender without disclosing her identity. Well-

known Remailer services include Cypherpunk, Mixmaster and Nym.
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ROUTER

A router is a computer that determines the route for forwarding packets. It

uses address information in the packet header and cached information on the

server to match address numbers with hardware connections.

ROOT NAME SERVER

A root name server or root server is any of thirteen server clusters run by

IANA to direct traffic to all of the TLDs, as the core of the DNS system.

RSS (REAL SIMPLE SYNDICATION)

RSS is a method and protocol for allowing Internet users to subscribe to

content from a Web page, and receive updates as soon as they are posted.

SCHEME

On the Web, a scheme is a mapping from a name to a protocol. Thus the

HTTP scheme maps URLs that begin with HTTP: to the Hypertext Transfer

Protocol. The protocol determines the interpretation of the rest of the URL, so

that http://www.example.com/dir/content.html identifies a Web site and a

specific file in a specific directory, and mailto:user@somewhere.com is an e-

mail address of a specific person or group at a specific domain.

SHELL

A UNIX shell is the traditional command line user interface for the

UNIX/Linux operating systems. The most common shells are sh and bash.

SOCKS

A SOCKS proxy is a special kind of proxy server. In the ISO/OSI model it

operates between the application layer and the transport layer. The standard

port for SOCKS proxies is 1080, but they can also run on different ports.

Many programs support a connection through a SOCKS proxy. If not you can

install a SOCKS client like FreeCap, ProxyCap or SocksCap which can force

programs to run through the Socks proxy using dynamic port forwarding. It

is also possible to use SSH tools such as OpenSSH as a SOCKS proxy server.

SCREENLOGGER

http://www.example.com/dir/content.html
mailto:user@somewhere.com
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SCREENLOGGER

A screenlogger is software able to record everything your computer displays

on the screen. The main feature of a screenlogger is to capture the screen and

log it into files to view at any time in the future. Screen loggers can be used

as powerful monitoring tool. You should be aware of any screen logger

running on any computer you are using, anytime.

SCRIPT

A script is a program, usually written in an interpreted, non-compiled

language such as JavaScript, Java, or a command interpreter language such as

bash. Many Web pages include scripts to manage user interaction with a Web

page, so that the server does not have to send a new page for each change.

SMARTPHONE

A smartphone is a mobile phone that offers more advanced computing ability

and connectivity than a contemporary feature phone, such as Web access,

ability to run elaborated operating systems and run built-in applications.

SPAM

Spam is messages that overwhelm a communications channel used by people,

most notably commercial advertising sent to large numbers of individuals or

discussion groups. Most spam advertises products or services that are illegal

in one or more ways, almost always including fraud. Content filtering of e-

mail to block spam, with the permission of the recipient, is almost

universally approved of.

SSH (SECURE SHELL)

SSH or Secure Shell is a network protocol that allows encrypted

communication between computers. It was invented as a successor of the

unencrypted Telnet protocol and is also used to access a shell on a remote

server.

The standard SSH port is 22. It can be used to bypass Internet censorship

with port forwarding or it can be used to tunnel other programs like VNC.
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SSL (SECURE SOCKETS LAYER)

SSL (or Secure Sockets Layer), is one of several cryptographic standards used

to make Internet transactions secure. It is was used as the basis for the

creation of the related Transport Layer Security (TLS). You can easily see if

you are using SSL by looking at the URL in your Browser (like Firefox or

Internet Explorer): If it starts with https instead of http, your connection is

encrypted.

STEGANOGRAPHY

Steganography, from the Greek for hidden writing, refers to a variety of

methods of sending hidden messages where not only the content of the

message is hidden but the very fact that something covert is being sent is also

concealed. Usually this is done by concealing something within something

else, like a picture or a text about something innocent or completely

unrelated. Unlike cryptography, where it is clear that a secret message is

being transmitted, steganography does not attract attention to the fact that

someone is trying to conceal or encrypt a message.

SUBDOMAIN

A subdomain is part of a larger domain. If for example "wikipedia.org" is the

domain for the Wikipedia, "en.wikipedia.org" is the subdomain for the English

version of the Wikipedia.

THREAT ANALYSIS

A security threat analysis is properly a detailed, formal study of all known

ways of attacking the security of servers or protocols, or of methods for

using them for a particular purpose such as circumvention. Threats can be

technical, such as code-breaking or exploiting software bugs, or social, such

as stealing passwords or bribing someone who has special knowledge. Few

companies or individuals have the knowledge and skill to do a comprehensive

threat analysis, but everybody involved in circumvention has to make some

estimate of the issues.

TOP-LEVEL DOMAIN (TLD)
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TOP-LEVEL DOMAIN (TLD)

In Internet names, the TLD is the last component of the domain name.

There are several generic TLDs, most notably .com, .org, .edu, .net, .gov, .mil,

.int, and one two-letter country code (ccTLD) for each country in the system,

such as .ca for Canada. The European Union also has the two-letter code .eu.

TLS (TRANSPORT LAYER SECURITY)

TLS or Transport Layer Security is a cryptographic standard based on SSL,

used to make Internet transactions secure.

TCP/IP (TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL OVER INTERNET

PROTOCOL)

TCP and IP are the fundamental protocols of the Internet, handling packet

transmission and routing. There are a few alternative protocols that are used

at this level of Internet structure, such as UDP.

TOR BRIDGE

A bridge is a middleman Tor node that is not listed in the main public Tor

directory, and so is possibly useful in countries where the public relays are

blocked. Unlike the case of exit nodes, IP addresses of bridge nodes never

appear in server log files and never pass through monitoring nodes in a way

that can be connected with circumvention.

TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

Traffic analysis is statistical analysis of encrypted communications. In some

circumstances traffic analysis can reveal information about the people

communicating and the information being communicated.

TUNNEL

A tunnel is an alternate route from one computer to another, usually

including a protocol that specifies encryption of messages.

UDP (USER DATAGRAM PACKET)
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UDP (USER DATAGRAM PACKET)

UDP is an alternate protocol used with IP. Most Internet services can be

accessed using either TCP or UDP, but there are some that are defined to use

only one of these alternatives. UDP is especially useful for real-time

multimedia applications like Internet phone calls (VoIP).

URL (UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR)

The URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is the address of a Web site. For

example, the URL for the World News section of the NY Times is

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/world/index.html. Many censoring systems

can block a single URL. Sometimes an easy way to bypass the block is to

obscure the URL. It is for example possible to add a dot after the site name, so

the URL http://en.cship.org/wiki/URL becomes http://en.cship.org./wiki/URL.

If you are lucky with this little trick you can access blocked Web sites.

USENET

Usenet is a more than 20-year-old discussion forum system accessed using the

NNTP protocol. The messages are not stored on one server but on many

servers which distribute their content constantly. Because of that it is

impossible to censor Usenet as a whole, however access to Usenet can and is

often blocked, and any particular server is likely to carry only a subset of

locally-acceptable Usenet newsgroups. Google archives the entire available

history of Usenet messages for searching.

VOIP (VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL)

VoIP refers to any of several protocols for real-time two-way voice

communication on the Internet, which is usually much less expensive than

calling over telephone company voice networks. It is not subject to the kinds

of wiretapping practiced on telephone networks, but can be monitored using

digital technology. Many companies produce software and equipment to

eavesdrop on VoIP calls; securely encrypted VoIP technologies have only

recently begun to emerge.

VPN (VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK)

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/world/index.html
http://en.cship.org./wiki/URL
http://en.cship.org./wiki/URL
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VPN (VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK)

A VPN (virtual private network) is a private communication network used by

many companies and organizations to connect securely over a public

network. Usually on the Internet it is encrypted and so nobody except the

endpoints of the communication can look at the data traffic. There are

various standards like IPSec, SSL, TLS or PPTP. The use of a VPN provider is

a very fast, secure and convenient method to bypass Internet censorship with

little risks but it generally costs money every month.

WHITELIST

A whitelist is a list of sites specifically authorized for a particular form of

communication. Filtering traffic can be done either by a whitelist (block

everything but the sites on the list), a blacklist (allow everything but the

sites on the list), a combination of the two, or by other policies based on

specific rules and conditions.

WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW)

The World Wide Web is the network of hyperlinked domains and content

pages accessible using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol and its numerous

extensions. The World Wide Web is the most famous part of the Internet.

WEBMAIL

Webmail is e-mail service through a Web site. The service sends and receives

mail messages for users in the usual way, but provides a Web interface for

reading and managing messages, as an alternative to running a mail client

such as Outlook Express or Thunderbird on the user's computer. For example

a popular and free webmail service is https://mail.google.com/

WEB PROXY

https://mail.google.com/
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WEB PROXY

A Web proxy is a script running on a Web server which acts as a

proxy/gateway. Users can access such a Web proxy with their normal Web

browser (like Firefox) and enter any URL in the form located on that Web

site. Then the Web proxy program on the server receives that Web content

and displays it to the user. This way the ISP only sees a connection to the

server with the Web proxy since there is no direct connection.

WHOIS

WHOIS (who is) is the aptly named Internet function that allows one to

query remote WHOIS databases for domain registration information. By

performing a simple WHOIS search you can discover when and by whom a

domain was registered, contact information, and more.

A WHOIS search can also reveal the name or network mapped to a numerical

IP address
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